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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman of Estimates Committee having been authorised 
by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present this 
25th Report on Ministry of Defence Military Engineer Services. 

2. The Sub-Committee on Defence took evidence of the repre-
sentatives of the Ministry of Defence on 14tl), 15th. and 17th 
December, 1981. The Committee wish to express their thanks to 
the officers of the Ministry of Defence for placing before them the 
material and information which they desired in connection with 
examination of the subject and for giving evidence before the 
Sub-Committee. 

3. The Committee also wish to thank' Maj-Gen. (.Retd.) 
Harkirat Singh, and Lt. Gens. (Retd.) J. S. Bawa, B. N. Das, R. A. 
Loomba; former Engineers-in-Chief, Shri V. B. Tawadey, a former 
Chief Engineer, 'MES, representatives of MES CiVilian officers 
Association and MES Builders Association, New Delhi for furnish-
ing memoranda and for giving eVldence before the Sub-Committee 
and making valuable suggestions. 

4. The Committee also wish to express their thanks to all other 
organisations, individuals etc. who furnished memoranda on the 
subject to the Committee. 

5. The report was considered and approved by the Sub-Commi-
ttee on 24th March, 1982 and finally adopted by the Committee 
later on the same day. 

6. For facility 01 reference, thE t"ecommendationsjobservations 
of the Committee have been prined in thick type in the body of 
the Report. A summary of recommendationslobservations is append-
ed to the Report (Appendix). 

NEW DELHI:. 
March 31, 1982 . 
Chaitra 10, 1904 (Saka).--

S. B. P. PATTABHI RAMA RAO 
Chairman .. 

Eatimates Committee 

(vii ) 



CHAPTER I 

TENDERS 

(A) Issue of Tenders 

1.1 All works required to be carried out by Contractors exce-
eding Rs. 2.5 lakhs are advE'rtised in the Press and Indian Trade 
Jaumal. In addition Notice of Tender for individual work is also 
issued to various local authorities like Municipality, General Post 
Oftlces, State PWD etc. for display on their Notice Boards. The 
applications when received from the interested Contractors are 
scrutinised and ten.der documents are issued to those found suitable. 

1.2 It has been represented to the Committee by BuHders 
Organisations that tenders ~ issued in MES to selected contrac-
tors. Issuing authorities have discretion to reject applications for 
issue of tender documents without assigning any reason. It has 
been suggested that tenders should be issued to all the eJigible 
applicants enlisted for appropriate class of work if no embargo has 
been placed on them for issue of tenders. If need be, tender could 
be priced. 

1.3 According tra the Ministry of Defence tenders are issued to 
those who are considered by the .Accepting Officer to be capable o'f 
doing the job and against whom no ban exists. Reasons for non-
issue of tenders are recorded by the Accepting Officer where appli-
cable. Sometimes, the Accepting Officer of his own adds a few 
more names for is~ue of tender· documents even in the absence of 
applications to induce better competition. The Ministry further 
$ted that the system of pre-selection of contractors is far better 
than po~ selection. In any case, one would not like to be landed up 
with an undesirable and incapable contractor, which would not 
only mean sub-standard works and disputes but also delay!:' in 
urgent defence works. I'f therefore, sereening is not done at the 
pre-tender. stage, it Wlll have to be done is the post receipt and 
pre-acceptance stage. This will again be a time consuming and 
delaying factor. If selection is to be done after receipt of te:nders 
and the lowest tender is not accepted., there is bound to be scope 
for malpractices as well as complaints and criticism. In the MiDis-
try:s opi~on, the system of pre~election has been working quite 
satisfaetorily in 1\1ES since its inception. The pre-selection of 
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contractors is done by senior and responsible officers only and this 
is not a power which -would normally be misused. 

1.4 Secretary, Ministry of Defence, informed the Committee 
during evidence that the tender forms were issued to all contractors 
who applied provided they were unenlisted for appropriate class of 
work and in case of enlisted contractors if they produced satisfactory 
evidence of capacity-·both financial and technical. Tenders were 
not issued to those contractors who were considered overloaded. 
or whose progress on existing works was unsatisfactory 
Further the reasons fnr rejecting enlisted contractors were reccrded. 

1.5 Asked if the contractors were informed of the reasons for 
rejection of their applications for tenders, the witnes stated that 
applicants were not informed of the reasons for rejection. But if 
any applicant made a representation. he was given an opportunity 
to be heard. 

1.6 During their study tour to Southern Zone, the Committee 
were informed that out of 503 and 510 tenders issued in 1979-80 and 
1980-81 by CE, CWEs, and GMs of the Southern Zone, the number 
of cases where tenders' were not issued against contractors' requests 
were 111 and 112 respectively. 

1. 7 Asked if the officer refusing tender to a contractor informed 
the next higher officp.r about his decision to refuse tender and the 
reasons therefor, Defence Secretary stated that the Officer refusing 
t.ender documents 'Nas not required to intimate his decision to his . 
next higher authority. The witness agreed that the question of 
introducing such a practice could be considered. 

1.8 It was pointed out that in certain remote and forward areas, 
contracts were awarded to the members of the same family who 
pooled together while tendering. Asked to state the measures taken 
to ensure that the contracts were not· concerned. by the same set. of 
contractors' the E-ill-C stated that contractors were expected to 
declare their interest in other firms. If they concealed the fact, 
action could be tak~n against them. When contractors declared 
interest in other firms, the 'Department ensured that firms having 
business relations did not tender for the same job. 

1.9 In a note furnished to the Committee, the MinistrysubsEIr 
quently stated. that Specific conditions exist in each contract as 
sub-para (2) of para 3 of Notice of Tender IAFW-2162 (ReYised 
1960) which reads as under: 

"Under no cir(;Umstances will a father and his son (s) or other 
alsp relations, who have business dealings with one an-
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other, he allowed to tender for the same contract as 
separate competitors. A breach of this condition will 
render the tenders of both parties liable to rejection." 

1.10 In the Committee's opinion, the power given to an Accepting 
Oftker to refuse or to 'issue tendet' documents to an e6gibJe applicant, 
without telling him the reasons for refusal, has seeds of arbitrariness 
and is liable to be misused. The opportunity given to the party 
concerned to be heard in such a case has no meaning unless he 
knows the reasons for which tender documents have been refused. 
The Committee would like that the Ministry should review this 
procedure and, consistent with the need to have defence works exe-
cuted without unnecessary delay or dispute, make it fair and just 
so as to avoid any likelihood of misuse of powers by Accepting 
Oftieers. (S. No.1) 

1.11 Pending review of the procedure, the Accepting OfIicers 
should be directed to intimate all such cases of refusal to issue ten-
der documen.ts together with reasons therefor to their next higher 
omcers who should satiSfy themselves that the power has been 
exercised fairly and justly with due regard to rules cd natural 
justice. (S. No.2) 

1.12 The Committee would like the Ministry to study the 111 and 
112 cases of refusal of tender documents in 1979-80 and 1980-81 res-
pectively in southern zone and apprise them of the outcome of the 
study. The Committee would also like similar information to be 
furnished. to the Committee in respect of other zones. .. (S. No.3) 

... 1.13 According to one of the conditions of !tendering, "under no 
circumstances will a father and sons or other close relations who 
have business dealings with one another be allowed to tender for 
the same contract as separate competitors". The Committee desire 
that in order to guard against the members of the same family con-
cerning MES contracts by manipulation, the Ministry should ensure 
that the afoi'esaid condition of tendering, which is a wholesome 
provision is not circumvented by contractors and those found con-
travening this condition are dealt with suitably under the J;Ules. 

(S. No.4) 

(B) . Dispensing with competitive tenders 

1.14 It has been stated by the Ministry that sometimes when the 
situation deman'ds competent engineer authorities may dispense with 
competitive tenders and instead conclude single tender contract 
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with a selected contractor. Powers for this purpose have been laid 
down in MES Regulations as under:-

E-in-C (with concurrence of associated finance)-Unlimited 

CEs 

CWEs 
GES 

Up to Rs. 10 lakl1a 
Up to Rs. 2.51akhs 
Up to Rs. 10,000 

1.15 The Committee asked whether any guidelines had beea. laid 
dnwn regarding the circumstances in which· competitive teDders 
might be dispensed with. The Defence Secretary stated: iD eWteBce 
that it was provided that before concluding any single terMier C!QD-

tract, associate Finance had to be consulted. The validity of. sucl1 
cases was also to be checked by the higher engineering autlwnitiM 
to whom a report had to be submitted and copy of this report was 
also sent to the Audit. The witness a:dded that no guIdelines had 
been laid down, because it was felt that it was very cliffkult to 
anticipate all kinds of situations where resorting to acceptance of a 
single tender might become necessary. The Engineer-in-Chief stated 
that in the last 3 years out of 1116 contracts concluded approximate-
ly costing Rs. 300 crores, 17 contracts were single tender ones 
costing Rs. one crore. Out of these 17 cases, two 'Cases costing 65 
lakhs involved Government sanction, one case costing Rs. 21 lakhs 
involved E-in-C's sanction and the remaining 14 cases cost Rs. 14 
lakhs. 

U6. fte Committee ap~eciated that sit.uaiioIL can sometime 
arise wlaenengineeriag authorities may have to dispense with COID-
petitive tenders and resart to concluding a single tender contract 
with a selected. contractor. There are adequate safecu.uda apiDst 
misuse of this power and the number of such cont.ncts has alsO beeD 
very small only 17 (costing Bs. 1 crore) out of a total IWJIlber 01. 
IU, cOl&uaets (Bs. 380 crores app.) entered into by MES during tile 
last 3 years. 

1.17 The Committee feel that, even then, it will he'Ip autliorities 
at various levels to exercise better control over suell eontraets if 
broad guidelines f~ the exercise of the 'power of siaIIe tentlfJI' eon-
trads are laid down for the benefit of Accepttng otIkeI's.. (5. No. 5) 

(C) Delaty in accepta.nCe of tendiers 

1.18 It has been represented to the Committee that very often 
acceptance of tenders is delayed for several months. Earlier, ten~ 
ders used to remain open for 30 days but lately the teniiers specified 
the offer to remain valid for 60 days. The tenderers are asked to 
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keep their ofter open for 2-3 months more if the case is to be sent 
for financial concurrence of a higher authority. The .builders feel 
that in the present day unstable market trends when prices escalate 
beyond comprebension, contractors cannot afford to keep their 
offers open. for so long. But if a contractor does not agree to extend 
the validity of his offer, he incurs the displeasure of the Depart-
ment who in many cases suspend the iSSue of tenders to him. fur-
ther the Department takes decisions adversely agaiDsthim during 
the operation of other co.ut.racts, where in several situations their 
decision is 'final and binding'. 

1.19 The Committee desired to lmow the circumstances in which 
contractors were asked to keep tenders open for periods longer 
tlmn Bpecift.ed. in the terms. of tenders. 

L20 In a written reply, the Ministry of Defence informed the 
Committee that normally a provision is made for 1reepi.n.g an offer 
open. for 30 days after the date of opening. In certain cases, how-
ever, the period so laid down is more depending on circumstances. 
For eJ"fUl'1Pk. where a tender is based on contractor's own design 
or where wark is of specialist nature like air-conditioning where 
different contractors offer different types of plans, there is require-
meat of longer period for the technicallcontractual scrutiny, some-
times involving references to the various tenders before decision on 
acceptance or otherwise of any such ten:der can be taken. Of late 
ther-e has been a number of cases where even for ordinary nature 
ofworit contractors had to be asked to keep their tenders open or 
eJdend the validity period to cover the time required for obta;ning 
financial concurrence, the administrative approval, amount being 
insuflicient due mainly to price escalation. Although a contractor 
is within his rights to refuse to extend the validity period, it is 
elg)eCted that he would not do so except under extraordinary cir-
cumstances. Refusing to extend validity period would normally 
lead to re-invitation of tender or acceptance of higher tender as also 
delay in commencement of work. If there are any extraordinary 
circumstances to decline to extend the validity period, a contractor 
sImaJd i>e able· to eonvince the concerned officer to avoid misunder-
staRdtng. . 

The Ministry added that no record of the cases in which con-
tractors are asked to extend the validity period, of tender is main-
tained at any level. The number of such cases "is faitly large and 
in most cases,the concerned contractor agreed to extend the validity· 
period". 
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1.21 Subsequently the Ministry furnished the following statistics 
for the last 3 years:-

(i) Nos. of cases in which contractors were asked to extend 
validity period-856. 

(ii) Nos. of cases in which contractors agreed-834. 

(iii) Reasons:-

(a) For obtaining financial concurrences. 
(b) For sorting out conditions stipulated by tenderers for 

specialist works. 
(c) For reducing freakish high rates. 
(d) To check and obtaining c1arific'ations on tender, based 

on tenderers' design. 
(e) Obtaining users concurrence for the alternative specifi-

cations offered by specialist tenderers. 

(f) Obtaining concurrence from audit authorities. 

1.22 During evidence, the Defence Secretary stated that the 
Ministry was not in favour of asking the contractor to keep tenders 
open for long periOds. There was no escalation clause available at 
present to offset the price rise and this, the Ministry agreed, created 
a major problem. The Ministry had issued instructions to this effect 
that the validity period initially laid down in the tender should. 
not exceed 60 days and that no penal action be taken if a contrac-
tor did not agree to extend this period. This would ameliorate the 
problem to some extent. When the Ministry of Works and Housing 
is also to finalise its recommendations relating to the escalation 
clause, much of the problem will disappear. Asked if the Ministry 
did not agree that there was no justification for haraSSing the con-
tractor for not keeping the tender open for a period longer than that 
provided in the rules, the witness stated "I agree, there is 110 justifica-
tion for punishing any contractor, if he is unable to keep any parti-
cular tender open indefinitely. There has to be a limit to this." 

1.23 From the Ministry's own account it is clear that, despite 
instructions to the contrary, in a lCfairly large number" of C8ses, 
contractors have been asked to keep their tenders open beyond the 
period specified in the rules inter alia, to enable Accepting Officer 

f 

to obtain fresh approval of higher authorities necessitated by price 
escalations. Contractors, it has been represented, agree to extend 
WIidity' period of . tlleir tenders out of fear of reappraisals, and the· 
Ministry is not aware of the magnitude of this problem for want 
of any record of such cases at its level. 
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1.24 There is absolutely no justification, as the Defence Secretary 
also agree, to punjsh any contractor on tbis account and such a 
vindictive tendency among Accepting Officers cannot but be deplor-
ed. In order to check delays in accepting tenders and avoid harass-
ment to contractors, the Committee would like the Ministry to 
evolve a system of monitoring the time taken by Accepting Ofticers 
at tender-acceptance stage with a view to ensuring that decisions 
on tenders are taken wihout delay and, where extension of validity, 
period is unavoidable, contractors, consent is not taken .under duress. 

; . (S. No.6) 

(D) . Time fOO" giving Qti.otatipns 

1.25 It has been bro:ught to the not:ce of the Commiitee by the 
Builders Association, that various changes are made in the plans, 
designs, and specifications through amendments after issue of tenders. 
The association has urged that a cl~ar period of one month should 
be given for submission of tenders after issue of the last amendment 
and that in case of large number of amendments, the tenders should 
be revised and re-issued. 

1.26 The Committee were informed during evidence by Defence 
Secretary that there were no time limits laid down for this, but 
there were instructions to the effect that where amendments to 
tenders documents were unavoidable, the period allowed for their 
submission should be increased, so that all tenderers have sufficient 
time to studY' them and formulate their quotations. They had also 
issued instructions to the effect that where there were a large number 
of amendments changing the basic .structure of a tender, a self-
contained revised tender should be issued. 

1.27 The Committee feel 'that every amendment to a tender already 
issued .. may not warrant extension of time for submission of quota-m.s . by one month as demanded by contractors. The instructions 
issued by the Ministry in this regard, should be able to take care 
of the contractors' difficulties. What is required to be watched is 
whether these instructions aile observed by Accepting Oflicers in 
letter and spirit. (S. No.7) 

(E) N eg01liations with Contractors 

1.28 It has been stated in a memorandum to Estimates Committee 
that there is a tendency on the part of some officers to negotiate 
quotations with the tenderers after the submission of tenders. This 
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is against the sanctity of tenders. It has been suggested that nor-
maliy there should be no negotiations with the tenderers. Bat if 
sometimes, in public interest, negotiations have to be held, these 
should be held only at very high levels. Asked about the instractions 
of the Department with regard to negotiations with the tenderers, 
Defence Secretary stated that as per existing instructions, no nego-
tiatiOns were possible, even if contractor was the lowest tenderer. 
Only 'some clarifications could be sought, if something was not clear 
from the tender documents already submitted. No instructions had 
been issued about any negotiations before acceptance of tender. It 
was proposed by the Defence Secretary that if negotiation with any 
tenderer was desired this should not be allowed without prior per-
mission of Command Chief Engineers. 

1.29 When it was pointed out that cases had been reported to have 
happened in certain remote areas. Where local executive officers 
were allegedly awarding contracts to selected contractors after nego-
tiations, Defence Secretary stated. "We will look into this. We are 
ourselves anxious to remove this sort of thiI\gs. We will have to 
issue instructions that this will not be done without the approval of 
the Comman" Chief Engineer." 

_1.30 It is highly, impr4)per that, despite clear instructions of the 
MiIlisiry to the . contrary , loeai ofticers in certain areas should be 
awardiag contracts after heldiDg unauthorised negotiations with 1he 
teB~rers. The CommiU-ee would like the Ministry to tighten 
control ova" MES establishments in all parts of the coUDtry with a . 
view to eliminating such a malpractice. (S. No.8) 
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CONTRACTS 

(A) CootrlZCt Form 

2.1 .it WaS stated in a memorandum submitted by a Builders 
Assoc:iatioD to the Estimates Committee that the general conditions 
of .centJact .iDeluded in MES cmrtract form. were ch'awn up in the 
p:e-indepeudenae da~ when the' magnitutfe of e'Onstruction work 
was .am.aU:and tae approach to contractor's problems was different. 
~act forms mUle in Government departments throw on con-
vactorSaD UDdue share of risk of unforeseen conditions. Terms of 
,,.,... 8Ild lleitbmlent of disputes are iRequitab~e. Capital gets 
UIIclWy -lMked up in the form of eatnest money and security deposit/ 
__ U .. money." 

;u It was also- represented to the Committee in other memoranda 
... ~ emItracts- tended 1;0 be one-sided. This maUer 
...... , te¥iew. It was suggested that the contract form suggested 
by the Working Ckoap of the :Planning Commission in 1967 may be 
adopted, with certain modific~tion to suit departmental requirements. 
It was 1lfso suggeste'dthat thel'e was an urgent need. to include an 
..... littiert ctause", as had been done by LIe, Reserve Bank of India. 

%.3 A former Engineer-in-Chief was of the view that the present 
contract form gave unfettered powers to officers at various levels to 
take decisions in many respects. 1'Bis· was not quite correct. The 
Deptt. must be required to listen to the points of view of the con-
·tbcteRtand dtIciSkms shoWd be fair and taken at higher levels. 
8eeoadIy, ~ was· no provisi6n for escalation clause. He suggested 
.. the fwiDtiIa evolved by the Reset've Bank of India to cover 
escalation could be a starting point. In case the prices came down. 
there should also be a de-escalation clause. 

1.4' ...,ther lI:rIgineer-irl-Chief stated ftlat a good contract agree-
JdIIIt W'Il& ~ wl'lieh would not lead to excessiye arguments and 
attcaM eaMIfIe ;~ working s-ystem and prompt payments. The 
apIrIt·of tie edMrarl shoUld be between co-equals. The present con-
tl!Rf fOftIf ~·the entire burden of unforseen circumstances on 

.- .~ ... 
, , .. _, 

, . 
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the contractor. Secondly the stages for the detailed approval of 
physical work are not defined; right of appeal is very limited; Thirdly, 
the payments get delayed. The cost of capital in 1930s might have 
been 31 per cent; today the bank rate is 18 per eent. 

2:5 In a written reply, the Ministry of Defence informed the 
Committee that, "while the number of the form is of pre-independence 
origion, the contents have undergone many changes by way of revi-
sion al:\d modifications to make it equitable as' faras"possible. No 
doubt the magnitude of the construction was then smail iii'tenrls of 
money, there has also been erosion iIi the money value; As' far 'as 
the approach to problem is concerned, the contractors are now-a~days 
more legal minded and profit oriented which makes the situation 
worse. Nevertheless, a number of changes have been made already 
to relieve contractor's from the burden of unforeseen riskS and to 
reduce the quantum of their locked. up capital e.g. 'acceptance of 
Bank Guarantee in lieu of security/retention money, limiting· the 
maximum amount ot compensation, conferring certain rights t6con-
tractors consequent to suspension, reimbursement of price escalation 
on account of wages, release of payment of final bill even in disputed 
cases, earlier release of moiety of security deposit and so on. Never-

,theless, the process is continuous and it is admitted that sometimes 
the actions ,lag behind because of shortage of staff." 

The Ministry further stated that if rhe ,present form was judged 
with open mind in the context of' the prevailing standards ,of ethics 
particularly in the building industry. the conditions should not appear 
to be one sided. The Government has gqt full. powers, to .comp-ensate 
a contractor in genuine cases of hardship. 

Escalation Clause. 
.. ", 

2.6 With regard to the inclusion of an . escalation clause; the 
Ministry has stated that it is agreed that there should be aprlce 
escalation clause and a case is already' under . consideration of the 
Government. 

2.7 The present escalation clause provides for reimbursement on 
account of increase in' the cost of materi~lsdii'ectly iricoq:itlrated in 
the work consequent to their price having been directly increased "On 
account of Acts of Legislature (other'than Sales .tax), ,Statutory 
Orders/Rules. Similar. reimbursement on account 'of ·Act 'of ,Ll!gisla-
ture is allowed in respect of wages of labour .. Su.ch .reimbursement/ 
adjustment is permissible only for the amount in excess of 10 per 
cent of the corresponding amount in the Contract. Moreover the 
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increase/decrease is reckoned from the date· of acceptance to the 
tender. 

2.8 Revised escalation clause to take care of the fluctuations in 
the market rates both in respect of labour and materials is stated 
to be under consideration of the Government. There being no 
authentic price indices for building industry (hereagain it would 
vary from work to work) the proposal is to link the formulae to 
the wholesale price index for materials and to consumer price index 
for industrial worker so far as labour wages are concerned. 

2.9 The Ministry has stated that LlC and Reserve Bank of _ India 
have already introduced escalation clauses in their contract forms. 
Certain other organisations like Railways and State PWDs have also 
introduced formulae for the similar purpose. 

2.10 Explaining the position regarding the action taken on the 
. recommendations of the working Group of Planning Commh:sion 

(1967) regarding revision of contract form, the Defence Secr~tary 
stated during evidence that there were 15 points oil which MES 
form differed from that suggested by the Working Group, as these 
did not suit the system prevailing in MES. Their recommendations 
on all other points had been accepted. 

2.11 From the information furnished by the Ministry it was seen 
that the fifteen points on which, the MES form differs from that 
suggested by the Planning Commission W ~"~king Group (1967) relat-
ed to some very vital aspects of building contracts and aTe of vital 
importance to contractors. These are:-

.1. Accepted Risks. 
2. Security DepOSit/Retention Mone'y. 
3. Refund of Security Deposit/Retention Money. 
4: Deviations/Variations-Extent & Pricing. 
5. Suspension of Works. 
6. Time and extension of delay. 
7. Completion Certificates. 
8. Compensation for delay. 
9. Defect Liability Period. 

10. Payment on account and time limit of payment of fip.al bill. 
11. Reiinbursement/Refund on variation on price. 
12. Loans. 
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13. Bonus. 
14. Arbitration. 
15. Final and Binding Powers. 

Defence Secretary added that the main question related to the 
escalation clause and the Ministry of Works and Housing had ap-
pointed a Committee to go into the matter. The recommendations of 
the Committee were awaited. The reconunendations of this Com-
mittee would be applicable to MES and CPWD. 

2.12 Despite certain changes said to have been made by the 
, Department in. the contract form to provide relief to contractors, the 

bwlders associations have contended that the MES terms of centract 
are one-sided and inequitable to contractors. Justifying the present 
contract form, the Ministry has stated that " in the context of the 
prevailing standards of ethics particularly in the building industry, 
the conditions should not appear to be one-sided." A Working Group 
of Planning Commission (1967) under the Chairmanship of a former 
E-in-C had, after a thorough study, suggested a revised contrat form 
with more fair tenns. The Ministry has not accepted as many as 15 
provisions of the revised form as suggested by the Working Group 
which relate to same vital aspects of buUding contracts and are of 
vital importance to contractors. rn view of the thinking of the 
Working Group of Planning Commission on the subjed which. has 
DOt been fully respected by the Ministry but which has been largely 
endorsed by some of the fohner Engineers-in Chief, it wiil be unfair 
to dismiss the contention of builders' associations that the present 
contract form is not all that fair as the Ministry thiaks it is. The 
Committee, therefore, r.floommend that Ministry should critically 
review its own decisions on the contract form as suggested by the 
Working Group of Planning Commission and make the present con-
tract more fair to contractors consistent with tile need to take safe-
guards against malpractices. In this review if aD expert from outside 
the Ministry is also assodated, it would enable the Ministry to have 
a more objective view of the matter. 

2.13 The need for having an escalation clause in MES contract to 
cover not only increase in the cost of materials and wages as a 
consequence of statutory changes, which are at present covered, but 

. also other increases in cost'J of inputs has been universally '~oiced 
and also recognised by MES autho'rities. Reserve Bank of India,' 
State PWDs and Railways have already taken a lead in this direction. 
The Ministry of Defence is awaiting the reeommendations of a Depart-
mental Committee set up by Ministry of Works and Housing in this 
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regard~ The Committee would urge the Ministry not to lag beiaind 
and take an early decision ill the matter. "(So No. ') 

(B) Schedule of Rates 

2.14. The Ministry has informed the Committee that MES sche-
dule of Rates was revised by the Department at intervals of 5 years 
approximately. MES Schedule of Rates was revised twice in the 
last 10 years once in 1970 and again in 1975. Another revision was 
stated to be in hand. According to the Ministry, this time it is 
taking longer pe!iod because of large scale revisions in the standards 
and also re-costing of the Schedule with radical changes. 

2.15 Delay in revision of MES Schedule of Rates has been brought 
out in a number of memoranda submitted to the Committee. 

2.16. It has been stated in a Memoranda that by the time the 
revised 8SR become effective, the market goes up due to unstability 
of market. It has been suggested that: 

(i) Standard Schedule of Rates (SSR) may be revised/revie-
wed yearly. 

(ii) Rates inserted in SSR should be realistic and based, on 
practical aspects of the job. 

(iii) If the rerision is not possible so early or yearly then 
the percentage of market fluctuation may be enfotced as 
and when necessary (which may be based on the data 
collected from competent authorities). 

2.17. The Ministry a<4nitted that the present interval of five years 
for revision was far too long. It was stated that a proposal was under 
consideration for setting up a separate team at Commands as well 
a:s Headquarters"" level for continuous revision of not only rate but 
also cif specifications and side by side keep up-dating and modifying 
the various contract forms. 

. 2.18 As regards the steps taken to make the SSR realistic, the 
Ministry has stated that the market rates of materials and wages of 
labour prevailing in different selected stations are obtained by re-
ference to the concerned Chief Engineers and rates of SSR ,are 

I 

framed accordingly. There are six sets of rates for six different 
geographical zones. In each zone -conditions as well as rates vary 
from place to place. Therefore, the rates in the SSR would only 
give an idea of the average rates in that zOne and not the exact 
representative rates for each and every station in the respective ge0-
graphical zone. , _ < 
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2.19. It was represented to the Committee that MES Scheduie 
of Rates was not half as comprehensive as the CPWD Schedule. 
MES Schedule 1980 was stlll m the making Whereas the CPWD had 
already brought out 1977 and 1980 revised version of that Schedule. 

2.20. During evidence, the Defence Secretary stated that the MES 
standard schedule of rates for 1970 was made operative with effect· 
from 1st November, 1972. The schedule for 1975 was operative from 
15th November 1975. He added that "the 1980 schedule is expected 
to be operative from June 1982. We have done the preliminary work, 
but want to put it on the computer, so that the subsequent revision 
is made easy. This transition to computer will take time." 

He further informed the Committee that "CPWD have a single 
price schedule for Delhi but MES has six schedules covering the 
entire country." 

NBO Schedule. 

2.21. It has been suggested to the Committee that MES should 
adopt the All India Standard£ Sche1ule of Rates (1977) brought out 
by the National Building Organisation. The Ministry has stated 
that NBO has not update'd their Schedule. Moreover, it is not a 
priced schedule and their Schedule does not contain all the items 
of work as per the practices in vogue in different parts of the coun-
try r According to the Ministry the question of adopting NBO Sche-
dule of Rates by MES does not arise because MES Schedule is far 
more comprehensive and is updated from time to time. 

2.22 A former E-in-C stated before the Committee that NBO had 
prepared a very comprehens've schedule with the help of MES. This 
Schedule of Rates needs to be priced and adopted by all Departments 
and it will also prevent builders from playing the rates of on,e De-
partment against the other. The witness added that if NBO sche-
dule did not cover all the 6 zones of MES, it could be adopted for-
some of the zones. The idea of adoption of All India Schedule of 
Rates of NBO by MES has also been supported by some other top 
officers of MES since retired. 

2.23. During evidence the Defence Secretary informed the Com-
mittee that NBO Schedule was kept in view in formulating the MES 
schedule. The Committee a[ked whether in view of the fact that 
the schedules used by .the CPWD and MES and other organisations 
were prepared separately and differed from one another, an exercise at 
a national level could n~t be undertaken to consolidate them all to 
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Serve the purpose of all of them. The Defence Secretary stated that 
"the NBO· ·can do it. It can undertake this work and some iridices 
ean; be fixed. The kind of work done by different ageitcies also 
differ. What the Railways require may differ from what the Roads 
required or any other department require." The witness agreed that 
"it.~er.taiIily is a concept which was worthwhile pursuing." 

-. 
2.24 The Ministry of Defence agrees that the present interval of 

5 ye~rs: for revision of schedule of rak'5 is far too long. What is 
regrettable is that even after an in!t'eTval of 5 years the schedule 
is not.out on time. 1980 schedule, for instance, would be out only 
in June 1982. The Committee would like the Ministry to decide the 
optimum frec:juency for revision and publication of Schedule of Rates 
after t.aking into consideration all relevant factors. The work should 
then be so organise4 on all fronts that the revised schedules are pub-
lished.· on time and become operative on schedule. Delay in its 
publication should be viewed seriously. 

2.25 National Building Organisation brought out an All India 
Standard ScJtedule of Rates in 1977 which was not priced. The 
Minist~y does not favour the suggestion to adopt the National Build-
in2 . Organisation schedule for MES on the ground that the MES 
schedule is far more comprehensive. However, the National Build-
ing Organisation ~chedule of rates is stated to be kept in view in 
fonnulating the MES schedule. The concept of a unifo~ all India 
schedule has been supported by former top officers of MES. Seeing 
that various Govt. organisations like CPWD, MES, Railways etc. are 
working separately to bring out separate schedules of rates, which 
differ fr.om one another, the committee wondered whether joint ex-
ercise at nati.qnal level to draw up a comprehensive schedule to meet 
the needs of all these organisations could not be made. The Defence 
Secretary· agreed during evidence that this was a concept which was . 
worth pursuing and that this work could be undertaken by National 
Building Organisation. The Committee desire that this question 
should be considered seriously by the Government and the Com-
mittee informed about the outcome. They would like the Ministry 
of Defence to take an initiative in this regard. (S. No. 10) 

(C) Payment Of Bills of Contactors 

2.26 It has been stated in a number of memoranda that, while the 
payment of running account bills in MES is fast and speedy, there 
are .delays in :payment of final bills. __ ._ 



2.27 The Committee have been informed by the Wnimy drat 
in Dormal course the aim of the department is to pay SIWdt IriDs 
upto Bs. 5 Iaklts within 4 months and otb.er.s within 6 ~ ~. 
are however a number of cases where the time, .sehecNIe~ is.'D~,,, 
hered to; sometimes due to non-cooperation of ~ Ccmtr~, (Uti 
in furnishing the pai'dvouchers) and sometimesdile. to- the ee.pJi-
cated natlR'e of work. With a view to keeping a watch for speedy 
payment of final bill a flow chart normally called billin,. r-etan is 
submitted quarterly by the GE/IDdep AGE to tbeliigRer fNmalilu. 
These are scrutinised with a view to.remcWe bottlenerk& .GIrI.·,CWI:' 
also hold billing conference to overcome delay in proces ... ttleflilal 
bills . 

. 2.28 Builders' organisations informed the sub-Committee ·tbat 
there was no non-cooper-ation on the part of the -ecmtraeton in fur-
nishing vouchers etc. In fact, the con1Detom prempt1y prodUced 
the relevant papers as they were.keen to get payme_~ . 

2.29 The Committee desired to be furnished with a statemeni in:-· 
dicating the number of final bills and amounts involved vilUdl w..ere· 
not paid within a period of six months during the "last five y.ears 
and the reasons for delay in making payment. , 

2.30 The Ministry furnished the following ~_, far., 
three years: 

(i) Numbers of final bills-1322 not paid withialix JaOIli;IIa.. 

(ii) Amount of the above-Rs. 375.60 lakhs mentioned billi • 
• 

The Ministry· of Defence has given the following~~"for 
the delays in payment of bills: 

(a) Delay in submission of vouehers by ~. ; 

(b) Delay in preparation, distribution and attestatiott of a. 
r viation orders/amendments. 

(c} nelay in scrutiny of stores statement an<l return of ex-
l cess stores drawn by contractor and Jesolying c:ti1ferences 

of views on that account. 

(d) SettlemeBt of observation Tech1iie81. anel aaait 
(e) Disputes and claims of contractGrs. ". i.: .• 

. "'! ..... : ~ 
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2.3l n. ,was atateQ ill a memorandum that one of the reasol'lS for 
delays is ~n-fina)iaa,Uon of ~viation orders (D.Os) and star rates. 
It was suaested. that the finaliaa,tion of D. Os. and star rates should 
be lIone before the work is completec.i. 

aa.. na.G •• 1eht.JIIIked; why deviation order and star rates were 
.... Id .... , ..... h ~ of. the work. The Defence Sec-
11IitaI'J-.. d· ........ -J"i' .. that if deviation had been approyed in 
~ ___ W8& liven·to the- cantractor as to the change to 
be •• e.w. .. the. JPaImI!r' of . its. pricing. The deta . led deviation 
G1d ...... df •• ,tbe"... wltlae applicable were required to be 'fina-
~ wiMh; • .-riod af six weeD. However in a few complicated 
___ ..... hiJad caII:u:lations including verification of vouchers, 
........ -ilwolveci' 19aeer time was taken. Even such deviation 
Ql!den.. WIIIIFer ADillilled as espeditieusly as possible. 

W n ..... beE s~. a memorandum that there was a system 
ill- CDA~ .-ce ·tMt tbeJ' did. not accept the final bills, even for 
____ y, . ___ ·..afittBteci .capiesofall Deviation Orders were attached 
'IIIidl. the .. aiBI. TheIe attested copies are to be supplieti by the 
CDA office only and ea m'attached in his otIice. There is no logic 
in this procedure. The procedure in this respect it was suggested 
needed to be streamlined 011 the side of CDA. 

2!R. Dariftg mdem:e the Defence Secretary stated that "Devia-
u..sOI'_S 8ft reqaind to be prepared as and when works progress 
.......... are ~ to be ma'de". The deviation order in dupli-
cate iir ftC:t!l\red''by ftre Unit Accountant, who under the rules is to 
exercise' cettam cheeks and send both copies to the CDA for 
~ce.. The eDA has to eJrercise certain checks far deviation 
ordas befCn:e. acceptiIJ.g them and sending a copy to the Unit Accoun-
taDt .. w .his.Beaord 'the procedure of sending an Attested copy of 
tbe ~oa orders by the CDA after the same has been audited 
to:tJae..Uait_ACCOlIl'~, does not hold up the payment of Running 
A.cQnot~ JihteD 1M the final bills, neither the original copy nor 
tM.~t.tai COQVDf,ibe deviation order is r~uired to be attached. 
·~...,.tG_heW by tl1e -CI}A and unit Accountant respectively 
~ . .t8IM • .eo;ie&,of. the, eontJ:a£ts. Certified copies of the deviation 
~ .• !llsand "'.-.v mIltt.ac.thaye to be a~bed to thhe Tfinabnicl1~ilall. 
Itds a.eo."·daeumelltaad it is to beavailaole ror t e ec 
Examiner's Scrutiny !,\s well. , 
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The witness added that "if the deviation orders are finalised a's 

and when works progress there will be no delay in payment of pills 
due to the above procedure. That has a disadvantage' as this is' in-
deed a parallel action." '-,r 

Progressive billing 

2.35 It was mg.gested in a memorandum that thepositionregard~ 
ing payment of bills could be improved if the billing,was taken not 
after the completion of works, but a progressive billing o;ystem was-
introduced. Some Chief Engineers, it is .stated, have adopted,this. 
system and prepared the bills ~nd sent them to CDA for payment 
within a month of completion of works. During ev.idence Delence 
Secretary stated that "a contractor is entitl~d to get ,running pay-: 
ments varying from 90 to 95 per cent approximately depending upon 
the total amount of work. The retention money is in no case to ex-' 
ceed Rs. 1.5 lakhs. This amount could .be paid at RAR:'stage td a 
contractor furnishing the bank guarantee. The residual amount of a 
final bill never exceeds B.s.. 1.5 lakhs. Working documents which 
constitute the final Bill are prepared concurrently with the progress 
of works as' far as is practicable progressively. Progressive . billing. 
will entail continuing technical and audit :check. This may be diffi·· 
cult to achieve with the present staff strength." 

Pre-audit 

2.36 All bills for works beyon'd Rs. 1 lakh are sent to Controller 
of Defence Accounts for pre-audit. It was suggest¢ in a m~moran-. 
dum that this system should be dispensed wi~h and the allis should. 
be postaudited as is being 'done in almost all the Government 
Departments. In written reply the Ministry of Defence state~: 

\.. 

. . 

"So far as the payment of Bills (beyond one lakh) without· 
pre-audit by CDA is concerned it should make no difl'e-' 
renee to the Contractor if he has submitted Bank 'Guaran-' 
tee for the value of the amount to be paid through 'the 
Bill, in which case only the Bank Guarantee will remain 
to be released till the Final Bill is audited. Hence it is a 
question of Bank Commission only. However, 50 per cent 
of the net amount of the Final Bill after US's (Unit Ac-
countant) check ~ay be made releaseable to Contractors. 
Incidentall~ the net amount of the Final Bill in view of' 
the present provision of the RAR payment can not be· 
more than 1.5 lakhs in any case." 
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2.37 Asked about the measures taken to expedite pre-aUdit of 

bills, the Ministry stated that "The CDAs office asked clar.ifications 
or requires amendments etc. to the contract to be made and their 
previoUs observations on contracts/deviations to be resolved before 
authorising payment. Time taken for this process varies from Bill 
to Bill and from period to period. While the MES staff settles UAs' 
points by personal contacts, the observations of the CDA are settled 
through correspondence. InStructions have been issued to attend to 
such observations' promptly and to reply to the observations com-
pletely. But settlement of such observations in many cases takes 
time which varies as already stated earlier." 

2.38 A number of suggestions were made by former Engineer-in 
Chiefs to avoid delays in payment of contractor's bills. 

. A former Engineer-in-Chief stated before the Committee that 
the present powers of Unit Accountant to clear bills which are upto 
Rs. 1 lakh at present should be enhanced to Rs. 5 lakhs in view of 
the fact that value of the money had gone down. 

Another former Engineer-in-Chief stated that since the cost of 
borrowing money had become very high delay in making payment 
was likely to lead to high tender rates to enable the contractors to 
cover interest charges on borrowings. The final bill should be paid 
in full after keeping only a nominal amount to be paid after CDA 
had checked the bills. Three Engineer-in-Chiefs suggested that 
pre-audit of bills by CDA should go. The bills should be postaudite"d 
within a stipulated period after payment. 

2.39 Defence Secretary stated during evidence that for financial 
reasons, pre-audit of bills could not be dispensed with. A double 
check of final bills was envisaged at Unit Accountant's level and 
CDA's level with reference to the contract rate and the deviation 
order. The witness added that s·nce final bills were considered an 
important and irreversible step in the progress of· the contracts as 
over-payment might not· be recoverabl~, this double check was con-
sidered essential and might not be dispensed with. The witness 
added that the original limit of Rs. 20,000 gross value prescribed in 
the MES regulation beyond which the final bills had to be sent to 
the CDA for pre-audit was changed to Rs. 1lakh as an experimental 
measure in 1974. This had since been made permanent-in 1977. 

The witness added that they would exami!le whether this limit 
of Rs. 1 lakh could be further increased as a measure of 'decentrali-
sation. 
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Decentralisattion 

2.40 It was suggested in a memorandum that an accounts officerl 
Dy CDA should be placed at the level of CWE and he sheuld be 
ma~ a part of the CWEs establishment. After a bill has been 
cheeked by the Engineer Incharge, GE, and the CWE, it should' be 
loeaHy audited by the Accounts Officer and cleared in full keeping 
only a nominal sum of 2 t03% to be paid at the final bill stage. CDAs 
can check a percentage of bills. 

2.41 'During evidence the Defence Secretary stated that at present 
a Unit Accountant was attached to the GE's office and works costing 
less than Rs. 1 lakh were finalised by the Unit Accountant and the 
bills were forwarde:I to the CDA for post-audit. The volume of work 
at the GE level would not justify-the post of an Accounts Offi:!er or 
Dy. CDA in each CEW's office as a matter .of course. Moreov~r, 

certain expertise was needed in .exeJ.'cising ch~cks. However, decen-
tralisation had already been implemented to some extent by 
'authorising the Area Accounts Officers at the Dy. CDA level to 
exercise diff~rent checks and pre-audit in shillong and siliguri in 
the eastern sector and in Madras, Bangalore and Secunderabad in 
the Southern Command. They dealt with three to six CWEs and 
sometimes more than one CEo The quantum of work relating to 
works accounts would not justify establishment of Area Accounts 
Officers. Th~y also dealt with pay, allowances and stores. The wit-
ness added that "the scheme of decentralisation can be extended, 
as may be considered necessary." -

. I'nterest. 
2.42 It was suggested i~ various memor.anda that if a bill was 

not paid within a fixed period, the Department should pay bank 
rate o:f interest on it. Former E-In-Cs who appeared before the 
Committee agreed with this view and stated that bills not paid 
within 3 months of the completion of works, should carry interest 
at a rate to be prescribed. Asked about his re!lction to the sugges-
tion, the Defence Secretary stated during evidence that "I accept the 
concept but the determination of the quantum of interest etc. may 
run into difficulti~." 

2.43 The Committee asked if this step would not make the Depart-
'ment move quicker and ensure that payment of bills was not delay-
ed. Defence Sec:retary stated that "I am willing to consider this 
but we will have to consult our colleagues"-In reply to an observa-
tion that payment of interest would eradicate the evil of delay in 
making payments to contractors, Defence Secretary adde~, that 
"I Personally speaking "I accept the merits of your proposal 
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.2.44 .Delay in payment of final bills of contractors by MES has 

been brought to the notice of the Committee in a number of repre-
sentations. According to the Ministry the aim of the Department 
is to pay small bills upto Rs. 5 lakhs within 4 months and others 
within 6 months. Ministry has, however, admitted that in a number 
of cases the time schedule is not adhered to. There were 1322 final 
bills involving an amount of Ks. 375 lakhs during the last 3 years 
whieh were not paid within 6 months. From this it is obvious ~hat 
tbe procedural measures adopted by the Department such as billing 
returns and billing Conferences have not been effective enough to 
eliminate delays in payment and require to be reviewed. 

(S. N. 11) 

2.45 According to non-official views, delay in finalisation of devia-
tion orders and ster rates before completieR of work is one of the 
main reasons for delay in payment of fiRal bills. According t& the 
Ministry de"iation orders including the rates are required. to be 
finalized within a period of 6 weeks except in a few complicated 
cases where too these are finalised as ~xpeditiously as possible. The 
Committee would like to know whether, and if so, how any monitor- . 
ing is done by the Engineer-in-Chief's Branch or Command Head-
quarters to ensure that devhltion Orders including the rates are 
finalised withm the prescribed period of 6 months. . They would also 
like to he appl"isetl of the number of deviation orders issued after 
6 months vis-a-vis the total number of deviation orders issued during 
the last 3 years and in how many cases the payment of bills was 
delayed on this account . 

. 2.46 The Committee . would also like the ~istry to evolve a 
procedure under which Deviations which are not formalised within 
6 w.~s are brought to the notice of ·Command Headquarters or the 
Engineer-in-Chief's Branch, as the case may be, to enable them to 
review the reasons for delay and take remedial action. 

(S. No. 12) • 

. 2.47 The contractors think that the CDA's oftiee dees not accept 
final bills even for scrutiny unless attested copies of deviation orders 
are attacbed to them and this causes delay in payment.. The state-
ments made by the Ministry in evidence are ambiguous and have not 
made the position very clear. The Committee ,,"uld like the Min-
istry to make the procedure bl this regard clear 'beyond 8IiY ieta of 
doubt. so as to ensure . that nnn-attachment of deviation erders te 
final bills does Rot hold up payment of the bills. Even if the con-
b'actors are expected to attach deviation orflers and these are found 
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not to have been attached the processing of such bills need not be 
delayed just on that account and, if necessary, the certified copies of 
deviation orders already available in the CDA's office might be made 
use of for the purpose of paying the bills. 

(S. No. 13) 

.2.48 It has been suggested to the Committee that the payment of 
bills can be expedited if the billing is taken not after the completion 
of work but a progressive billing system is introduc(;d. According 
to the Ministry progressive billing will entail continuing technical 
and audif check and . this might be difficult to achieve with the 
present staff strength. The Committee however understand . that 
some Chief Engineers have . already adopted this . system and pre-
pared the bills and sent them to the Controller of Defence Accounts 
for within a month of completition of works. The Committee desire 
that the Ministry . should study the . progressive billing system al-
ready adopted by some Chief Engineers and examine the question of 
extending it to as many more Chief Engineers' Zones as possible. 

(S. No. 14) 
2.49 All bills for works beyond Rs. 1 lakh are sent to the Con-

troller of Defence Accounts for pre-audit. It has been suggested to 
the Commrttee that this system of pre-audit should be dispensed 
with and contractors paid in full after keeping a nominal amount 
and the bills may then be post-audited within a stipulated period 
and adjustments made. . 

2.50 The Ministry is not in favour of dispensing with pre-audit of 
hilI as in its opinion double check i., necessary to guard against 
over payment. Th.4 Committee feel that the question of pre-audit 
may be examined .' depth with an OPen mind and a bold approach 
to determine whether it cannot . be dispensed with . after taking 
suitable safeguards agai:nst over payment. If.a suitable system can 
be evolved, it will go a long way in preventing delays in payment. 

(S. No. 15) 
2.51 Seeing the price rise since 1974 when the limit of Rs. 11akh 

for passing of obms without pre-audit was fixed, the Committee are 
of the view that as an interim measure, this limit should be raised 
to Rs. 5 lakhs. 

(S. No. IS) 

~.52 Defence Secre'tary Is not in favonr of posting an Accounts 
Officer/Dy. CDA at the level of CWE to audit all bills before pay-
ment. for want of adequate volume of work. He, however, agreed 
to consider extending the' scheme of decentralisation under which 
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,Area.·Al!countsOfficers at the Dy. CDA l"!'Vel exercise pre-audit of 
.billsemanating from a number of CWEs an~ sometimes more than 
one CEo 

2.53 The Committee suggest tbat the scheme of decentralisation 
of audit work should be extended to as many more zones as possible 
so that the bills ~re pre-audited in the zOOe itself and are not re-
quired to be sent to the Central .office of CDA. 

(S. No. 17) 

. 2.54 The' Committee feel that it is but fair that contractors who 
·~hav.e to raibe ~apital at the market' rate of interest for executing 
'.:works,··$hould be paid interest on their bills which remain unpaid 
f~ more than 3 months after completion of works. The Committee 
desire that this proposal should be examined and given a concrete 

. s4ap~ .as early as p~sible. Defence Secretary also conceded that 
'. there was merit in this pJ.'!Oposal.. This will not only act as a spur 
,toscttle bin~ without delay but also compensate contractors in the 
~v~nt .. of delay in payment. 

(So. No. 18) 

(D) Arbitration Cases 

~.55 It has been stated in a memorandum to the Committee that 
"The MES has perhaps the largest percentage of contracts going up 
'for 'Arbitration of' all Departments .. To an extent this is due to MES 
'contraCts being inore rigid than in. other Engineering Deparments. 
"nlere . is· scope for their being' made a little more realistic a"id little 

. lnore . permissive . 

. ~.5() .. The MES .contract form should also be revised in keeping 
with' the ".iudgem~nts of the Supreme Court in cases arising out of 
contract~. Th,e realities of the situation should also be kept in view 
hl resolving' contradors' genuine difficulties." 

2.57 The Ministry has stated that MES forms are being amended 
f~om time to time iIi consultation with Ministry of Law and Ministry 
of Finance to. remove inequity and rigidity as far as possible. 

2.58 As regards incre~se in arbitration cases the Ministry agreed 
that arbitration cases are on the increase particularly after 1973. 
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This will be evident from the number of arbitrators appomted 
the E-in-C for the last four years, details of wldeb are. f6WI 

1976-77 51 Nos. 
]977-78 74 " 
1978-79 121 " 
1979-80 110 " 

2.59 The Committee asked whether there was a tendency on 
part of contract on; to resort to arbitration without justification. 
Ministry r.tated in a written reply that there was a general fee 
that the contractors could get more out of arbitration than thrCl 
discussion with the Department. In many cases contracton; ) 
invoked arhitration even after liigning the final bill without pro 
They also boost their clams with no stakes. 

2.60 There have been a few cases where contractors have SOl 

arbitration through court. These have occurred only when t! 
has been a delay in obtaining particulars required for appointr 
of an arbitrator. In one or two cases they have taken recaun 
court direct without approaching the E-in-C. 

2.61 In a mern(lrandum it has been suggested that "Appoint! 
of Arbitrator may he made easy and Arbitrator may be appoi 
soon after the request is made. The involved parties (GE's/CV\ 
may not be comiUlted on this subject." 

2.6"l The Ministry has stated that no COIfSultatton is ckm4!. I: 
tial particulars are obtained if not already available. AppliDtl 
of arbitrator ill done with the possible delay. Well tlefiMd c:U-t 
are, however, heing insisted upon before appointment .. intim 
to arbitrator. 

2.63 At the Committee's instance, the Miaistry furniab.e~ 

following information showing the time taken in appeintmeJ: 
nrtitrators after the receipt of requests, during the last 3 yea 

(.,! I. Nns. of ('allC! ""rerrIXI to arhitral ion during the 1a.t3 yean 

2. N(l~. of m!IP.s ill which arhitrators appoiflt~ within 3 modUli 

(h) Do. 3 to (; monthw 

no. 6 lo~' lIlonths 

(<1) 1).... mure tb.n 9 lQonth. 



Outside Arbitrators 

2.64 It was stated in a memorandum that the main flaw in the 
machinery for settling disputes 'is that the MES contracts ~re under 

the jurisdiction of an arbitrator appointed by the Department. MES 
should prepare a list of 3 names as arbitrators and they should not 
be serving officers of the MES. They should be serving officers of 
an appropriate status from PWDs, Railways, Public S~r Organi-
sations or retired officers of the MES of appropriate ranks. The 
contractor should have the right to choose one name from the list 
and this proce~s should be limited in time. 

2.65 In a written reply, the Ministry stated that preparatiln of 
list of arbitrators to include officers from outside the MES, retired 
or otherwise would not be desirable. 

2.66 During evidence before the Committee two ~orrner Engi-
neers-in-Chief supported the view that it would be better to appoint 
arbitrators from other departments (outside the MES) and the con- . 
tractors should have the choice to pick up one name out of the 
names suggested by the DepBil'tment. \ 

2.67 During evidence the Defence Secretary stated that when-
ever an arbitrator was appointed, C!1re was taken to see that he was 
from outside the area of the contract under dispute, so that he was 
not directly linked wth that particular contract or dispute. If the 
arbitrator was appointed from outside the Department,· he might 
not be fully conversant wit~ the environment, working conditions, 
constraints, procedures and parameters under which the wOl'k had 
been executed. For greater equity and justice, it was necessary 
that the officers appointed wetS- those who are fully conversant. 
with the functioning of the MES. . Therefore, the Ministry did 
n,?t favour the suggestion of appointing outside arbitrators. 

The witness further stated that it might not be desirable to 
appOint retired officers of the MES. Apart from the extra eXpeildi-
ture by way of remt.qleration, there might be a tendency on the 
part of the officeru to prolong the arbitration. Even in the case 
of serving officers, care was taken that the remaining period of 
their service was not less than two years so that there was sufficient 
time to complete the proceedings and publish the award. The 
witness added that it was proposed that where the number of 
cases was large in . any particular Chief Engineer's circle or 
jurisdiction, the Ministry might think of appointing a whole-time 
offit'er to deal with arbitration awards, rather than givi~g it to an 
offker who was otherwise busy. 



Review uf Arbitration cases 

2.88 It was stated in a memorandum that "of late there has 
been an increasing number of arbitrations, mostly invoked by-
contractors. Also there have been a number of heavy. awards in. 
their favour. This important issue required to be analysed and 
studied in detail on the basis of actual statistics. It has been sug-
gested that the present procedure needs to be reviewed." 

2.69 The Committee asked whether a· review of arbitration 
cases had been undertaken. . The Ministry haa stated , that while 
there had been no specific review there had been a spate of 
arbitrationS conseo.uent to suspension order on acco~t of financial 
stringency during 1973-74 when there was considerable _ rise in 
market rates. Many contractors lost heavily because of this suspen-
sion. They resorted to arbitration as no relief could be aftorded to 

. them by the Government. In arbitration, many of them succeeded. 
The arbitrators gave awards contrary to the contract provisions. 
Ministry of law rlid not find good reasons to contest the~ though 
the department was keen to do so atleast for obtaining supreme 
Court views on s.uthnrity and jurisdiction of arbitrators in respect 
of certain basic issues. No separate review has been carried out. 

2.70 The Committee desired to be furnished with the "lumber of 
cases in which arbitration awards went in favour of contractors 
and Government during the last five years. The Ministry of Defence 
furnished the following figures in respect of arbitrations for Chief 
Engineers' contracts showing the number and value of awards in 

. faVOur of contractors during 1976-81:-

~a) Total No. of awards publilhed .. 

(b) In favour of Contractor . 

fe) In favour of Government 

(d) Amount of cODtractora' claim upheld 

(e) Amount of Government claim upheld 

Delay in Awards 

207 

201 

6 

Rs. S04la/[hs out of 

(97%) 

(3%) 

1796lalths (28%) 

RII. 34 lakhs out of 
306 lakhs (11 %) 

2.71 It was stated ~y the Ministry that the arbitrators are 
required to publish their awards within a period of six months 
which may be extended with' the consent of both the parties. The 
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period in most cases is enlarged bt>cause of various factors which 
are:-

(i) Delay in submission of statements of claims and defence 
by the parties. 

(ii) intricate nature of disputes. 

(iii) Employment of counsel in some cas&s by, parties ,which 
in turn prolong argument etc. 

\ 
(tv) Pre-occupation of arbitrators and eonvenience of 

parties for holding hearings . 
• ,0,) 

(v) Resignation of arbitrators on account of transfer retire-
ment, .. requiring appointment of new arbitrator. 

(vi) Stay orders from _courts or reference to courts by 
arbitrators. 

The Committee desired to know to what extent the Department 
was responsible for delay in. submission of statements of! claims 
and defence to the arbitrator. 

2.72 In a written reply, the Ministry has stated that in submit-
ting statement of claims thf,re is normally no delay. The submission 
of defence however in many cases is delayed as at that stage a 
number of fresh claims are received from the' contractor and new 
facts are brought out. These require through verification and often 
consultation with legal and audit authorities before submisaicn to 
the arbitrator. 

2.73 It was suggested to the Committee that there should be 
whole -time arbitrators in the Department so that the preceedings 
are not delayed because of pre-occupation of the officers appoiilted 
as arbitrators. 

2.74 Asked about the Ministry'::; view in this regard, the 
Ministry has stated in a written reply that delay on the Dart cif 
the arbitrators can, to a large extent be avoided if there is' a panel 
of full time arbitrators within the Department. The feasibility of 
introducing such a system will be examined. 
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2.75 At the instance of the Committee, the Ministry of Defence 
has furnished the following statement indicating the period of 
pendency of the arbitration cases (Oct., 1981):-

(i) Nos. of arbitration cases pending 

(ii) No!. of arbitration pending for less than (j months 

(iii) N03. ofarbitr:\tionpcndingfor more than silt months and upto t year. 

(iv) Nos. 0; arbitratien pending for more than 1 year and upto 2 years 

(v) Nos. o~ arbitration pending for more than 2 years 

Reasoned Awards 

454 

S9 . 

13 

16 

2.76 In a memcrandum it was sugge&ted that all awards 
exceeding an agreed amount (say Rs. 50,000/-) ~should be reasoned 
awards. 

2.77- In a writt.en leply the Ministry has stated that so. far as 
reasoned awards are l~oncemed, the officem normally appointed 
as arbitrators would not be able to give reasoning in a manner 
perhaps, a trained judge can do. In turn such an award will be 
more vulnerable and litigation will increase. Hence this iii not 
recommended. The qllestion of requiring an arbitrator to give 
findings on factual, contractual and legal aspects is however worth 
c,onsidering. InCidentally, the Law Commission also did not recom-
mend to make it compulsory that an award must be reasoned. 
However this point is . debatable and may be referred to Ministry 
of Law. 

ChaUengjng AWArds 

. 2.78 It has been brought to the Committee's notice that there 
is a1l1 unhealthy trend of challenging the arbitration Awards 
indiscriminately. When awards are challenged by the department 
and the department fails to have them set aside, there should be 
a penal provisioQ, for the indiscretion in challenging the award 
and causing harasEn'lent to the contractors. 

,2.79. The Ministry has stated that the allegation is not correct. 
On the other hand some contractors contest the awards on some 
grounds or the othel' just bec~use they do not like it. So far as 
MES is concerned, it is Ministry of Law who decides whether an 
award can be contested and their decision has to be implemented. 
In majority of the cases, the advice is not to contest the award 
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because ·they find no legal grounds to do so in spite of such an 
award being adverse to Government. If Ministry of Law finds 
strong legal grounds for contesting an award, they spell those 
out for the purpose. 

2:80 The Committee deSIred to know the numb~r of caseE in 
,which arbitration awards were challenged by the Department and 
their percentage to the total number of cases decided during the 
lastS years. The Mini&try has furnished the following informaticn:-

(i) Nos. of arbitration awards challenged out 
of 339 received. 109 

(ii) Percentage o'f the above mentioned 
awards 

t 
33 per cent 

2.81 Not only has the number of arbitration cases increased parti-
-cu1arly ~ter 1973 bnt the arbitration awards have in overwhelming 
number of cases gone against the Government. The number of cases 
increased from 51 in 1976 'to 74 in 1977-78, 121 in 1978-79 and 
110 in 1979-80. During 5 years period 1976-81, out of 267 awards 
pu,blished, 201 (97 per cent) went in favour of contractors and only 
6 (3 per cent) went in favour of Govemment. From this the Com-
mittee cannot but come to an irresistible conclusion that there is 
SGmething seriously wrong in the works or bnling procedureS, terms 
of contracts and the attitude of MES aut)porities towards the con-
tractors' difficulties. The Committee regret to learn that the Ministry 
has not so far chosen to review the arbitration awards to see in 
retrnspect as to what is wrong. with the MES procedures and why 
increasing number of challenges to the MES decisions are being 
upheld in arbitration. The Committee recommend that comprehen-
sive review should be undertaken expeditiously ana remedial mea-
sures taken to remove inequity and rigidity in terms and 'procedures, 
so that the number of disputes could be reduced and unnecessary 
arbitration proceedings avoided. (S. No. 19) 

2.82 The Committee find that there has been ceosiderable delay 
in appointement of Arbitrator~ by the DepBrtment .. During the last 

.' three years out of 537 cases. referred to Arb.b-ation ·bi ~ many as 
"131 cases there was delay of 3-6 months in appointment of Arbitra-
tors;·. 67 cases it was 6 to 9 months and in 90 cases it was more than 
9 months. Such delays do not. speak well of the Department's 
efficiency. If the contractors are . constrained to seek - arbitration 
directly through com1s with~t approaching the departmental"autho-
J'ities the Ministry itself. is 'to _ blame for this development. The 
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Committee desire that the Ministry should lay d:Wn firm time-limits 
for appointment of arbitrators ~ter 'the receipt of requests from con-
tractors and ensure through proper moniwring that delays in appoint-
ment of Arbitrators are avoided at any cost. (S. No. 20) 

2.83 From p.e representations made by contractors the Committee 
have got an imlpression that the contractors do not have full faitk 
in the independence and objectivity of arbitrators drawn from the 
MES organisation. They would prefer serving officers from Depart-
ments like CPWD, ~ways, Public Sector organisations or retired 
officers of MES of appropriate rank to be appointed as arbitrators. 
The Committee appreciate the Ministry's objection to appointmen.t 
of retired oeicers' as arbitrators but their argument against the ap-
pointment of serving OfIicers from outside MES doe!i, not carry con-
viction at all. The Committee would recom.men.d that the Ministry 
f$hould clraw up a panel of suitable 08ieers from outside the Ministry 
and appoin\ arbitrators fro~ th., puelin the interest of justice to 
the Contractors. (8. No. 21) 

•. 2.84 Though Arbitrators are norm"Uy requ4'ed to p.lblish their 
awards within G ~on,ths ~ ~tte~ regret to find th;lt out 9f 
"' pen.diDg Nb.~~tion ~ 93 are pen4ing for t6 DLOnths to one 
yeu, 138 ea&eIl for On~ y~ to 2 y~s and 163 ~s for more tban 
2 years. Many of ~~~ons (or 'pendency such ~ delay in sub-
JDission of de~~~ pr&.oe~pa~~ qf .AMjpator IID4 ~gn"tion of, 
Arbitrator 011 8Ccetmt of tranafeJ;, J;e~ent .te. ~uld Dot be 
beyou,d the Ministry'. cont,.l. The Covtmjt~ agr~ '1\'itb the 
lliaistry tbat delay on the put of ~bi4:ators can ~ ~ l@.rge extent 
be aveided if there is a pa,ne1 of full-tiJP,e Arbitraton, They would 
1~L.....d.. ... ; .. ;..4-- 4-_ ... _J.:_ ... _ in lwwdin... h""";nao a uaa .... e £-...-..-.1 _ ~ eORere~ ~~~ C '~'..''''' ",._ 
panel of full-time arbitr,a~, to epsure ~ a.J:bitrJation ",w~ are 

• • ... L'_ .... 1._ n4-:_.I_ted -,.; .. .1 of '. 4-1... far ..... possible. pven. WI......... ... ............ . ~ .. ~ ~~ IN' ~ ~ .... 
(S. N9. 22) 

~ It _ ~~ q~ that aU a~~ ~ceeding an agreed 
~UDt of ... y ~ 5O.000~ho"'d 1-8 reasonetl. ~ MInistry, d~ not 
falfOQ!r ~ Aec;~ to ~ ~try Arbitrators wOuld not 1te 
.we tp giy. reasonW.,iB tlle m~~ ~ ~~ed judge can. do and sueh 
an award will be Blore wdnetn\l" ~.d litigation will increaSe. In 
the vie~ of ~ ~try, tile qu~ti~n of ~lliring an Arbitrator to 
give findings ~ faeQlal, contra~ ~~ I", aspeQs is wori.h eon-
tiderjag. ~ ~ d,.ire ~ thiS q~tiOll s~ow.~ be ~ed 
In consultation with the Ministry of Law. The concept of haviD« 
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,1l panel of full-time Arbitrators, which the Committee have recom-
mended would go a long way ill arbitrators acquiring. necessary 
training in helping the Ministry to introduce the system of giving 
:reasoned awards or findings on factual, contractual and legal 
aspects. (S. No. 23) 

%.86 The Committee find that duriDgthe last three yearS, out of 
339 Arbitration Awards, the Department challenged 109 (33 per cent) 

. ~ 

Awards. According to the Ministry an Award can be challeuged 
after taking the advice of the Ministry of Law and in the majority 
,of the cases the 'advice is not to contest the award. The figures given 
by the Ministry however indicate that Arbitration A war~s are being 
challenged in a substantial percentage of eases. This in the Com-
mittee's view defeats tile very pulpose of arbitration system which 
is aimed at quick disposal of disputes. The Committee would like 
that cha1leaging of awards should be resorted to by the Department 
in rare cases, where the DepartJp.ent is combined of such a necessity, 
where the Department is convinced of such a necessity. (S. N8. 24) 



CHAPl'ER III 

EXECUTION OF WORKS 

(A) Works Procedure 

Classification of Works 

3.1 For the purpose of Administrative and Technical control the' 
works are sub-divided into: 

(i? Major works-costing more than Rs. 20,000. 

(ii) Minor work.<r-Costing up to Rs. 20,000 . 

. The Committee desired to know when these financial limits were' 
:fixed and whether these did not need revision in view of increase in 
prices. The' Defence Secretary informed the Committee . during 
evidence that, these limits were fixed in 1936. But for budgetary 
purposes, the amount, that is changed to revenue head and capital 
head is raised to Rs. 1 lakh. While theorltlcally in books this ceiling 
of, Rs. 20,000 continues, in actual practice, the operation of ceiling 
has been Rs. 1 lak11. The witness added that he had suggested that 
steps should be taken to modify the limits. 

Admini8trative upp rOt'al cr.nd sUf!.Ctioning Of WO'rks 

• 3.2 It was represented to the Committee that the time taken to 
accord Administrative Approval increases as the level of Competent 
Financial Authority (CFA) goes up. Generally, the time taken at 
the level of various CEAs up to Chief of Army St3ft' (COAs) which 
takes apP'roximately 6 months, is considered quite reasonable. How-
ever, the 1ime lag fer works requiring Government sanction increases 
disproportionately ;is .it takes .approximately 18 to 24 months to 
issue Administrative Approval. It was suggested tliat the powers. 
for sanctioning wo~k by lower CFAs/COAs should be increased so 
that COAs should be able to sanction accommodation for at least 
one unit at a time. 

" 

3.3 Dur~ng eviden~e . (14.12.81) the Defence Secretary informed: 
the Committee that orders had been issued. on 4th Decembel' 1981 
1evising upward ~he powers of officers at various levels for a~cord-

32 
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ing cYf administrative approval to works. In the case of Chiefs of 
the three services, the poweJ,"s ~ave how been raised to Rs. 80lakhs: 
as against Rs. 50 lakhs earlier. The witness admitted that in the 
past there had been delays in approval of works for various reasons. 
The Ministry expected that with the upward revision of pcwers, 
there would be les;& occasions for delays. The Defence Secretary 
assured ~t they wouJd keep this matter under constant wakh and 
reduce· the delays tll the minimum. 

3.4 At the instance of the Committee the Ministry of Defence' 
furnished the following .figures .showing the time taken in sanction· 
ing works during 1981-82:-

(ai Totalworkssanctioned uptol-12-81 as per break-up givenbc-Iow:- 57 Nos. 

(i) Sanctioned under 6 months . 8 Nos. 

(ii) Sanctioned between 6-12 months • 27 Nos. 

(iii) Sanctioned over 11 month~ 21 No. •. 

(b) Estimates pending sanction on 1-12-81 as per brealt-up given IreloW :- 114 Nos. 
tt 

til Pending for 6 months or under. 47 Nos. 

(ii) Pending between 6-12 months 22 Nos. 

(iii) Pending over 12 months . • 45 Nos. 

At present a new project has to go through various stages of 
reference to the Ministry of Defence· and Finance (Defence) before 
it is finally sanct.ioned. In some cases it takes 3-5 years for a 
project to be sanctioned. It was suggested by non-official that on~e 
a project is accepted by Government the detailed sanction should 
be left to the &ervice headquarters. 

It was also stated in the memoranda received by the Commitee 
that there was a tendency on the part of the junior and middle 
level officers to sit in· judgement on the technical recommendations 
of the Engineer-i(J-Chiefan~ that there was unnecessary corres-
po~dence and . noting between the Engfneer-in-Chief and the-
Ministry of Defence and }<'inance _(Defence). 

3;5 During evidence before the Committee a former Engineer-
in-Chief stated I have seen some files where Deputy Secretary. 
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Under Secretary or· even Section Offlcer have made notes about 
specifications estimates etc.. without knowing what they are talking 
about. Every GO\'ernment Officer should make it a rule that he 
will dare comment on a thing which is within his own personnel 
area of competence then there will be no diffiCulty. This is on~ 
area where things have to be changed." The witness added 
"Technical officers also are as loyal to Government as othE'rs. It 
is not the monopoly of one person who at that time happens to be 
Secretary or (Joint Secretary) J.S." He was of the view that on 
technical matters and views of Senior Engineering Officers on 
technical matters, the Defence Secretary or officers· below him 
should not comment. They shouid ensure that money was available 
~nd work was done. By such ~~tion a lot of red-tapism could be 
cut out. 

3.6 Asked if the Ministry should not decide on the necessity (lr 
tim ing of the work, the witness sta~d "On the necessity of work 
alSo I do not think ttae Defence Secretary is fully competent to 
~ecide. Service Officers are more competent to do so." 

3.7 During evidence of the Ministry of Defence the F..-in-C 
informed the Committee that "there have been delays earlier but 
we ttied to get over them whenever objections were raised by 
·trying to arrange discussions across the table." 

3.8 Asked about the pbenamenon of middle level officers· in 
the Ministry raising objections on technical recommendations 01 
E-in-C and. others, the witness stated that "I think, this may have 
held good so~ti~e ago. But currently, there has not been very 
:mucb of this 5()r1; of a thing. COlDIIlBnts or objections are in ~18tion 
to scale, necessity and _financial constraints. Technically, whatever 
Engineers say is, more or less, acc.epted." The witneas added that 
with a review to expediting sanctioning of works, it was proposed 
to h~ve some sort of institutionalised procedure for monitoring the 
P'O~s before sanc.tion. 
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Exce.ss of' Expenditure over Estima.tes of wOf'ks 

3.9 From a statement furnished by the ~inistry, it· has been 
observed th$t in a number of cases, the actual cost of completion 
of worlts exce~d,ed the estiplates by more than 50 per cent. A f~w 
e~~mpl~s ar. given bf>low:-

Name of work Administra- . Completion Percentage 
tive Approval cost ofexceas 
(amount in (Amount in 

lakhs) lakhs) 

1. Provision of CentraJ ~~Scheme. 
·at Delhi Cantt. (phase-I) • 10581 59·44 143·40 140% 

2. Provision of accommodation for 
Iriarried oflicers, Dum Dum, (EO/651) 61·39 122·34- 78·18% 

3. Provision of accommodation for ex-
pansion of MEG and C Bangalore-
Phase-II . 31·05 63·466 IOCS% 

3.10 In a written reply, the Ministry informed the Committee 
that the general reasnns for the completion cost of works being in 
excess of their original estimated cost were as follows: ~ 

(i) Steep inflation prevalel1t in the country. 

(ii) A ~~ of S81)cUOll$ are main.tained by CFA.$ "for. J."C18M~ 
of new wo:rks each ~cial year depe~g QlI. a¥a.ilJlJ)~ 
.lit,.· Qf ft,md.s. Co~~~tly, there is a time pp betwea;J. 
~te of· sanction 8Il.d da~ of releaIe, du~ which 
~-*ic!~ con.tributes to' the excess. 

(~) Chan.ge in scope of work due to users requiremet'ts. 

(iv) Non-~aterialisatiClI1·of availability of J.arui in caM of 
urgent- prej~ds sanct10nect in anticipatip. 

Instructions have been issued not to change scope of works and 
restrict sanctions to only those pr~jects where land is physieally 
available. ' 

3.11 There were a number of works all over India which were 
s~ded.(.fore-clos~d during 1,9~ under GQvt's orders on account 
o.t ~cial snw,ge:qcy. When the S1Japension was revoked aft~r , a 
period of nearby one year, on account of steep price escalation, the 
original estimates had to be revised. ' 
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is.12 It has been stated in a note that the' work I above waS' 
originally sanctioned for Rs. 59'.44 lakhs in 1973 and a revised 
administrative approval was accorded in 1981 for Rs. 143.40 lakhs, 
percentage of increase being, 140 per cent the increase ·in cost has 
been accounted for by escalation in costs (including excess Rs. 55 
lakhs), very low cost of dewatering originally estimated (involving 
excess of Rs. 20 lakhs ( and fail~re t.o obtain detailed firm estimates 
of works to be executed by Railways and Delhi Municipal Corpora-
taon. 

In the case of work.II which was sancijoned in July, 1972 and 
construction started. When the construction had reached plenth 
level. the work wa~ ioreclosec! on' account of financial emergen~Y. 
When the work was again released for execution in Jtlne, 1975 
there was escalatjor.. of cost. 

In case of work III above sanctioned in 1970, due to technical 
reasons, the sitting of the magazines had to be changed in 1974 
for safety requirements. The cost went up due to steep escalation 
of prices. 

Tolerance ltmit 

3.13 If either at the time of preparation of costed schedule or 
technical sanction or when the tenders are received. it is noticed 
that the cost of project is going to exceed, the administrative 
approval by more than 15 per cent then a revised administrative 
approval is sought from the competent Financial AuthOrity (CFA) 
before contract action is taken. It was represented to the Commit-
tee 'that approxUnate estimates are prepared at prevailing market 
rates. . Scrutiny of . approximate estimafes takes is months to 2 
years depending on the magnitude and type of work. Tendering 
action may take another 6 months.· During this period the cost of 
work escalates by approximately 15 to 20 per cent necessitating 
fresh financial sanction thereby involving further delay in works. 

3.14 It was suggested that (i) at the time of issue of Administra-
tive Approval, 'estimates should be permitted to be increased by 
71 per cent for each year that has elapsed since the preparation of 
the approximate estimates; 

(ii) the existing tolerance limit of 15 per cent over .and above the-· 
~dministrative Approv~l should be increased .to 30 .per cent with, 
suitable safeg~ards. 
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3.15 A former Engineer-in-Chief and the serving the MES Officers 
whom the Committee met during on the spot study visit were cate-
gorically of the view that the tolerance limit of 15 per cent should 
"b(~ raised to 30 per cent or so to avoid delays -in sanctions. The 
tolerance limit should also be related to the period of gap between 
original sanction and tender action. The Committee asked the 
Ministry whether in view of the time lag between- the preparation 
of estimate and opening of tenders and the rather faster rate of 
inflation, the telerance li.mlit of 15 per cent was not required to be 
increased to avoid unnecessary reference back and forth and the 
consequent delays in execution of works. The Defence Secretary 
replied in evidence that it was one of the objective of the Ministry 
to reduce the time lag between the preparation of estimates and 
"opening of tenders. In regard to references to higher authorities, 
the witness stated that it was expected that the recent increase in 
the powers of ~~nction at a various levels would help to some extent 
in reducing the number of references to higher authorities. 

3.16 As regards the proposal to increase tolerance limit from 15 
to 30 per cent, Defence SeCretary stated that this had to be viewea 
in the context of the need for ensuring some kind of monitoring and 
power scrutiny of estimates and of tenders. Defence Secretary 

outlined the following approach which he proposed to follow in this 
regard:- ·r f 

1. There should be increase in the level of local" powers of 
sanction (which they have already made). This would 
res1J.lt in reduction in the number of references to higher 
authorities. 

2. The present method of making references to higher authori-
ties is also rather circuitOus. The M.inistry is trying to 
see whether it can reduce unnecessary channels. 

3. A Committee has been set up in the Ministry of Defence. 
It' meets every month under the Chairmanship of Addi-
tional Secretary and reviews all the pending cases and the 
reasons for delay and tries to avoid delays . 

• 3.17 The Defence Secretary was of the view that the results of 
the three pronged attack as outlined above should. be watched. He 
was not in favour of increasing the tolerance" limit fro~ 15 to 30 
per cent for the time being. Defence Secretary stated that the 
Ministry was also separately trying to see Whether there was any 
index prepared of the increases in the rates of various construction 
materials and whether there was a possibility of linking the esti-
mates to the index. If it was possible, the Ministry could consider 
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linking estimates with the index. 

3.18 The Engineer-in-Chief was of the view that "Instead of 
tying ourselves down to a definite figure of 711 per cent inflation 
every year, we can go over the rate of inflation in the last two or 
three years and in the estimates itself, an additional margin can be 
given for anticipated inflation. That, coupled with the tolerance 
limit of 15 per cent. should be all right." 

3.19 The CoDunittee are surprised. to find that for the purpose of 
administrative and technical control. the financial limit fixed for 
major works (costing more than &. 29,000) and minor works 
(eqsting upto Rs. 20.000) fixed as ·far back as 1936 has not since been 
revised by MRS although there has been tremendous increase in 
the price level. Though the limit of 20,000 continued theoreticallY, 
in actual practice. the Ministry has stated. this has been raised to 
&. 1 lakh. If tbatis so. it will be in the fitness of things that the 
limits are also formally revised upwards in line with the actual prac-
tiee and an exercise to link them with price levels is undertaken 
periodically. 

.. 3.20 At present there is considerable delay in according adminis-
.. tive approval to works. As on 1-12-1981, there were 114 cases 
pending for sanction, out of which 22 were pending fo~ 6-12 months 
and 45 for over 12 months. Out of the works approved, duJ:ingApril-
November 1981, there was a delay of 6-12 months in the case of' 27 
works and of over 12 months in respect of. 21 works. The Committee 
find that after the· Committee took up examination of the subject 
and a few days before the Ministry appeared ltefore the Committee 
for evidence, the Ministry issued fresh orders on 4th December, 1981 
raising upward the powers of the ofticers at various levels for ac-
cording administrative approval to works. The power of Chiefs of 
Air Std, Navy Staft and Army Staft ltave now been raised to Rs. 80 
lakhs as against Bs. 50 lakhs earlier. The Committee hope that there 
would now be less occasions for delay in. according of administrative 
approval to works and that this matter would be kept under constant 
watch. (S. No. 25) 

3.21 It has been represented to the Committee that there is un-
necessary correspondence and noting between the technical olicers 
of the Eugineer-in-Chief's Branch and the Ministry of Defence and 
Finance (Defence) befor<tl the works a1re saDctioned. The Deed for 
cutting out red-tap ism,. and keePing the tendency on the part of junior 
and middle level officers to sit in judgement over technical recom-
mendations of the Engineer-in-Cbief 8n.d other senior officers of tlie 
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:Eugineer .. in-Ch'iefs Branch bas been emphasised "in a number of 
memoranda. There· is great weight in what a former Eagineer-in-
Chief has said that on technical matters aIld Oil views -of senior 
Engineering Ofticers in technical matters, officers of the Ministry of 
Defence or Financ~ (Defence) sh«hlld not comment. 

.. 3.%2 The serving Engineer-in-Chief conceded in evidence that the 
practice of junior or micJdle level officers of the Ministry commenting 
on technical recommendations of senior engineering officers was there 
earlier but from his statemen,t 'that now "technically, whatever 
engineers say is more or less, ~ccepted" (emphasis provided), it is 
clear that even now the practice has not completely vanished. In. 
the Committee's opinion, the Ministry should confine ijs comments 
on necessity, scale BIld financial constraiDts in relation to a work.. 
It is not proper for the Ministry or any of its officers to sit in judge-
ment over technical matters or techirlcal views of senior engin.eering 
oftlters. If they do so, they will be crossing the limits of their 
competence. The Committee would like the Government to lay 
tapism, across the table are now held to resolve the objections raised 
by the Ministry. The Committee hope that the Ministry will lend 
full support to this system to make it a success in the fight against 
procedural delays. " • • (S. No. 21) 

3.23 The Committee welcome the Engineer-in-Chief's statement 
&,t, in orier to cut short unnecessary correspondence and red-
tapism, across ;.the ta~le disjeussicms are now held to r.esulve the 
objections raised by the Ministry. The Committee hoPe that the 
Ministry will lend full support to this system to make it a success " 
in the fight agaiJuIt procedural delays. (S. No. 27) 

3.24 From the informatidn furnished to the" Committee, they find 
that the actual expenditure works exceeded by more than 50 per cent 
in a number of cases. In three cases of which details were asked for 
by the Committee,· the expen,diture exceeded the estimates by 140 
per cent, 106 per cent and 78.38 p~ cent respectively. While steep 
in1I.ation and long time gap between original sanction of estimates and 
execution, of works due to financial constraints and no doubt factors 
on which the MES may not have any control, the same cannot be 
said about the other two principal factors, viz. chance in scope of 
work due to users' requirements and delay in the availability of 
land. Cost over-runs on these accounts can certainly be avoided by 
better planning and advance action on the part of the Ministry /MES. 
The Committee would expect the Ministry to sllare DO dlort to com-
plete the works in the shortest possible time to avoid excess of ex-
penditure 9ver origin,al estimates. • ~ (S. No. 28) 
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3.25 The present tolerance limit of 15 per cent over and above the 
administrative approval is considered inadequate by non-officials and 
. officials alike to take 'eare of the increase in estimates on account of 
inflation during the period between sanction of estimates and the 
opening of tenders. The consequential reference back to the sanc-
tioning authority for approval of revised estimates results in delays. 
The Ministry is, however, not in favour of raising the tolerance limit 
to 30 per cent for the time being in view of certain other measures 
taken to deal with this problem. The measures stated' to have been 
taken or being taken in this regard, namely, enhancement of financial 
powers at all levels,· streamlining of procedure of reference to elimi-
nate unnecessary channels and monitoring of pending cases by a 
Committee headed . by Additional Secretary, will no doubt help but 
may not fully do away with the need to raise tolerance limit to 
minimise delays iBherent in the process. The Committee agree to the 
proposal made by Engineer-in-Chief that the rate of anticipated 
inflation might be estimated in the light of inflation in the preceding 
2-3 years ~d an additional margin on this basis given in the esti-
mates. The additional margin coupled with the existing tolerance 
limit of 15 .per cent should serve the purpose well. The Committee 
desire that this proposal should be given a concrete shape and given 
a trial under proper guidance and results evaluated after some 
time. (S. No. 29) 

3.26 The Committee take note of Defence Secretary's thinking in 
regard to the possibility of linking estimates with index or prices 
of construction materials. They would watch the outcome of this 
study with interest. (S. No. 30) 

(B) Delay in Complieti<Jt of Works 

3.2'1 The Ministry informed the Committee that out of 960 works 
.completed during the period 1976-77 to 1980-81, 243 works were 
delayed by 6 months to one year, 148 works by one year to two years 
and 56 works for over 3 years. The reasons for delay in completion 
of works are interr alia, stated to be as follows:-

(i) Late handing over of sites by users. 
(ii) Additional works ordered. 
(iii) Escalation in cost, fresh administrative approval needed. 
(iv) Revision. 
(v) Change in scope/speciftcations due to users requirements. 
(vi) Non-availability of building material like 'cement an'd 

steel. 
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(~H) ])el~y .d~' to progressing and of according Financial 
concurrence. 

Non-availability of Sites 

3.28 Regarding Non~availability of site, a former Engineer-in 
Chief stated that. experience had shown that hardly any State 
Government released the land f9r Defence Services without perso~l 
intervention of the Defence Minister anq.· sometimes. the Prime 
Minister; 'otherwise the file kept on ~oving forward and backward 
without any result. . 

3.29 In regard to acquisition of land, another former E-in-C 
stated that the acquisition of land should be a part of sanction . 

. There were cases where works were sanctioned before land was 
. acquired and for want of physical possession of land, works could 
not be started for long after sanction. 

3.30 The Ministry stated in a written reply that though instruc-
tions exist that a tender will not be accepted until all the sites are 
available for handing over to contractor. MESo in its anxiety to 
commence work, to meet the urgent requirements' of the users, 
sometimes goes ahead with the Acceptance of the Contract in the 
hope that sites would ,be made available in due course of time and 
non acceptance of t~d~rs might mean higher expenditure/rates due 
to the rise in market trend. 

Changes in plans 

3.31 It was suggested in a memorandum that to avoid delay in 
completion of MES works caUsed by changes in plans and df'signs, 
there should be thorough dialogue between the users and MES 
during the planning stage itself in which adequate time must be 
allowed. 

In another memorandum, it was stated that there was a lot of 
intederence from the users and MESo department frequently accept-
ed changes suggested by the users, some time even for items which 
alrea'dy had been completed. This led to disputes and delays in 
the completion of projects. 

3.32 The Ministry of Defence stated that there is a certain element 
of truth in the statement. "It is a fact that the users reaction in 
:the case of the MES is more than in otber Departments. Users 
being the staff authoritiesllocal commanders 'can exert a certain 
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amount of pressure on MES executives to aecept certain changes-
changes required by the users are mostly connected with the func-
tional use of the building. Cases where changes are accepted after 
eompletion are, however, very rare." 

3.33 During evidence before the Committee a former Engineer-
in-Chief stated that a 'dialogue between the Users and MES was there 
at present. As far as standard accommodation like non-technical 
a,ccomodation was concerned, there was not much of problem be-
cause the designs had been standardised and accepted by all the 
three-Service Headquarters and they were only repetitive. The 
problem only arose in case of other accomodation particularly 
technical accommodation where the User himself very often did 
not know what was required. The witness added that this problem 
did not occur in the case of Army. It occurred in case of Air Force 
and Navy which are new Services and had expanded considerably. 
Their requirements had become complicated because the techno-
logical advancement was very fast. But by and large it was 
stablising. 

3.34 It was stated in another memorandum that revision of 
design and plans of work during the course of execution of work 
was most painful. Deviations were made too often. Decisions for 
revision were withheld for long time and work suffered till these 
orders were received. If the verbal instructions were accepted, the 
·payment against this work remained withheld for a long time for 
want of deviation orders. Many a time eontractors were not com-
pensated adequately. The Departments rule and Engineer-in-Chief's 
instructions pertaining to deviation orders are generally and con-
veniently ignored by the concerned staff. 

3.35 The Committee desired to know the percentage of cases 
in which changes in plans were made in the course of execution 
as a result of pressure from the users and also the reasons for 
changes in plans in the eourse of execution of works and these 
changes could be brought" down to the minimum. 

3.36 The Ministry stated that the percentage of cases in which 
<:hanges in plans were made in the course of execution as a result 
.of pressure from the Users had been worked out from a sample 
survey of two Zonal Chief Engineers. It was found to be insignifi-
cant as it worked out to 0.43%. The reasons for changes in plans 
in the course of execution of works were as under:-

(a) Change in sizes and loads of sophisticated equipment ill 
the cue of works pertaining to Ordnance Factories, R&D. 
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Navy and Airforce subsequent to commencement of civil 
works. 

(b) Changes in design necessitated due to non-availability of 
certain sizes of steel and to utilise the available sizes. 

The Ministry added that such changes are kept to the very 
minimum through constant dialogue with the Users whiCh is a 
-regular feature in the MES. Instructions are also issued from time 
to time by the User Authorities to their lower formations to refrain 
from such changes except under inescapable circumstances. 

3.37 The Committee desired to be furnished with a statement 
-indicating the number of works undertaken during the last three 
-years, number of works in which deviation orders were issued and 
number of cases in which DO's were delayed for more than one month, 
two months, three months. In a written reply, the Ministry stated 
-that almost all contracts for works having been made with devia-
tions the compilation. of all such contracts for the last three years 
was an enormous task and was likely to take a very long time. 

The Ministry further stated that instructions had recently been 
repeated (December, 81) that changes wherever required would be 
-conveyed to the contractor in writing and payments as due should 
be made therefor. Contractors have also been informally advised 
10 insist on written orders. Normally changes are made in certain 
portions of work and while discussions in this regard are crystalli-
zed, a contractor can go ahead with the remaining portions unaffect-
ed. By and large, contractors adjust themselves to such situations and 
there has been no major complaint. The Contract Forms and ins-
tructions limit scope of ordering changes to discourage deviations. 
Whenever a change is decided, GE conveys a gist of it to the contrac--
tor to implement the same. A properly period deviation order is 
issued later on after checks at different levels. This priced deviation 
order is issued normally within six weeks. Sometimes it takes more 
time because of various factors e.g. preparations on special rates 
after obtaining vouchers etc., the nature and extent of deviation 
and th~ time available for this purpose while attending to more 
urgent duties. 

3.38 During evidence, the 'Defence Secretary stated that any 
deviation in plan design has first to be approved by the accepting 
officer or the Engineer officer to whom such powers have been 
delegated. Secondly, such deviations have to be conveyed by the 
GarriSon Engineer to the Contractor in writing together with the 
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manner of princing. The detailed deviations are not to be ordered 
orally. 

In case a written order is not possible, then this has to be record-
ed in the site order book, through which contractor is to be commu-
nicated about the design or the specifications. These instruCtions" 
the Defence Secretary stated, were issued. in August, 1981. In 
December, 1981, these instructions had been reiterated emphasising 
that written orders must be issue,d in all such cases. 

3.39 The Engineer-in-Chief stated that to prevent delay, certain 
powers to issue deviation had been delegated to officers at lower' 
levels. In reply to a question, Engineer-in-Chief stated that the 
time limit as laid down for issuing deviation orders is six weeks 
but sometimes more ,time is taken for certain reasons. The Depart-
ment, Engineer-in-Chief added, was trying to see that no delay 
occurred as far as possible. 

3.40 It was represented to the Committee that the Contractors 
were not ade,quately compensated for changes made in the course 
of execution of works. Where the revision involved any work which 
might be beneficial to contractors, they were not ordered as a D.O. 
under the pretext of unintended benefit to the -contractor but where 
the contractor stood to lose, the changes were "ordered" as necessary." 

3.41 In a written reply the Ministry of Defence stated that;' 

"Only those changes are ordered which are unavoidable. In 
marginal cases, of course, various aspects, are explained. 
As far as contractor is concerned he should have no 
objection or complaint to suggest what should or should 
not be ordered as long as a change is ordered within the 
framework of contract." 

UnTealistic time fi.:!;ed fOT constructipn 
\I 

3.42 It was brought to Committee's notice that another reason 
for delay in construction was that realistic period of construct:on was 
not provided in the contract often at the behest of users who were in 
a hurry to get accommodation and occassionally to prevent funds 
from lapsing. 

3.43 Defence Secretary during evidence stated that, the norms of 
timings for construction 'depending on cost and type of works had been 
:fixed by MES and then were normally followed. But sometimes 



users required the wo~k to be complete<l at an earlier point of 
ttm~ due 'to' specialbonsiderations. In such cases after discussion 
with users a time-tabltf\ws 'fixed which was workable in actual 
practice: The wi~ss' agreed' tli8t there was no point in fixing up 
any time table Which was not workable. Defence. Secretary agreed 
with this view that undue haste' in coristruction was likely to aftect 
the' quality of construction. But he added, the problem was how to 
translate it into actual practice with ref.erence to different works 
spread all over the country. The witness stated that he would 
.request the Erigineer-in-Chief to review the time fixed 'and the norms 
laid down iIi this regard after taking into account, inter alia, the time 
factor for obtaining construction materials. 

Monitoring of perfo'rmance 

3.44 As regards monitoring of progress of works, the Ministry 
:stated that Chief Engineers -laid dOWn their own targets for each 
year in respect of selected items. " This information was not avail-
able centrally with ~ES. Later, the Ministry informed the Com-
mittee that" the construction targets are finally reduced to financial 
terms against which the performance can be measured by way of 
:aetua( expenditure." . 

3.45 The Committee asked whether it was correct to measure 
performance only in terms of actua:I expenditure. The Commitee 
also desired to know whether there was any arrangement in the 
Engineer-in-Chiefs' Branch to centrally monitor the progress of 
-selected works. 

3.46 Defence Secretary stated during evidence that there were 
various arrangements for monitoring progress of works. Progress 
of works costing Rs. ~O lakhs and above was monitored by the 
~ngineer-in-Chief's Branch through quality progresS upwards. The 
Additional Secretary in the Ministry also held -periodical meetings 
-once in three months to discuss the progress of important and high 
value projects. The expenditure returns were also received 
quarterly and these gave the progress of expenditure incurred with 
-yoe£erence to the various projects.' .The witness added that there was 
an inter-relationship between the expenditure incurred and tift! 
physical quantum of work. The Engineer-in-Chief added that the 
-quarterly progress reports indicated, progress ill physical terms. For 
monitoring of projects, the Department had adopted extremely 
modem methods and worked out critical path methods wlUch helped 
10 pinpoint areas where pro~!!ss was sJow . . ' ... '. . '. 
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3.47 During evi~ence a former Engineer-in-Chief suggested that 
increasing the powers of site executives to give quicker deciliions to 
solve day to day problems would heip in curtailing delays in cons-
truction. Those decisions should not be questioned by anybody 
afterwards. These powers had to be made very clear so that the 
officers should know their scope and make use of them fully. The 
witness added "when I was a Garrison Engineer I had full powers. 
I do not know why they have been gradually eroded. I think there 
is some obsession of misuse of powers. If you give powers to your 
officers you have to trust them and, give them power or you sack 
them." 

(C) Supply of Material 

3.48 The Committee desire to know the difficulties in the supply 
of materials like Steel, Cement etc. for MES requirements. and steps 
taken to remove these difficulties. In a written reply the Ministry 
of Defence stated the position as follows:-

Steel: For sometime now, small sections of construction steel 
like Round and Tor Bars as well as certain sections of 
Angle irons and flats are not being rolled by the main pro~ 
ducers. For such requirements billets are usually allotted 
by the OSD steel in lieu of these sections which have to 
be re-rolled to the correct sires from lo.cal re-rollers. 

But because of lack of re-rollers in certain regions, power- . 
shortage where re-rolling arrangements were available 
non-supply of billets etc. by main suppliers and certain' 
other connected, difficulties, the timely availability of steel 
for Defence works has been a problem. 

Cement: As against the yearly requirements of 6.5 to 7.5 lakh 
M.T. of cement, MES is being allotted between 4 to 6 MT 
thus leaving a short-fall of over 20 per cent. During 
1980-81, the allotment of cement has been 5.88 lakh MT 
against the requirement of 7 lakh MT. This short-fall is 
adversely affecting the progress of works. Besides the 
initial shortage, the total quantity allocated is not des-

,. patched by the factories giving the following reasons: 

(i) No production due to shortage of power. 
(ii) Non availability of Railway wagons. 
(iii) 'Expiry of v~lidity period. 
(iv) No production due to strikes. 



In a number of cases, the cement factories insist on the cement 
to be collected by road, and which besides being pxpensive 
sometimes get delayed because the procedure in.volved in 
getting contracts for movement of cement by road. 

Steps taken to Improve situation 

3.49 A number of steps have been taken at various levels to over-
come the difficulty in the supply of steel, cement and other materials. 

Steel 

(a) An engineer officer is positioned in Calcutta to assist OSD 
steel in procuring steel for Defence indentors. It would be of ad-
vantage if an engineer officer is posted as OSD (Steel). 

(b) MES are accepting billets and are re-rolling them where 
actual sizes required are not available. • 

(c) Small steel producers and re-rollers having lSI Certification 
are being contacted and steel is being collected from them within 
the Chief Engineers' local procurement powers. At times, larger 
quantities are also procured by countersigning supply orders at this 
Headquarters. 

(d) Surplus steel scrap available in zones is being utilised by re-
rolling to required sizes. Government sanction exists 10 re-roll scrap 
upto 500 tonnes in a year. Some stock-piles of the required sizes of 
steel have been created in each Command whenever required sec-
tions are easily available. ~:. 

Cement 

Intimate liaison is being kept by· the· DESP with the Cement 
C~ntroller, Regional Cement Controllers Railways and the coneemed 
manufacturers to ensure speedy movement of cement. For this 
purpose a 'Task Force' has been formed headed by the DESP with a 
representative from the Railway Board, a representative from the 
Cement Controller and a representative from the DGS&D who met 
perio'dically and review the collection of cement by the Defence 
ind_entQrs. They also try to find and make 1.W shortfalls by over-
coming bottlenecks. Other actions being taken are as under:-

(a) Some engineer officers located near the Regional Cement 
Controllers have been nominated a,.s monitoring officers in 
~ach Regional Cement Controller's zone to help expedite 
cement to Defence indentors. 
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(b) Representatives from MES J.i'ormations are deputed to 

cement 'factories' to colleCt and expedite inove of their 
quota of CelIlEmt. . ;. . , 

(c) Wherever pO$Sible cement is collected by road also. 

3.50 It was stated iIi a memorandum. that the Department started 
procuring material after work was released. Instead of this, depart-
ment should keep sufficient reserve stock from which material could 
be transferred for particular work till material for that work was 
obtained. During evidence, a former Engineer-in-Chief stated that 
there was an old saying "when you go for t~nders you should have 
50 per cent stores at site and 50 per cent in sight". But today supply 
of cement and steel give lot of problems. According to the witness, 
the position couId improve only by stock piling. 

3.51 In a written reply the Ministry stated that "Instructions exist 
and efforts made to procure materials required to be issued by the 
Deptt. ahead of conclusion pf contract". According to the Ministry, 
it would not be desirable even if possible to stock pile entire require-
ment of materials before commencement of work. This may result 
in deterioration in the quality apart from locking up capital as also 
the scarcity conditions prevailing for such materials like cement, 
steel, bitumen. coal etc. Contractors on their part also would 
not be willing to take over all such stores .right at the beginning, and 
thereby create storagE! space problem also. 

3.52 During evidence before t~e Committee another former 
Chief Engineer stated that priority allotted to Defence works was 
down graded adversely affecting the Defence works. The witness 
suggested that the Director General of Supplies and Disposals should 
finalise the rate contract for re-rolling of billets and then given them 
to the Chief Engineers instead of f!!veryChief Engiri.eer separately 
entering into a contract fot re-tolling: If . this was done centrally 
by the Ministry of Defence, it ~ould -be cheaper. 

3.53 The Committee desired to know the present sY!ltem of in-
ventory control of essential commodities like cement, steel and 
bitumen etc. Defence Secretary stated that under the present 
'system cement was q.emanded quarterly based on ihe work load of 
-each zone and allocated depending on the quota given to the Defence 
Ministry by the Ministry of Industry. A task force of officers 'from 
the Cement Controller's office, DGf;. & D, Railway Board met every 
m~nth to review the bottieneck -in ·'·proq.uctlon and transport and 
-tried to find out soiittions. For steel, quarterly demands were placed 
en the OSt> steel at 'Caleutta based. on 'sailC:tioned works: 'The DPe 

. ~ • ~ .... :- •• '" f ';: \: : 
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.allotted the available items against these demands. Firm demands 
were placed thereafter. Where steel was not forthcoming Zonal 
Chief Engineer resorted to local purchase. Monitoring was done by 
frequent llaiSon, visits to factories, railway and transport agencies 
iIi order to expedite movement and avoid hold-ups. In case of 
bitumen MES formations placed supply orders on refineries against 
rate contract fixed by DGS & D. These demands were based on sanc-
tioned works. Railway priorities were provided for dispatch of 
bitumen. 

3.54 During evidence, Defence Secretary informed the Committee 
that MES ran through periods bf shortages of different items from 
time to time. To the best of its ability, the MES did resort to stock-
ing of materials. They had a priority in movement, but things 
always did not happen on the lines laid down in different rules and 
regulations. The witness added that unforeseen situation like 
natural calamities, shortage of materials, lack of movement, strikes, 
load shedding occurred from time to time and it was difficult to 
organise things to prevent them. 

Compensation for delay 

3.55 It was represented to the Committee that in case of delays 
for which the Department is responsible, the contractor should be 
paid compensation. Asked about the Ministry's reaction, the Engineer-
in-Chief stated that the Department was not allowed to giv~ the 
contractor any compensation for delays, apart from extension of 
time. The witness expressed the view that "it is only fair if some 
kind of escalation cost is introduced. But it should be specific rather 
than leaving a discretionary amount that is to be fixed." 

.supplies in Remote Areas 

3.5~ It was represented to the Committee that there was an 
urgent need to streamline the allocations and movements of cement 
in areas like Kashmir, where the problem became manifold due to 
long road transportation, inadequate transport and vagaries of 
weather combined with restricted working reason. 

3.57 During evidence Defence Secretary stated that at present 
the requirements of cement of the North-Western region were 
allotted generally from the factories located in Rajasthan, Macihya 
Pradesh, Orissa and sometimes· from South because enough cement 
was not being produced py the factories located in N orth. ~e~ 
were depbts· at Pathankot; '~rinagar designed to'hold bUffer stock to 
cvercome logistic problem and Itreglilar supply. lIowever in view 
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of the present shortage of cement, it had not been found possible to. 
build very large stocks in these parts. In respect of the Northern. 
region. of J & K, there was a further problem of road transport and 
in the North-Eastern region they were faced with the problem of 
wagon movement across Farraka barrage. The transportation of 
cement faced the problem of weather conditions. 

Separate Cement Factory 

3.58 A suggestion was made that in regions like Northern and' 
Eastern regions where requirements of cement for MES works were-
Sizeable, new cement factories in these regions should be exclusively 
earmarked for meeting MES requirements. During evidence, former 
Engineer-in-Chief held the view that factory for this purpose could 
be run by Director-General, Ordnance Factories. During his 
evidence Defence Secretary stated that the Industry Ministry had 
initiated prop03als for increasing production of cement and same-
factories were coming up. Government were not in favour of 
each organisation having its own cement factories. Asked if it 
would not be useful from stretegic point of view to set up a 
separate factory in North West region to meet the requirements of 
MES. The witness stated th'at they were not certain whether this· 
would be of advantage. He, however, assured that "We will cer-
tainly look into it. We will also consult the Ministry of Industries."-

Local Purchase 

3.59 It was represented to the Committee that powers for local 
purchase of construction material in times of urgency should be-
increased. During evidence, the Defence Secretary st'ated that the 
powers had been revised and fresh orders had been issued on 9th 
December, 1981. 

3.60 It was brought to the Committee's notice that stores ordered 
against DGS & D rate contract took considerable time to be deliver-
ed by the manufacturers. At present the powers of Engineer officers 
for direct procurement of stores, which were in DGS & D rate con-
tract, were limited to Rs. 2,000/-. This tended to cause con!liderable 
del'ay in completion of works. It was suggested that the financial 
powers for direct procurement of items available on rate contract 
be enhanced to Rs. 10,000/. During evidence the ~fence Secretary 
informed the Committee "we h~ve proposals under consideration for 
revising rate contract." . 
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r (.0) MirsuBe qf M"teftal3 

3.61 TbeCo.mmittee desired to be furnished with statement indi":'" 
eating the number of cases in which misuse and leakage of material' 
was detected during the last 3 years and the action taken against-
the contractors and staff. 

3.62 In ~ written reply the Ministry stated that misuse and leak-
age of material was detected, in 4 cases. In these cases issue of" 
tenders to the contractors was banned. In two cases disciplinary 
action was taken against MES staff. In one case the inquiry against· 
MES staff was stated to be in progress. 

3.63 It was suggested in a memorandum to the Committee that· 
issue rates of material supplied to the contractors should be fre-· 
quently revised and brought at par" with the market rates from time· 
to time to discourage pilferage or misappropriation of stores bv con-·· 
tractors. 

3.64 In a written reply, the Ministry stated th8.t Stores under 
Schedule 'B' of Contracts are issued at rates given in the standard 
schedule of rates. To discourage pilferage or misappropriation of 
Stores, there exist a provision in the conditions of Contract that the 
recovery for such Stores shall be made at double the issue rate. A 
proposal for effecting recovery for such stores at double the market 
rates/issue rates, whichever is higher, is under consideration of. 
Government. 

3.65- It was suggested by a non-of'6.cial that· issue of materials to· 
contractor by the Department should be on weekly basis and should_ 
be properly accounted for. Should any misuse be attempted by the 
contractor he should be black-listed as a deterrent measure. 

3.66 Defence Secretary ~ated during evidence that there was 
no uniform schedule laid down at the moment MES normally 
issued to materials to cater for the requirements of a fortnight, to 
ensure smooth progress of work and also prevent misuse of materials. 
In specific cases like issue of steel for prefabrication, it was issued 
for a longer period. Deterrent action was taken against contractcrs 
found misusing them. It was pointed out that some contractors 
had complained during tour of Study Group that certain· contractors 
were favoured by the officers in supply of materials. When it was. 
suggested that in order to avoid any malpractices and· ·criticism hi 
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~this regard, some question of fixing some norms should be examined 
the witness replied "We will do that.'" . 

(E) Association of Border Roads Orgamdsa;tliDn with MES 

3.67 It was suggested to the Committee that the Border Roads 
'Organisation whi.ch had a spare capacity could be associated with 
MES for undertaking works in forward and remote areas under the 
,control of Engineer-in-Chief. 

3.68 It was brought to the notice of the Committee during tour 
that in the Northern Zone (Srinagar), there was shortage of'S' class 
"contractors, the situation being more serious in the remote areas of 
Ladakh. It was suggested that to meet the situation, units of Border 
Roads Task Force (BRIF) should be inducted along with MES in 
remote areas. 

3.69 The Committee asked if it was feasible to carry out works in 
remote areas by. regular induction of Border Roads Task Force with 
¥ES under the Control of E-in-C. In a Written reply, the Ministry 
.of Defence stated that:-

"Border Roads Organisation had already' been entrusted with 
certain concentrated works like TENGA VALLEY con-
struction, certain works in remote areas like Ladakh and 
Nicobar Islands and also maintenance of roads in certain 
areas in Rajasthan. The role of Border Roads is entirely 
different to that of :MES. They maintain the line of 
communication in time of war while in peace their work 
is . construCtion and maintenance Of border ·roads. Con-
struction of' Builmng"wOrkS are also' being entrusted to 
them 'from tima to time to exploit their potential, parti-
cularly in remote areas where contractors are not inter-
ested in quoting and induction of' MES civilian labour 
beCome difficult;" 

3.70 During evidence before the Committee a former Engineer-
jn-Chief stated that the Border -Roads Organisatiori had' spare 
capaCity because' it ha.d almost finished its main strategic jobs. It 
was' now o~ smaller Jobs and On maintenance. In his opinion Border , 
Road Organisation (BRO) were ~t' suited for helping the MES 
bUt under tbe teehriiC8J. Control of MES;' - ,- ': - , , 
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T~e . witness added t~t BRO should retain a· separa~ identity-
but it could be c;ontrolled by Engineer-in-Chief who could use it to-
the best technical and strategic advantage. 

3.71 During evidence, the Secretary Ministry of Defence stated 
that "the Border Roads Organisation's administrative system and 
the MES administrative system are two separate things. I would 
hesitate to suggest that units from one should be inducted and-
placed under the charge of another. But in civil contract, we always 
have the system of sub-contractors. It is my view, that, wherever 
there are difficulties in the availability of contractors, it should be 
possible to consider USing one or the other On a sub-contracting 
basis." 

(F) Economy-cum-ejJiciency Measures 

3.72 It has been stated by the Ministry that MES works are pro-
cessed with a view to provide economical construction without 
sacrificing quality. Constant review of specifications is carried out 
to effect economy without impairing the normal functions and 
safety of the building. The specifications are supplemented with 
the latest knowledge in the field of building materials and. technique. 

3.73 During evidence before the Committee 'a former Engineer-
in-Chief expressed the view that a modern. and economical method 
of large scale construction these days was pre-fabrication with 
~echanical handling. The witness· suggested that to meet the 
shortage of accommodation in the country including Defence re-
qUirements; "we have to go in for factories which will pre-fabricate 
and then mechanised methods could be used to construct houses. 
This will be the best way of tackling our housing problem." The 
witness added that even contractors would be prepared to pre-
fabricate. 

Another Former Engineer-in-Chief stated that the system 'Of 
going in for pre-fabricated structures was recommended in a separate 
chapter in the National Building Code,' 1970. But the Industry as a 
whole and the Government Departments had not adopted it so far 
because of the business of "going in for the lowest tender." A differ-
ent contract system was required under the scheme of pre-fabricated 
structures. 
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3.74 During evidence before the Committee, a former Engineer-
,::om-Chief stated that due to general apathy of Government administ--
cration, very little action had been taken on the report on the econo-
mics in construction cost published by the Planning Commission 
in 1968. This was a general report for the country as. a whole and 
not for NES particularly. Only haU a dozen recommendation had 
been implemented by the Government. 

3.75 The Engineer-in-Chief during evidence that the agencies 
, :from which they derived the latest techniques of construction and 

designs were all the national laboratories with whom they kept a 
very close touch and constant liaison and the designs which these 
agencies give were implemented. by way of example he mentioned 
a few items incorporated by the Deptt. such as RCC shell roofs with 

much lesser techniques had been extensively used in Chandigarh, 
Kanpur and other factories. Pre-cast flooring and roofing units 
designed by the Central Building Research Institute had been used in 
Bhatinda. Pozzolane cement was used to restrict the use of ordinary 

, conventional cement because of the shortage. In places like Rajas-
than and particularly at places having lots of white-ants, they were 
using pre-cost RCC frames for doors. In black cotton soil, areas like 

·'Deccan Plateau, they were using under reamed pills designed by 
· ·'CBRI. In Andaman & Nicobar Islands they used tubular structure. 
'With regard to use of prefab material, the witness stated that Tenga 
· ·valley in Arunachal Pradesh due to lack of local expertise and ~ate
rial, the whole project was designed on the basis of pre-fab material. 
The witness stated that the Tenga Velly Arunachal Pradesh due to 
lack of local expertise and material, the whole project, was designed 

· on the basis of pre-fab material. The witness added that normally 
it war.: more economical to build pre-fab material at the site, as the 

'procurement of the finished pre-fabricated material would involve 
transportation cost. Both these factors had to be balanced. 

3.76. During evidence the Committee draw the attention to the 
·quality of bricks used in MES works in Hyderabad which did not 
appear to be satisfactory. The E-In-C stated "we try to follow the 
general policr. If in implementation the executive has failed, we 
will take uction." The witness agreed to depute an officer to see if 

. quality of bricks available in Hyderabad could be improved .. 

3.77. The Committee find that out of 910 works completed during 
the periOd 1976-77 to 1980.81, 148 works were delayed by 1-2 years 
and $6 works were delayed for over 3 years 246 other works were 
delayed for six months to one year. The reasofls for delay are stated 

-10 be late handing OVft of sites, additioDaJ works, . escalation ia 
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-eost, revision of pJaus and changes in scope and specifications, non-
,availability of building material . and delay due to finance concur-
rence. The Committee feel that some of the factors responsible 
for delay are certainly not beyond 'the control of MES. the Com-
mittee suggest that a selective review of delayed works should be 
made by the Ministry independently to determine as to whether 
,and if so which of the reasons for delay were avoidable as that it 
·can take remedial measures to avoid similar slipp~ges in the works 
in future. 

3.78 The Committee are concerned to learn that State Govern-
.ments have not readily released land required for Defence works 
without the personal intervention of the highest authorities of the 
Central Government. Though instructions exist that a tender will 
not be accepted until the site for work is available, MES . in its 
anxiety to commence work to meet the urgent requirements of the 
users sometimes goes ahead with the acceptance of contract in the 
'hope that the site would become availahle in due course of time. 
The Committee feel that availability of land for a work .should 
normally be a condition precedent to the issue of sanction for that 
, work. UbIess this is done, the question of acquisition of site for the 
work may not be viewed with as much urgency as it would other-
'Wise be. 

(S. No. 31) 

3.79 The Ministry has admitted that there is a lot of interference 
from the users and the ME.'; frequently accepts changes in scope and 
'specifications suggested by the users in the course of execution of 
the works which cause delays in: execution. The Ministry has also 
admitted that local Commanders an exert a certain amount of pres-
'sure on MES executives to accept certain changes.. In the Commit-
:tee's opinion changes in the scope and specifications after commence-
'ment of works can be avoided to a considerable extent if a thorough 
discussion is held by MES with the users well before the tender 
action is initiated. In order to minimise interference by local com-
manders in the course of execution of works, . the Ministry may 
consider laying down a procedure that changes in scope or specifica-
·tions in works under execution would not be entertained unless 
these are routed through .and approved by the .Command Head-
.quarters and E-in-C's Branch. (S. No. 32) 

3.80 Even though instructions have been issued that the changes 
'in the works wherever required should be conveyed to the contractor 
in writing together with the manner of pricing, it appears from the 
~Ol'8llda received by the Committee from CODtractors that chaDges 
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are either not ord~edin writia, ~ writt" i~tructio" t~ this ~ft~i 
are issued ~er a ldn.g time resuiting in delays Di ex~cu,ti~ll ana 
loss to c~traetors. It is, unfoituJ,.ate that t}le instruction!; issu~d, ~f 
the. Ministry in this regard are not bemg observed by MES field 
formations scrupulously. TbeCommiftee would like. th~ ,Ministry. to . 
take serious notice of such infrblgements and not allow any disregard 
of its instructions in this regard at any level. If ever in an emer~ 
gency verbal instructions have to be issued for inescapable reasons 
to eftecting certain changes in the work under execution, these· 
should invariably be followed in writing within a specified period. 

(S. No. 33) 
3 .. 81 From the Ministry's reply it is clear tha't there have been· 

deviations in almost all contracts for works done by MES. This 
shows that the phenomenon of deviations is not an exception that 
has become a routine feature of MES works. nls betrays poor 
planning and inadequate preparation for embarking ~pon a construc~ 

, tion project not only. on \he part of MES but also user authorities. 
A.t present instructions have' failed to inculcate a sense of seriousness 
among user authorities in finalising their requirements comprehen-
sively and exactly before commencenment of works, the Ministry 
need to review the present system with a view to identifying loop-
lloles and plugging them ettectively. 

(S. No. 34) 
3.82 The Committee take note of the E-in-C's statement that 

even though time limit as laid down for issuing deviation orders in 
writing is, six weeks, sometimes more time is taken for certain 
reasons. The Committee would ·like that random and critical studies 

of the deviation orders issued by MES should be made at the Head-
quarters on a regular basis to determine whether the time taken in 
issuing deviation orders conforms to the instructions laid down in 
this regard and if not how far the factors responsible for delay 
were unavoidable. These studies would help the Ministry to take 
remedial action for the future. 

(S. No. 35) 
3.83 It has been represented to the Committee that whenever 

changes in scope or specifications involve works which are beneficial 
to contractors, the revisions are not ordered as formal "deviations", 
but where the contractor stands to lose as a result of changes, these 
are "ordered" as necessary. This is unfair. The MES should in 
fairness to contractors follow instructions issued by the Ministry in 
this regard and should desist from taking undue advantage of the 
contractors' dependence on its goodwill. 

(S. No. 36) 
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3.84 The MiDistry has stated that norms of timings for execution 
-of works have been fixed by MES and are normally followed. But, 
according to contraeiors, realistic period for completing a work is 
not provided under pressure from users. Undue haste in construc-
tion even under pressure is likely to affect the quality of construc-
tion. There is no point in fixing a time table for construeiion 
which is not reasonable and which does not take into account the 
delays which may occur in the timely receipt of construction ma-
terials and on which the contractors may have no-control The 

,Committee would like the Ministry to review the norms of timings 
laid down for various types of projects and fix them at reasonable 
,levels which should also take into account the time to be taken in 
getting construction materials. Adequate" time frame is not only 
necessary for the contractor but is also desirable to ensure good 
-quality construction. 

(S. No. 37) 

3.85 The Committee take not of the varioUs arrangements made 
by the Ministry for monitoring the progress of works. The progress 
of works is through modern methods not only in physical terms but 
-also financial terms through quarterly reports. Besides the Ministry 
reviews progress of important and high value project. at quarterly 
meetingn. The Committee hope that 'monitoring at all levels is follo-
wed-up by effective measures to remove obstacles that may be found 
holding up progress of works. (S. No. 38) 

3.86 There is weight in the suggestion made by a former E-in-C 
that the site executives should ~ given powers to take quiek decision 
on the spot to solve day-to-day ;problem.s in order to eurt&il delays 
in eonstru~tion and the higher a1lthorities should fully support them 
in such decisions. The Committee would" commend this suggestion 
for the consideration of the Ministry. (S. No. 39) 

3.87 The Committee take note 01. the various measures taken by 
the Ministry to ensure adequate and timely supply of various cons-
truction materials particularly cement and steeL The Committee 
cannot overemphasise the need for keeping a constant watch on the 
supply position of construction materials and taking every possible 
measure to procure them in time to avoid delays in execution of 
works. (S. No. 40): 

3.88 Building of suOieient reserve stocks of construction mate-
rials has been suggested by coDStraetors to tide over disruption or 
delay in supplies from normal sources with a view to avoiding hold-
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ups of works on this accont. The rule of thumb suggested by a 
former E-in-C that "when you go for tenders you should have 50 
per cent sources at site and 50 in sight" is of great practical ad-
vantage. The MiD,istry agrees and has issued instructions that 
etlorts should be made to procure materials required to be issued 
by the Department ahead of conclusion of contract; but it does not 
consider it desirable to stockpile the entire requirement of materials 
prior to commencement of work.. While stockpiling of the entire 
requirement of materials before commencement of works is certain-
ly not desirable, it will decidedly be a great practical advantage if 
MES builds up bufter stocks of scarse construction materials such as 
cement and steel to avoid disruption of construction activity in 
'times of tempoliary short~s. The COmmittee would advise the 
Ministry to consider building up such butler-stocks at strategic 
places. (S. No. 41) 

3.89 MES is now accetptin2 steel billets from the suppliers and 
having them re-rolled under its own arrangements through private 
re-rollers. The Committee agrees with the suggestion that, instead 
of every Chief Engineer separately entering into a contract for re-
rolling of billets, a rate contract for re-rolling should be finalised 
by the Ministry at national level direetly or ~hrough the Director 
General of Supplies and Disposals. This will ensure economy and 
speed in getting such jobs done. (S. No. 42) 

3.90 In case of delays in comple~ing works for which MES orga-
nisation is responsible the Department can grant extension of time 
to complete the job but is not allowed to pay compensaion. The 
Committee feel that more extension is ndt an adequate relief. Tb-ey 
feel that a suitable escalation clause should be provided in the con-
tract to compensate contractor for such delays. (S. No. 43) 

3.91 The position regarding supply of cement to J & J(. in North-
ern regiOn and remote places in North Eastern Region is generally 
difticuit due to long road transportation and vagaries of weather 
conditions combined with restricted working seasons. Despite. it. 
etlortsto hold buffer stocb of ~ement at PathaHot, a"-d Srinagar 
to overcome the probJems if 10Jistics ~nd irregular sup.pli~s to )1ES 
works in" :J & K~ the Minis'try has ~ot been able to build very large 
stocks of these due to general shortage 9f cement. These are eons-
trains of road and rail transPort for maldng suppilies to NO:rthern 
Region and North-Eastern Region. Defence Secretary was howeY:eI" 
Dot sure whether setting up of cement f_etories by MES or ear-
marking the existing or new cement factories in these regions ex-
elusively for meeting MES requirements would be of advantage. 
Governmen't, it was stated, was Dot in favour of eaeh organisation 
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having its own cement factories. The Committee would suggest 
that the Ministry of Defence should examine in consultation with 
the Ministry of Industry, the feasibility of setting up cement factories 
. under Defence Ministry or earmarking new or . existing cement 
factories exclusively to meet the requirement of Defence works. 

3.92 The Committee are glad to note that the Ministry has real-
ised the need to revise upward the powers for local purchases of 
construction materials in times of urgency and has issued necessary 
orders in this regard in December, 1981. The Ministry is also con-
sidering -a proposal for revising limits of powers of engineer officers 
for direct procurement of stores which are on DGS&D rate contract. 
The present limit of Rs. 2000 in this case is too low to be of much 
help. This should be raised adequately. (S. No. 44) 

3.93 Misuse and leakage of materials were detected by MES in 
four cases during the last three years. Issue of· tenders to the eon .. 
tractol's eoncerned in these cases was banned as a punishment and 
disciplinary action was taken against the MES staff concerned. To 
discourage pilferage or misappropriation of stores, terms of contract 
provide that reeovery for such store's shall be made at double the 
issue rate. The Committee welcome the proposal under the consi-
iteration of Government that recovery for such stores should be 
made at double the market rate issue rate whichever is higher and 
would like it to be finalised expeditiously. They woUld also like 
deterrent action to be taken against the MES staff found gUnty in 
allowing misuse or leakage of 'eonstructioD materials. (S. No. 45) 

~ 

3.94 The Committee note that there is no uniform schedule laid 
down at present in regard to the frequency at which stores are to 
be issued to contractors by MES. In order to prevent the 'possibility 
of dserimination for or apinst any contractor, the Committee 
recommend laying down of norms in regard to the periodicity at 
which stor~ should be issued to the contractors. (S. No. 46) 

3.95 The Committee take note of the view of a former Engineer-in-
Chief that Border Roads organisation has spare capacity at present 
'because, having almost finished its also strategic jobs, it has now 
only smaller jobs and maintenance works to attend to-The Com-
mittee are not in a position to pass judgement on this view. They 
would suggest to the Ministry of Defence to bring the matter to the 
notice of the administrative M"mistry concerned for an in-depth study 
of the capaci.ty of BRO vis-a-vis the tasks assigned to it. 
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3.9).) There is weight ii, the suggestion made to the Committee 
that in forward and remote areas where competent contractors do 
not come forward to accept works, units of Border Rood Task Force 
should be inducted along with the MES to undertake construction 
projects there. The Committee learn that Border Road Or~nisa. 
tion has in the past carried out a number of projects for MES in 
difficult and remote areas. Defence Secretary is, however, of the 
view that whenever there are difficulties in the availability of con· 
tractors, it should be possible to consider using one or the other 
ol"ganisation on a sub-contracting basis. The Committee welcome 
this approach and would like the Ministry to evolve a suitable wOl"k-
ing arrangement between the BBO & MES.· (S. No. 47) 

3.97 Use of pre-fabricated and tubular structures has been recom-
mended by experts for expeditious execution of projects in 'remote 
areas, in particulal". The Committee are told that MES is already 
making use of pre-fabricatetl material and tuhular structures in its 
works. MES is however of the view that the use of pre-fabricated 
material is cost effective only if the pre-fabrication is done nearest 
to the project site. The Committee learn that the Planning Com~ 
mission had brought out a report on the economics in construction 
cost in 1968 and the National Building Code (1970) has also dealt 
with the use of pre-fahricated material in construct~on projects. The 
Committee would like the Ministry 'to study the llOssibilities of use 
of pre-fabricated and tuhular structures for Defence works in the 
light of· studies already made in this field in the past and see how' 
far such methods of construction. can be made use of in MES works 
not only to speed up construction in remote areas but also effect 
economies in construction costs. (S. N. 48) 

3:98 The Committee expect that the report of enquiry into the 
quality of bricks used in Defence .works in Hyderabad would be 
furnished to the Committee at the earliest (S. No. 49) 

(G) Maintenance Works 

3.99 It wa!'\ stated in a memorandum tha~ "There has been 
some difficulty in obtaining maintenance funds which are based on 
a pE"rcentage of book value. This system has been unrealistic due 
to 'Very low value of buildings some of which are ;now more than 
100 years old, and the steep rise in the cost of labour and building 
materials or diminishing value of the rupee. There is a need to 
review this system and provide maintenance funds on rational 
basis which could be the replacement cost irrespective of the year 
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of construction. The funds according to present norms are rot 
sufficient even for white washing. National assets, therefore," 
deteriorate. New nOUilS should be evolved in consultation with 
CPWD/Railways. N'Jrms must be essentially related to ascalation 
from time to time." 

3.100 The Ministry admitted that the statement in the memo-
randum is factually correct. Scales for schedule of demand of 
maintenance funds based on the capital value of assets like build-
ings, roads and other services were laid down in 1951. ThesE' were 
revised iJl 1975. As defence assets are of second World War or 
even earlier vintage whose cap~tal book values are very low, 
naturally the ma!ntenance funds allotted based on their capital 
value happet'l to be extremely meagre particularly in view of' the 
increasing prices/wages. In order to convert the norms to a more 
scientific basis, the same was delinked by CPWD from the original 
capital value of the assets and is now based on the plinth areas/ 
paved areas of buildings/roads, which remain constant. Depend-
ing on prevailing price level a judicious amount of maillte'lance 
grant per sq. meter of Plinth/Paveo area of building/roads is 
allowed subject to revision every 2 years. While this basis is for 
normal buildings, VIP buildings like Rashtrapati· BhavanjPM resi-
dence are allotted funds on "as required" basis. Different type of 
buildings like residential/office/hospitals have different vaiues of 
g!"ant .. CPWD acinpted this as an experimental measure in 1978 and 
on review during 1980, these have been approved to continue. 

3.10~ During evidence before the Committee, former Engineers-
in-Chief stated that the present system of obtaining mamtenance 
funds based on the percentage of book value was unrealistic due to. 
very low value of buiidings, some' of which were now more than 
100 year old, and due to steep rise in the cost of labour and build-
ing materials. The witnesses suggested that. the maint.enance 
funds should be provided on the basis of replacement cost. Under 
this method the capHal cost is worked out based on the actual 
amount required to ('onstruct the building at present. 

3.102 During evidence before the Committee. Defence 'Secretarv 
stated that "Earlier the maintenance grant was' bas~d on the origi-
nal completion cost of the building. CPWD were also following a 
similar system. But they have recently switched over to a llew 
system based on pHntJ-t area and types of buildings. At MES all::o 
we had under considet:ation a similar proposal. We have now 
accepted it and C'rdcrs have been issued on 3rd December 1981 
following the CPWD pattern. Some buildings which requir~ addi-
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tional maintenance in any particular year are given extra attention 
depending on the requirements." 

3.103 It was represent in a Memorandum that "there IS a ten-
dency amongst MES Officers to disregard the maintenance works 
unless it is required for the VIPs. In fact the maintenance has 
become highly VIP 0riented. A separate account be kept for ex-
penditure on maintenance of VIPs residences and officers in authori-
ty • and their offices as well as officers MES and such like struc-
tures to curb the . tenilency· of over expenditure on VIPs, Senior 
Officers and the Offices in position.' 

3.104 The Ministry of Defence admitted that "certain amount of 
priority naturally goes to the prestigious buildings and ViP resi-
dences as happens in any other Engineering Department riealing 
with similar assets. These however are DOminal and there is no 
question of neglect t)f other assets in their maintenance by MES 
officers in view of well established procedures and inspections~" 

The Ministry added that No separate account is maintained for 
VIP/other buildings as firstly such distinctions are not authorised 
and secondly it would be difficult to maintain accounts in respect 
of individual buildings. Deterioration on all buildings is not simi-
lar as they depend on many factors. Hence some buildings require . 
heavier maintenance in a particular year than others. Hence the 
Ministry we feel that maintaining separate accounts .for different 
tvpes of buildings are not considered necessary. 

Repairs 

3.105 It was brought to theCommitte.e's notice that petty works 
cQsting upto Rs. 4{)Oi- r.re presently treated as repairs at the dis-
cretion of eWEs. Thp financial power was laid down almost fifty 
years ago. This amount is highly inadequate to complete even a 
very small work due to increase in the cost of ma~erials and labour. 
It was suggesterl th!lt all original works costing upto Rs. 2.500/- be 
treated as 'rep~rs (chargeable maintenance grant) at the discretion 
of CWE. The Min;.stry of Defence has informed the Committee 
that' Government Has issued orders on 11 December, 1981 to the 
effect that petty works casting up to Rs. 2,500, instead of Rs. 400 may 
at the discretion of the eWE be treated. as Repairs. The eWE may 
delegate all or portion of his powers to GEs Or outstation AEEa 
by name. .. . 



Departmentally Employed Labour 

3.106 It was suggc~ted in a memorandum that the remedy for 
the uneconomic maintenance was to abolish all DEL (Daily Em-
ployed Lab~ur) in MES. It was also suggested that old pre-war 
practice of term contracts for, all works should be revived. 

3.1()7 It was stated in the memorandum that a sizeable portion 
.of DEL was used for unauthorised works and periodical liervic'!s. 
No records of DEL were kept. There was also a large scale mis-
appropriation of materials. 

It was stated in {lnother memorand.um that maintenance by 
DEL (Daily Empioyed Labour) is prohibitively expensive, as it is 
impossible to get reasonable quantity of work out of labour even 
with sustained and close supervision. The labourer ju.st idles away 
his time and wastes materials. 

3.108 The Ministry stated in a written reply that ~enera1ly 
speaking MES departmental labour are employed on scattered and 
non-measurable work like attending to repairs to essential services 
like electric/water supply, patch repairs to fioor, plaster and juinary. 
Identifiable and measnrable work is ordered on term contracts which 
a~e concluded yearly. In view of the distances involved in &eattered 
cantts, their productivity is further reduced because of lack of 
transport facilities and close supervision, which often is not possi-
ble in such cases. Proposals like providing accommodation to cer-
tain Key personnel near their place/area of work and manually 
powered cycle rickshaw-wagons would improve the situation. 

In another memoralldum it was stated that there was leakage 
and adulteration -of materials when works are executed by Daily 

. Employed Labour. . 

3.109 Denying this report, the Ministry stated that "the quanti-
ties of stores' issuerl on individual jobs are very little, leaving 
negligible scope of leakage/adulteration. It is also not oractical 
or economical to depute superior staff to wareh their work it) each 
and every case." the Ministry added that "the MES did have a 
.system of job card on which the job to be carried out was mflntion-
.e4. along' with stores lssued. Usually on completio~ a certUicate is 
.cb~ined from the, tlser~ Under the circumstanc,es, we feel .that this 
pi'ocedu:re Is adequate ·to ensu~ereaSOnable precaution." . . 
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3.110 At the Committee's instance the Ministry furnished the 
following at the information regarding budget provisions for DEL 
during the last 3 years:-

Budget Provision Expenditure 

------------

1978-79 

1979-80 

1980-81 

9052° 05 

10083°57 

11785°35 

(Rso in lakh) 

3116°68 (34°43%) 

3273°35 (32 046%) 

3637°24 (30086%) 

3.111 A former Chief Engineer during evidence before the-
Committee stated:-

"The disadvantage of DEL is that its efficiency is very loW-. 
Labour cost is high. There is wastage of material; non-
accountability ~of work done or material usedo Control 
of individual labourer is just impossibleo The wages of 
a skilled labour in the market are high. For specialised 
works we require highly skilled technicians. They are not 
within the pay-scales prescribed in the MES. These ~re
the disadvantages, advantages: "No paymen~ for idle 
labour and no continuous site supervision; all works are' 
measured, and paid for and it is difficult to execute, un-
authorised work." 

3.112 Asked if the Chief Engineer had no control over the _ DELy 
the witness stated "Chief Engineer has control no doubt but he has 
to implement orders from higher authorities regarding their conti-
nued employment." Asked to suggest a solution to the problem. 
witness stated that the Department "Will have to introduce - term-
contract and eliminate daily labour. It was done during pre-war 
period also. There was far less misappropriation of material and 
labour." 

3.113 During his evidence before the Committee, the Defence 
Secretary staied that "Maintenam:e works consist of works carried 
out' by three agencies-periodical repairs by competitive open tender-
ing system, maintenance involving normal repairs to buildings and 
installations by term contractors and petty day-to-day repairs by-
DEL. We need DEL for works which are petty but urgent. D~ 
work being limited to petty work dOes not involve use of large-
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quantities of material and hence does not offer mw:h scope for mis-
use. The material issued daily is checked by the supervisor against 
the work carried out which is acknowledged in writing by the user. 
For the present, this is considered adequate". 

3.1U The Committee find that until recently funds reqnired for 
maintenance of buildings by MES were based on the capitaI value of 
the assets. As the Defence assets are of Seeond World War or even, 
earlier vintage whose capital book-values are very low, the main-
tenance funds allotted based on their capital value were found to 
be extremely meagre in view of the increasing prices/wages. The 
Committee note that though belatedly, the Ministry had decided 
(Dec. 1981), a short while before appearing before the Committee 
for tendering evidence, to follow the system in vogue in CPWD 
under which the maintenance funds will no longer be linked with 
capital value of assets; these will now be linked with plinth area/ 
paved area in the case of normal buildings etc. _nd a judicious amount. 
of maintenance grant per sq. metre of plinth/paved area" depending 
on prevailing price level would be granted. Buildings requiring ad-
ditional maintenance would be given extra attention dependiag on 
requirements. 

3.115 There is a general feeling that the MES officers have a 
tendency to pay more attention to VIP buildings at the cost of other' 

. buildings. The Ministry has admitted that certain amount of priority 
is given to the prestigious buildings and VIP residences as happens 
in any other Engineering Department dealing' with similar assets. 
But according to the Ministry there is no question of neglect of other 
~sets. Now when the MES has decided to follow the CPWD pattern 
tinder which maintenance funds for VIP assets will be a1loted on 
"as required" basis, the Committee do not wish to 'go into the past 
attitude of MES formations in this context. They would like "that, 
at least from now onwards, the occupants of normal buildings should 
not be given any cause of complaint on this account and the main-
tenance of such buildings should in no circumstances he neglected 
to show prefemtial attention to VIP buildings at the cost of the 
other buildings. (S. No. 50) 

3.116 The Committee note that in the case of petty w.orks a1so~. 
though belatedly, the Ministry has issued orders (Dec. 1981) to the 
effed that petty works costing upto Bs. 25,000 instead of Rs. 400 a~ 
hitherto fore, may at the discretion of the Commander Works: 
Engin~t' he treated as "repairs". The CWE can delegate this power 
to lower oftlcers also. The Commi'uee welcome the upward revisioD, 
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.of this limit whic~ was overdue in view of the rise in prices. 
(S. No. 51) 

3.117 M'lSuse of daily employed labour (DEL) has been brought 
to the notice of the Committee. It has been stated in ~ number of 
memoranda that there is leakage and adulteration of material in the 
works executed by DEL. Maintenance of assets under DEL system 
is expensive because of laek of supervision and low output. A portion 
«If DEL it stated, is used for unauthorised works and services. 

3.118 The Ministry has stated that MES uses DEL for petty but 
urgent repairs and maintenance works and that there is not much 
scope for misuse of material under this system. The Committee do 
not agree with the Ministry. They feel that fears of misappropria-
tion of materials and high cost of maintenance/repairs under DEL 
-system canJ¥)t be held to be entirely baseless. . The Committee would 
like that the system of employing DEL for attending to repairs or 
petty maintenance should be replaced by term c~ntract system at 
the earliest alid the use of DEL should, if at all unavoidable be 
resortecl to only in exceptional circustances. The Committee would 
like to be apprised of the action taken in this regard. (S. No. 52) 

.'h, . 

3.119 The Committee find that as against budget provision of 
'-approximately Rs. 90 crores in 1978-79, Rs. 100 crores in 1979-80, and 
Rs. 117 crores in 1980-81 for DEL, MES spent Rs. 31 crores, Rs. 32 
erores and Rs. 36 crores on DEL during these 3 years respectively. 
From this it is clear that apart from the- expenditure on this system . 
being high, the budgeting by MES for this service has been very 
loose and high amounts appear to have been provided in the budget 
from year to year witOqt adequte basis. This should stop. The 
Ministry should ensure that the budget allocation IU'e worked out 
more realistically. (S. No. 53) 



CHAPTER IV 
INSPECTION AND -VIGILANCE 

(A) Inspection and TechnicaZ Examination of Works 

4.1 MES works are executed under the technical supervision of 
the Engineer-in-charge who may be an officer of the rank of Assis-
tant Executive Engineer or Assistant Engineer assisted, by upto 
grade I -and Supdt. grade II. The GE inspects the work off and on. 
Important and prestigious works are inspected at frequent intervals. 
The CWE and the CE also carr~ out inspection of works from time 
to time. 

4.2 There is another organisation under the Control of OMG, viz., 
the Chief Technical Examination (CTE) organisation .. This organi-
sation also carries out test checks of selected items of works to 
verify whether the works have been executed as per Contract 
Specification or not. 

4.3 As a result of inspection carried -out, it sub-standard work-
h1anship or material' is found, these are rejected if the stage of 
work so permits. In' some cases recoveries are resorted to in res-
pect of sub-standard materials. 

4.4 It was stated in a memorandum that Inspection arid super-
sian of work was not adequate, mainly due to . vast increase in 
paper work. There was more emphasis on paper work being correct 
rather than work being satisfactory. 

4.5 In a written reply, the Ministry of Defence stated that "over 
the years, this phenomenon of increased paper work has over taken 
not only the MES bu~ also all Departments. The reason for this 
is two fold. On the one hand the departments have become very 
large with a wide span at control, (pbysical as well as administra-
tive) without decentralisatioa: The need to furnish data at short 
notice for different purposes at frequent intervals of Parliamentary, 
Ministrials, financial authority and other high. level and ad-hoc 
authorities has increased manifold over the years after independ-
ence. It has had a perceptible adverse effect on executive func-
tionsparticularly at lower levels of supervision, as no separate staff 
is available for such necessities whic'h 'bas become almost a con-
,stant feature~ 

87 
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4.6 It was suggested in a memorandum to the Committee that 

the number of Supervisory staff sho,¥d be reduced. Only one-
Engineer Incharge under Garrison Engineer should supervise the 
work as done by Architect. This has the biggest advantage of 
minimising the curruptian which ultimately result in less expendi-
ture on the project. 

4.7 Asked about the strengthening of the present system of 
inspections, a former Engineer-in-chief expressed the view "I do, 
not know how much more you can strengthen the inspection 
organisation. I think that is more then enough." 

4.8 In a written reply, the Ministry of Defence stated: 

"An AGE has to control a number of works running con--
currently and for most of the works costing above Rs.· 1 
lakh there will be only one Supdt. Gde. IT for daily super-
vision. For larger works there may be Supdt. Gde. r 

-' with a grade II under him. With the number of records-
to be maintained at each site which is obligatory under 
the terms of the C.A., scope of reduction is hardly:per-
'ceptible unless these are reduced. ,Further supervisory' 
staff are also required to detail maintenance parties and: 
monitor and check completion of their work." 

4.9 Asked if -any review or work study of the supervisory staff' 
had been made and whether any norms had been laid down, the-
Ministry, stated that a work study was in progress covering this'· 
aspect and the report was expected in the next few months. 

FTequency Of inspection 

4.10 It was stated in a memorandum to the Committee that: 

"There is over inspection especially by the Command Chief-
Engineer who has - nothing: to contribute and his viSit-

• dislocates the wOIk. Visit of Technical Examiner should' 
also be regulated and they shOUld be encouraged to-. 
examine the work during construction as far as. possible' 
and not too frequent visits -at particular site alone. Their--
role should be treated as preventive and their efficiency-
_ not judged by the recoveries instituted, as is the case at: 
present. In fact in many cases TEs, just to boost up their 
figures. insist on recoveries which are not sustained ilJi 
arbitration." 
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4.11 In a written reply, the Ministry stated that: 

"Neither the Command CEs nor TEs interfere or stOp the work 
of the contractor. In fact the Charter of the Technical 
Examiner clearly lays down that he is to be diverced from 
all direct contracts with the contractor. The special 
attention that visiting dignitaries get is from the MES 
Staff and perhaps in some cases the Contractor himself 
and some of his staff, while the work is expected to be 
carried on by the Labour force without interruption. The 
policy of checking works by TE is lai'd down by the 
CTE and in doing so their aim is to check works as far 
as possible during construction or within maintenance 
period and also to spread out their checks to more works 
more contracts than checking. the work again and again. 
Certain prestigious works however, are checked more 
than once in different stages by the CTE Organisation, 
sometimes to verify that defects earlier pointed out were 
rectified/not repeated. - It is agreed that their role should 
be preventive by way of pointing out and corrective 
actions where necessary instructions are being issued in 
this regard. It is also agreed that their performance 
should not be judged by the amount of over payments 
deducted. However, TEs cannot boost up and enforce 
recoveries unless what they point out as recoveries due 
is also agreed by MES." 

"Commanders also visit works often and thus dislocate the 
normal work." 

(B) Technicat Examination and ArbitTation 

. 4.12 A non-official stated during evidence that Technical Exa-
ininers boosted their figui'es and "are indulging in recover which 
they cannot sustain. In fact, in certain cases they have created arbi-
tration and contractors have made certain other claims; besides these 
recoveries have been rejected in-toto." 

4.13 The Committee desired to know from the Ministry the 
number of cases in which recoveries ordered as a result of technical 
examination were referred to arbitration during the last 3 years and 
the number of such cases which had been decided in favour of the 
-Contractor. 
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The Ministry, furnished the following information: 

No. of contracts where recoveries 
based on TEs' observations refer-
red to Arbitration and decided 

No. of cases 
decided 

in favour 6f 
contractor 

IS7 

Results of Technical Examination 

Amount claimed Amount awarded 
based on TEs' in favour of 
observations contractors ~ 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

4.14 The Ministry had stated that the ·Chie£ Technical Examiner's 
Organisation carries out test checks of selected items of work to 
verify whether the works have been executed as per contract speci-
ficationsor not. Approxim~tely 10 to 15 per cent of works in pro-
gress/completed are technically examined by the CTE organisa:tion. 
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4.15 When the Committee pointed out that in more than 50 per 
,cent of the works examined during 1976-77 to 1980-81 sub-standard 
material was found to have. been used and the percentage was on 
the increase. The E-in-C stated that "position is not alarming" if 
the percentage of the amounts of recoveries to the cost of works 
~xamined' were considered. Only in 1977-78, the percentage of the 
amount of recoveries was higher (0.70 per cent). Asked if the per-
~entage of works examined needed to be revised upward from the 
present 10-15 per cent, the witness replied that during 1980-81, the 
total cost of the works executed was Rs. 392 crores and cost of 
works examined was Rs. 156 crores which worked out to 40 per cent. 
The Committee asked whether in view of 'the fact that technical 
examiner at present did not examine all the works, it was not 
necessary to st:-engthen the present system to cover more works and 
to improve efficiency, the E-in-C replied "As E-in-C, I would natural-
ly be unhappy if there is sub-standard work. There is sub-
standard work and the only way to overcome this difficulty is to 
tighten up supervision". 

Timing Of inspection 

4.16 In a memorandum to the Committee it was stated that 
"technical exa,mination should cease to be a never ending affair. All 
technical examinations should be completed before the defect lia-
bility period is over MES Supervisory Staff should also be responsi-
ble in case technical examiner raises recover against completed and 
accepted works." 

4.17 Even the MES officers, whom the Committee met during 
tours were of the views that technical examinations should be held 
mostly during the execution of works so that these could help 
correct the mistakes before it was too late. 

4.18 In a written reply, the Ministry stated that "the policy of 
. CTEs, organisation for checking works during the progress of work 
'and or after completion within the defect liability period (12 months) 
is being followed. In exceptional cases, checks have been carried 
out after defect liability period. for special reasons. Where a work 
is checked after defect li.ability period, it is required to be reported 
to the CTE with reasons for doing so. 

4.19 Where cross negligence on the part of the executive ill 
reflected in the CTE's report, disciplinary aspect is examined by the 
-Government. 
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4.20 Action taken on the half-yearly reports Nos. 57 to 63 covering 
the period 01 April 1977 to 31 March 1980 are given below: 

Summary of cases 

Apr. 77-SeP· 77 

Oct. 77-Mar. 78 

Apr. 78-SeP· 78 

Oct. 78-Mar. 79 

Apr. 79-SeP· 79 

Oct. 79-Mar. 80 

No. of cases examined 71 

No. of cases action taken 24 

Disciplinary action against 50 persons. 

Severe Rccord-
displca- able 
sure of warning 
GOC-in-C 

Non- Pending 
reCOl"d able-
warning 

----------------

5 

8 

2 

5 

17 

7 

14 35 

4.21 Representative of a Builders' Association informed the Com-
mittee during evidence that in the CPWD the defect liability period 
was 6 months but in the case of MES, it was 12 months. The witness 
added that when completion certificate was issued, the defects, if 
any, were mentioned in the completion certificate. When buildings 
are "properly handed over the contractor is still under obligation to 
rectify the defects till the expiry of the defect liability period." 
Asked about the percentage of such cases the witness replied "about 
25-30 per cent." The witness added that in most of the cases in-
spection by TE was not during the currency of the contract -and in 
some cases it was done even after the expiry of the maintenance 
period. 

4.22 During evidence a former Engineer-in-Chief stated that the 
Technical Examiner went to the site after the work was finished 
and this l~ to harassment of contr.a.ctors and that was why the 
Engineers on the ground were unhappy with technical examiner. 

Object at E:taminations 

4.23 Another former Erlgin.eer-in-Chief stated -that the -CTE's 
Ol!g~tion wa. not able to reduce corruptioilbecause _firStly -they 
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sometime t"Bme and examined the works 3 years after these had 
been completed. He said "2 or 3 years after a small man comes and 
scratches a spoonful of plaster and then says that somebody has 
stolen the cement from this .... ,t In his opinion "the agencies who 
are responsible for supervision of this type wield the big stick some-
time if not always to benefit themselves." The witness suggested 
that the CTE should suggest improvement in planning and designing 
of works so that the time taken in execution could be reduced and 
there could be saving of cost. 

4.24 Another former Engineer-in-Chief stated before the Com-
mittee that the technical examination as it is today only goes into 
the implementation of the contract specifications. It does not go 
into the question whether the specifications are correct or not. 

4.25 During evidence, the Defence Secretary stated that "By and 
large, that is it is done during the currency of the period. It is only 
in executional cases that it is done after that. In such cases, the 
report has to be submitted." 

4.26 The Committee desired to be furnished with a statement 
indicating the percentage of cases in which technical examination 
took place (i) during the currency of works (ii) after the comple-
tion of works but before defect liability period and (iii) after the 
defect liability period. The information has not been furnished to 
the Committee. The Ministry has informed the Committee that 
"no such data is maintained." 

Need tor ou.tside technical examination 

4.27 It was stated in a memorandum that: 

"the Working Group of Planning Commission categorically 
recommended that the system of outside technical exami-
nation be abolished and steps taken to intensify internal 
supervision and quality control. Inspite of the recommen-
• dation, the system of technical examination has not been 
abolished. It appears that the Government's approach to 
vigilance is inclined more to the concept of weilding a 
stick rather than building up the internal strength of an 
organisation. " 

4.28 Challenging the statement made in the memorandum, the 
Ministry stated that the concept of vigilance integral to the organi-

• sation is already practised to a large extent by the varioUs echelons 
within the Department. Even unintentional in'egularities may not 
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· be immediately apparent to a GE who is more intimately tied up 
'with the day to day problems of labour, materials, construction 
machines, contractors, funds and so on. His superiors naturally are 
· able to take a more detached view' and be able to pOint out suffi.-
· dently in advance where things can be put right. However, by the 
very nature of limited frequency of inspection due to span of control 
involved and geographic dispersal the necessity of a Technical Exa-
'mination Branch outside the control of the Department is recognised 
.and maintained so that irregularities are brought out without fear 
or favour. MES is the pioneer department to set up the organisation 
.-of the CTE, who does not function under the E-in-C but under the 
QMG for the necessity to be independent of the- executive. The 
.system has worked satisfactorily over the years. 

4.29 CPWD adopted Technical Examination of their works only 
recently and their CTE has been made part of the CVC, who have 
been insisting from time to time that all such organisations of the 
Govt. should function directly under them. For ensuring a realistic 
technical examination with a view to achieve quality control, each 
department with their inherently different procedures system, 
Standard Schedule of Rates. specificatiOns etc. has to have their 
own TE organisation for functioning with understanding. The 
present system with the independence of the CTE being ensured but 
under the Defence Services needs therefore no change. 

The requirement is partly met by the present arrangement under 
which theCTE is functioning under the AMG. However, the 
Ministry does not agree that outside examinations can be totally 
abolished. 

4.30 A former Engineer-in-Chief referred to the report on the 
'Economics in Construction Cost brought out by a Working Group 
of the Planning Commission (1967) recommending inter-alia that 
the system of outside technical examination should be abolished and 
steps taken .to intensify internal supervisIon and quality control. 
He expressed the view that in the present arrangement "the tech-
nical examiner is not responsible for the results. So you are combin-
ing irresponsibilityw-ith authoritarian Act. .. · Asked if an independent 
~rganisation_like CTE was not necessary to check ·negligence on the 
~ of the· departmental officers or their collusi~nwith contractors, 
the witness stated· "100 -Chief Technical Examiners will not be able 
to stop ft. It is impossible by the very nature to stop these things, 
The oDly way to stop it is to build internal discipline and internal 
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morale to a pitch that these things do not happen." The witness. 
added that "in Europe, most of you know well that most of the cor-
ruption is by collusion. Almost 90% is by collusion. In India 90% 
of the corruption is by coercion arrd only 10% is by collusion. CoeJ;-
cion of the technical examiner, coercion of the trade, coercion by 
the accountant who will not pass your bill unless you pay him some-
thing. These are flits of life. If by having Tehnical Examiners and 
other people you are adding another branch of coercion. Can any-
body guarantee that the Technical Examiners themselves will not 
demand money? This is the pattern and nature of our corruption." 

4.31 A fonner E-in-C suggested that the organisation of Chief 
Technical Examiner should be brought undet Engineer-in chief. 
Asked if this would not result in the independence of the technical 
examination, being lost the witness replied "I 'do not know to what 
extent .. he has independance. The entire organisation is staffed by 
the MES. I do noOt know to what extent the QMG exercises control 
in. the functioning of the CTE. He is not a technical man." 

4.32 Another E-intC held the view that if the organisation was 
put under the E-in-C atleast they would be able to sort out problems 
at an early stage. 

4.33. Asked about the decision taken on the recommendation of. 
the Planning Commission Working Group made in the Report on 
'Economics in construction cost' regarding abolition of the system of 
outside technical examination, the Secretary, Ministry 
of Defence stated during evidence that 1967 recommendation is under 
examination by WHS Ministry when to decision is. taken we will 
review the present arrangement." The Committee asked E-in-C of 
his reaction to the recommendation, Engineer-in-Chief stated: 

"I welcome the system of in-built technical examination. 
Quality control is based on trust. We will not be sus-
picious of our own officers; I am always -interested in 
seeing that my quality of work is appreciated arrd it i~ 
good.' This system should work." 

(C) Vigilance 

4.34 The Director of Personnel, E-in-C's ~r~mch ~rfot:ms the 
function of Cruef Vigilance officer in MES. Similarly Vigilanc:~ 
officers have been nOlninated at the Command and ~onallevel These 
vigilance officers are nonfialiy Add!.· Chi~f Engin,eers of the Go~~ 
~inl-dl~~e. . - . ." 
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No extra staff is authorised/prov:ded for vigilance work. Vigi-

lanee work is catried out' by' an concerned in addition to their 
normal duties. The vigilance officers and staff belong to the MES. . 
They are not independent of administrative control of MES orga-
nisation and they work under the respective Chief Engineer's E-in-C. 

4.35 According to the Ministry, there is a regular system of sur-
prise checks of stores, quality of construction works, delays in 
payment of bills to the contractors etc. in MES. A number of 
checks are carried out regularly from time to time by CsWE, GFs, 

. Zonal CEB and Command CEB. The details of surprise checks, 
carried out by them are normally entered in the register maintain-
~d by them. No serious irregularity in this respect has been re-
ported. Engineer-in-Chief has also ordered surprise checks 6f stores 
in various Commands which have been carried out, but no irregu-
larity was found. . 

4.36 The Committee desired to know the number of complaints 
investigated and the follow up action taken by the vigilance Deptt. 
The Ministry has furnished the following information. 

Year 

1977 

197B 

1979 

1980 

Total Nc.. 0" 
compl in~s 
received 

(2) 

269 

407 

410 

489 

4go 

No. of 
complaints 
investigated 

(g) 

227 

g24 

3 14 

goo 

267 

Outstanding No. of 
cases out of Column complaints 
g for disciplinary partly or 
action/inquiry in whclly sub-
which prima fad, stantiated 
case is anticipated out of 
after invf'stigation Col.g 

(4) (5) 

More than 37 ~ 
two years I 

I 
! 
I 
I 

Between one go 

r 
179 

and 2 yrs. 

less than one 19 
year 

j 

4.37 Inquiry have been instituted in respect of cases found subs-
tantiated. Where inquiry has been completed, disciplinary action 
has been initiated against delinquents. Column "Outstanding" 
Tepresents the number of cases where enquiry jdisciplinary action 
is in progress. 
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4.38 The Ministry has furnished the following statement indicat-

ing the number of vigilance cases detected during the last five year-
(i.e. 1977 to 1981. 

Sl.No. Year No. of 
cases 

I. 1977 4-

2. 1978 5· 

3· 1979 6 

4 IgBo 7 

5· 1981 9 

----
Total: 31 

4.39 In a memorandum it was suggest~d that the vigilance orga-
nisation should be combined with the CTE's organisation. 

4.40 In a written reply the Ministry stated that "the purpose of 
vigilance organisation is to ~xamine the question of integrity and 
corruption. These aspects are not confined to contract activities' 
alone. The CTE's organisation is to carry out test checks of works 
carried out viz-a-viz payment made to see whether there ha!! been 
any over paymenVlapses or not. There should therefore be no> 
question of combining the two organisation though one can refer 
the case to another for investigation examination." 

4.41 Asked whether the vigilance organisation should not be-
independent of the Department to be more effective, the Ministry 
stated that "the vigilance organisation are independent." 

Explaining the position in CPWD, the Ministry stated that "in 
CPWD, the vigilance officer is placed under the DGWD of CPWD. 
It is also understood that there is a move to place CTE under DGW' 
instead of under cve as at present." 

4.42 Duri,ng his evidence a former E-in-C stated "Personally 1 
would prefer that vigil2nce remains separate from the technical 
examination because their functions are entirely different and dis-
tinct. As the E-in-C level there should be a Director, vigilance and' 
I would say at the Chief Engineer level also there shouIa be a' 
se~ior officer to deal with vigilanee caSes." 
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4.43 With regard to integrity of MES Officers a builciers associa-

tion informed the Committee that the integrity of MES officers as 
such is not beyond reproach. During evidence it was stated by the 
organi5ation "MES is just as corrupt as any other public works body. 
At every level there is corruption and yet there-are people who are 
above it say about 30-40%". 

4.44 Asked whether there was a practice obtaining in MES under 
which officers received a certain percentage of contractor's bills, 
the representative of the Builders Association stated. "The system 
of percentage is still working. There may be a fairly large variation 
from place to place and depending on the size of the eontract and if 
the work is smaller the percentage may be higher ... I have stated 
fairly, frankly what the situation is." 

4.45 The Committee asked th~ Ministry in evidence if the Direc-
tor of Personnel and Additional Chief engineers, who are designa-
t~d Chief Vigilance Officer and Vigilance Officers respectively them-
selves enquired into complaints of curruptions or whether they 
s'lught- assistance from their junior officers. The -Secretary, Mini-
stry of Defence, stated that:-

"On reeeipt of complaints warr:anting investigation, the 
Vigilance Officers at the appropriate level in addition to 
their normal duties progress these eomplaints by taking 
the fol1~wing action: 

(i) Where military officers are involved, the complaint and 
the follow-up actions are forwarded to the Adjutant 
General at the Army Hqrs. for investigation. 

(ti) Where civilion officers are concerned, the complaint is-
referred to the Engineering formations and to an officer 
who is senior to the officer involved. 

(iii) In all cases where investigation by the Vigilance Officer-
is not found practicable the matter is referred to the 
CBI. 

(iv) The CPWD hav~ a CEo Vigilance exclusively for this 
purpose under the DGW. The CE, Vigilance refers 
complaints initially to the lower formations for a pre-
liminary report, where furth~r investigation is consi'der--
ed necessary, it is immediately investigated by its own 
staff. 

The witness added that: 

"We have suggested that the post of Director (Vigilance) 
should be included in the E-in-C's Branch in the rank of 
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Chief Engineer with the supporting staff. This proposal 
has been included in the Cadre Review which is presently 
under consideration by the Ministry. If this ~adre 

review is accepted, then we will have an exclusive Chief 
Engineer dealing with vigilance matters working under 
the Engineer-in-Chief." 

4.46 The Committee pointe:! out that during their tours to various 
places, they had met different people at different places and got 
the impression that the Vigilance Cell was a failure. The officers 
were being posted from the same department" to look into cases of 
corruptions in the same department and that in investigating such 
cases fraternity feelings among officers might .come in the way of 
independent investigation. 

4.47 The Committee asked whether the Vigilance Officer should 
not be deputed from the Ministry of Home Affairs to look into 
charges of corruption at different levels. The Defence Secretary 
stated during evidence that "there is more than on way of trying to 
control and undertake vigilance operations. There is one method 
which MES is following and there is another method which the 
CPWD is following. There are comparative merits and demerits in 
both." As regards the specific question of 'deputing an officer -from 
the Ministry of Home Affairs the witness stated "my answer to this 
question is 'No'." The witness added. "if a police officer can investi-
gate the case of another police officer, there is no reason why an 
engineer should not investigate the case of an anotber engineer." 

About the functioning of the Vigilance system in the Department 
at present, the Engineer-in-Chief stated:-

"Normally staff on the ground is a mix of military and civilian 
personnel. Whenever any case is reported the first stage 
is to order a court of inquiry. Unless the staff concerned 
is .purely civilian this court \of inquiry necessarily has 
to be a staff court of inquiry. It is the ethos in the Armed 
Forces that if something goes wrong on the ground and 
the Formation Commander wants it to -be investigated 
the normal drill is that an officer of suitable seniority is 
appointe:! to conduct the inquiry. The only variation is 
that if it is a mix of military and civil it is a staff court 
of inquiry. H Plll'ely civil we have departmental court of 
inquiry. This system bas functioned- vf!!rY well." 
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4.48 It has heen represented to the Conunittee that InSpeeiion and 
supervlsiou of works in MES is not adequate mainly due to vast in-
,ci"e&Se in papet work. The Ministry has stated that over the years 
the phenomenon of increased paper work has overtaken not only 
the MES but also aU Departments. According to the Ministry, the 
work regarding furnishing of data at short notice and frequent in-
tervals to parliamentary, ministerial and financial authorities has 
increased manifold over ~ years since independence. In the Minis-
try's view it has had a preceptible adverse etlect on executive func-
tions particularly at lower levels of supervision, as no 'Separate statl 
is available for such necessities which have become almost a con-· 
stant feature. Accountability of executive Departments to Parlia-
mentary institutions is a basic feature of democratic system and sup-
ply of information 'on the various aspects of the Departments' work-
ing is an essential ingradient in this process. The present thinking 
in MES, which verges on rese1ltment, though veiled, against this 
practice, betrays ignorance of the fundamental tenets of democratic 
ethos and, to say the least 5 is unfortunate. The Committee would not 
like the so-called pre-occupation of the existing MES staff in collflct-
ing information for supply to superior institutions to be made an 
alibi for laxity in supervision over works at any level. The Minis-
try would do well to guard against this tendency. 

(S. No. 54) 

4.49 The Committee have been informed by the Ministry of De-
fence that work study of the Inspection Organisation of MES is in 
-progress and the report is expected shortly. The work study should 
1lIso examine as to what extent, increase in paper work has hindered 
the efficiency of th~ Inspection Organisation and to what extent the' 
paper work could be reduced. ,The Committee are anxious that the 
'Inspection Organisation of MES should be adequate and effective in 
carrying out supervision of works in the field and should !not be 
overloaded with unnecessary paper work. 

(S. No. 55) 

4.50 Most of the non-officials/Organisations who submitted me-
moranda and tendered evidence before the Committee expressed dis-
satisfadion with. the working of the Organisation of the Chief Tech-
nical Examiner. Technical Examination of works, it has been re-
presented, should take place during the execution of the works or 
"before defect liability period is over. It should not be a never-ending 
affair. According to a Builders Organisation in a number of cases 
technical examination is done after the defect liability period. The 
Ministry has also admitted that in exceptional cases technical exa-
minations have catriet! out after defect liability period for spe-
., ~ns. A foriier Engiileer-m-Cliief alSo infonned die c.m.: 
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mittee that Technical Examiners go to inspect works afteJI these are 
finished and this has not only led to harassment of the contractors, 
but also alllloyance to the engineers on the ground. In order to study: 
this phenomenon in greater detail, the Committee desired the Minis· 
try to furnish a statement showing the percentage of cases in which 
technical examinations were carried out (i) during the currency of 
works, (ii) after the completion of works but before d.efect liability 
period and (iii) after the defect liability period. The Committee has 
been informed by the Ministry that no such data is maintained. 

In the absence of this information the Committee are unable to 
say how far the accepted policy of CTE's Organisation for ehecking 
works during the progress of work or within defect liability period 
is being followed. 

4.51 The Committee feel that technical examinations of works can 
be more fruitful if these are conducted while the works are in pro-
gress as then the mistakes or negligence can be detected and reme-
dial action taken before it is too late. The Committee would recom-
mend that the working of CTE's Organisation should be so organised 
that technical examinations are conducted, as far as possible, during 
the currency of the works and only in special cases, after the com-
pletion of ~~!:: works but within the defect liability period. Such an 
examination after the defect liability period can lead to harassment 
of contractors and should therefore be avoided. 

(S. No. 56) 

4.52 From a statement furnished by the Ministry, it is seen that 
during the last 3 years, out of 167 cases in which recoveries amount-
ing to Rs. 56.82 lakhs based on technical examiners' observati'oDS 
were referred to arbitration, 137 cases involving awards amounting 
to Rs. 49.07 lakhs were decided in) favour of contractors. From these 
figures the Committee I!l8Dnot but come to the conclusion that there 
is much force in the view of the non-official organisations that in 
many cases technical examiners just to boost up their achievements 
insist on recoveries which are not sustained in arbitration later on. 
'I'his is a sad reflecton on the quality of technical examiners' work 
and shoW's lack of fair and indepedent approach on their part. The 
Committee would like the· Ministry to evolve a system. of indepen-
dent and expert review of the quality of technical examinations in 
the light of arbitration awards and the facts that may come to its 
notice otherwise with a view to applying correctives wherever and 
whenever found necessary. 

(S. No. 57) 

4.53 fte teehnical examiners shOuld as they do at present. 
fe~ __ warIas G'IdcaIIy ;to de. usei of sub-stand,ard materials'" 



or cases of negligence or collusion, which is their principal functioa.. 
But this should not be their only function. The Committee agree-
with former Engineers-in-Chief that CTE's Organisation should also-
suggest improvements in planning, designing and specifications .. of 
works for ensuring speedier and more economic execution of works· 
in the future. 

(S. No. 58) 

4.54 At present CTE's organisation examines 10 to 15 per cent of 
works. The Committee note that during the years 1976-17. 1977-78, 
1978-79, 1979-80 and 1980-81, 53 per cent to :63 per cent of the works 
examined by CTE were found defective in that sub-~tandard ~ate
rial was found to have been used in them. Surprisingly the MinistrY 
does not consider the position alarming as in its judgement the-
percentage of the amount of recoveries initiated at the instance of 
CTE in respect of defective works as compared with the total cost of 
the works executed was insignificant. The Committee do not appre-· 
date this approach. It cannot £e said that the consequences of a. 
small quantity of sub-standard material used today in a building 
could not be too serious in the future. To judge standards in mone-' 
tary terms, as the l)fES appears to be doing is not only wrong but 
also fraugh~ with danger. Such an approach can besides encouraging 
contractors to use sub-standard material in mDre and more buildings. 
with a very small and in expensive risk of being caught, make super-
visory officers still less serious in enforcing standards. The Ministry 
would therefore do well to warn MES formations against such a 
complacence and casualness of approach in the matter of quality of 
construction and view every case of sub-standard material seriously 
regardless of monetary value involved. 

(S. No. 59)-

1.55 The Committee find that during the years 1977 to 1980 as· 
against 1818 cases of sub-standard material detected by CTE's orga-
niSation, disciplinarY' action for negligence on the part of executive· 

. officers was taken only against 50 officers. Out of these 50 cases, in· 
35 cases only non recordable waming was issued to the officers; in 
Ii cases recordable waming was given; and only in one case severe' 
displeasure of COC-in-C was conveyed. The Committee feel that 
by and lar~e sub-standard material cannot be used in construction 
without the negligence or collusion or conniVanee of the supervisory 
officers. The Committee would like the Ministry to consider what 
further measures can be taJ:ren to tighten supervision over' construc-
tion and to hold s.upemsory officers accountable for the malprac-
tires which milght be detected later on by eTE's organisation. The-
Committee would also like the Ministry to examine whether non--
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-recordable or ~eeordable warnmgs or expresSion of mere diSpleasur.e 
"is sufficient punishlnent. in such cases of gross negligence. " 

(S. No. 68) 

4.56 Seeing the rising trend in the use of sub-standard material 
. which was found to have been used in 53 per cent, 58 per cent, 61 
per cent and 63 per cent ,of works examined by CTE in 1977-78, 
1978-79, 197&-80 and 1980-81, respectively, the Committee feel that the 
CTE's organisation should not rest con'tent With 10-15 per cent of 
works which it test-checks at present. It should extend its attention 
to more works. (S. No. 61) 

4.57 The working group of the Planning Commission recommen-
ded in 1!(S1 that the system of outside technical examma1ion should 
be abolished and steps 'taken to intensify internal supervision and 
quality control. ThIs view has been supported by a former F..ngi-
netr-in-Chief. Another view express3d before the Committee is 
that the Chief Technical Examiner should be brought under the 
control of Engine.er-in-Chief instead of Quarter Master General at 
. present. The present Engineer-in-Chim also welcomed the system 
of in-built technical examination. The Committee are inclined to 
"agree with the :Ministry that outside examination cannot be totally 
abolished. The Committee are also not in favour of the CTE's Orga-
nisation being placel under the control of E-in-C. Such a step will 
erode the independence of CTE and make it vulnerable to influence 
"by the organisation whose work he is expected to inspect. 

(S. No. 62) 

4.58 The Committee are not satisfied with the working of the 
. vigilance organisation in MES: There is considerable delay in in-
vestigation of complaints. 4Z complaints out of 269 received in 1976, 
'83 out of 40'7 complaints received in 1977. 96 Out of 410 received in 
'197.8, 139 out of 439 complain,ts received in 1979 and 163 out of 430 
complaints received in 1980 have not so far been investigated. Even 
'out of the complaints investigated there are 86 complaints pending 
for disciplinary action. Out of these, 37 are pending for more than 
2 years, 30 ootween one and two years and 19 for-less than one year. 
"If "vigilance" has to ha\1e a deterrent eftect, it should investigate 
complaints expeditiously 8Bd bring the delinquent officials to book 

:while the relevant malpractices are fresh in the observers' memory. 
Delay dilutes, if not defeats the impact of vignance proceedings. 
-The Committee would like the Ministry to tone up the working of 
'vigilance organisation and make it result and time oriented 

(S. No. 63) 
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4.59 According to a non-oflicial organisation the integrity of MES: 
officers is not beyond reproach. It is stated that 'the practice of 
officers receiving a certain per~entage of contractors' bills is there' 
in MES and that thoeJre is corruption at every level, though of course 
there are also officials wro are above it. The Ministry should take-
serious note of the image of MES officers as it exists today and do 
whatever is possible to eradicate corruption from MES. 

I . 

-(So No. 64) 

4.60 The Vigilance Officers and Staff are a part of the MES organi-
sation. They are not independent of adinistrative control of MES 
hierarchy as they work under the respective Chief Engineers. This 
in the Committee's opinion is a basic flaw in the vigilance system 
in MES. It is difficult to imagine an officer to investigate a charge 
against a brother officer independeatly when both of them happen 
to be working under the same boss in the field. The possibility of 
influence by the boss or the feeling of fraternity coming in the 
way of impartial enquiry cannot be totally ruled out. The Ministry 
it is learnt is considering a proposal to appoint a Director of vigi-
lance at the Engineer-in-Chief's Branch in the rank of Chief Engi-
neer with supporting staff. The Committee are of the view that if 
Vigilance Organisation has to serve any worthwhile purpose, it 
should be headed by a high level Officer, preferably from outside 
the MES Set-up, working directly under the Engineer-in-Chief and 
have separate staff of its own to conduct in.vesteigations and launch 
prosecutions. (S. No. 65)' 



CHAPTER V 

FINANCIAL MATTERS 

(A) Plant and Machinery 

5.1 In 1966, Government authorised holding of 74 items as MES 
'Special Tools and Plants. Subsequently, as the civil contractors 
.started acquiring plants by' themselves and depended less on the 
:,plant made available by the MES to them for execution of MES 
works, reviews of MES Special Tools and Plants were carried out 
.and reduced to only 21 items, in May 1979. This made it obligatory 
for the MES to hold the plants until the same became "Beyond 
Economical Repairs or get covered under approved discard policy;" 
'There is presently no discard policy as such laid down for the MES 
Jllant. 

5.2 The Committee desired to know the details of various plant 
,and machinery held by MES, and the extent of their utilisation. 

5.3 The Ministry informed the Committee as follow: 

MES is at present holding numerous types of plant and machin-
'ery, many of which dating back to the second World War,' though 
'some of them are no longer authorised in the list of MES Special 
'Tools and plant I machinery are governed solely by the nature, 
quantum and location of the works to be executed by MES, and 
'all these factors keep' changing from year to year. Therefore, it is 
but inevitable that all the plants cannot be put to use an the time. 
Some of them will have to be retained as reserve in readiness to 
meet emergent reqirements, i.e. during war time, aid to civil au-' 
. thorities and natural calamities. Hence the utilisation and idle 
capacity factors lose their importance in this context. Repair of 
MES plants has also not suffered for want o'f funds as thought out 
earlier. Tpe Ministry has also been aware of acute necessity to 
hold only the barest minimum of essential plant and have taken 
steps leading to a reduction in the plant inventory. 

Keeping in view the above parameters, Command-wise Boards 
of Officers are presently in progress with a view to identify the 
ulants which are of very Old vintage as also those which have 
limited utility due to the change in technology, as well as their 

=increasing availability with contractors so as to rationalise and 
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dispose of the plant, which do not lend themselves to optimum 
utilisation. 

5.4 It was stated in a memorandum submitted by a Builders 
'Organisation that "Contractors generally loathe to hire MES plant 
.and machinery because it is of an old vintage type and the per-
formance thereof by the Department's own confession in tender 
documents, is not guaranteed. The Contractors, therefore, pre'fer 
to hire plant and machinery from the trade. 

5.5 It was stated in a memorandum that general standard of 
preventive maintenance of MES plant and machinery needed im-

. provement. 

5.6 The Committee desired to know the steps taken to keep the 
.eqUipment in serviceable condition, the Ministry stated that work-
shop facilities were available in the MES and in other Govern-
ment agencies for carrying out repairs to the plants. ~ufficient 
.funds were also available for this purpose. Instructions exist for 
,ensuring regular inspection of plant/machinery by officers of Chief 
::Engineerl CWE. 

5.7 The representative of the orgnisation stated during evidence 
·before the Committee "We feel the department should not cater for 
plant and machinery except in inaccessible areas where it is not 
;available" . 

In this context a former E-in-C stated that "some works will 
·have to be done departmentally by the MES. They should have 
·plant and machinery to the extent required for departmental works 
·only. They need not have plant and machinery to be given to con-
tractors". 

5.8 During his evidence, the Engineer-in-Chief stated that "the 
basic fact is that historically after World War II MES had a lot of 
'Plant. At that time very little plant was available to the general 
contractors in the country. Today we have.a situation where more 
:plant is available." 

5.9 E-in-C added that "MES is holding some, plant for the main-
tenanc~ and care and sometimes there are problems of spare parts. 
1.'0 overcome the situation steps are being taken. In May this year 
the Board was ordered to go into two questions (a) to determine 
·and identify that plant which need not be kept by MES in view 
of its common availability. (b) the plant which is not beyond 
«onomic. repair could not be discarded under the present methed. 
Simultaneously, steps has been taken to review the plants which 
are beyona economical repair and which are to be discarded". As 
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~ard the type of machinery proposed to be held by MES, the 
witness stated "In so far as MES is concerned, a view that we are-
taking is to stock only two types of machinery-firstly, those that 
would be required for small works-maintenance of roads etc. are-
stocked with us ........ Secondly, sophisticated or complicated plants 
that are required for specific purpose and not generally available 
with contractors". 

5.10 MES is holding numerous types of plant and machinery, 
many of which date back to the Second World War, for the use of-
contractors in the execution of works. It was brought to the Com-
mittee's notice that the contractors did not like to hire MES machinery 
because it was of old vintage and its performance was not guaranteed. 
The Committee are informed by the Ministry thgt command-wise 
studi.~ are being made with a view to identify the plants which are 
of very old vintage as also those which have limited utility due to 
changes in technology as well their increasing avaliabUity with con· 
tractors 80 as to rationalise inventory holding and dispose of the items 
which do not lend themselvoe-s to optimum utilisation. This step, 
though belated, is welcome. The Committee would like the Ministry 
to take a policy decision in this regard and direct the MES to keep 
only such plant and machinery as may be required by it for carrying 
out maintenance works departmentlally and as may be in demand by 
contractors for -carrying out sophisticated works and may not gene-
rally be available with them. (S. _No. 66) 

5.11 There is no point in keeping plant and machinery which is 
of no use either to the Department or the contractor. The Ministry 
should lay down a discard policy for the MES plant and machinery 
for the guidance of the MES formations and ensure its enforcement. 

(S. No. 67). 

(B) Losses 
5.12 The follOWing table shows the losses incurred by MES, 

amounts regularised and still pending for regularisation during the 
last 5 years: - -

(Rs. in crores) 

Losses -----
Year incurred r~gulari- - Pending-

sed 

1975-76 3·25 0·82 !l,·43 
1976-77 3·37 0·93 2·44 
1977-78 3.89 0·60 3.·!l9 
1970-79 4.30 0·41 3·89 
1979-80 5·23 g·15 5·t~ ---- . -- ... - z _ . 



5.13 According to the Ministry the losses include losses due to 
stonn, flood and earthquake, losses of stores due to the theft, fraud 
and neglect, non-recovery of barrack damages and rent I allied 
charges, furniture and infructuous expenditure and other causes. 

5.14 The break-up of the outstanding losses pending regularis-
ation as on 31 March 1980 were as under:-

S.No. Categories 

1 Category-A 

2 Category-B 

3 Category-C 

4 Category-D 

5 Category-E 

~ Category-F 

----------- -------

Losses due to storm, flood and 
earthquakes (Natural calami-
-ties) 

L~s of stores due _to thdt, fraud 
and neglect 

Barrack damases 

LoIS due to recovery of J't!llt 
and allir-d charges 

Losses of furnitUR: 

Miscellaneous (infructuous) 

Total 

Total 

7,19,053'36 

3,41,128·63 

1,75,52,761,48 

Rs. 5' 13 crorel 

5.15 The losses due to theft, fraud and neglect constitute only 
about 14 per cent of the total losses. 

5.16 All out efforts are constantly made to settle outstanding 
loss statements in the normal manner expenditfously. Strict in-
structions have been issued to the Command CEs to ensure prompt 
regularisation of the outstanding loss statements by resorting to 
personal liaison with the concerned authorities. It is, however, 
brought out that some delays in regularisation and write-off of 
these are inevitable on account of the procedures and the various 
channels involved in the process between occurrence of loss and 
finalisation of court of inquiry I disciplinary proceedings etc. which 
are involved and time consuming. 

Loss Statement 

5.17 It was stated in a memorandum to the Committee that Engi-
neer Authorities have no powers for write eff of losses due to theft, 
fraud and neglect. Powers to write off losses may delegated to_ 
Chief Engineers and DGW at least to the extent of powers vested 

. with Area Commanders and Army Commanders. 
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In a written reply, the Ministry stated "this position is fa(;tually 
correct. Engineer authorities· have no powers for write off losses in 
the MES due to theft, fraud and neglect. All loss statements have to 
be processed through the "Staff" authorities who convene courts of 
Inquiries to look into the cause of such losses. A proposal for such· 
delegation to write off losses due to theft, fraud and neglect is under 
consideration of the ·Government." 

5.18 Giving the latest position .of the total out-standing losses, 
the Engineer-in-Chief stated during evidence that "the amounts 
awaiting regularisation as on 31.3.1981 come to Rs. 31.13 crores. I 

. agree that there is room to reconcile t~e outstandings. While instruc-
• tions have been issued. to Command Chief Engineer.s to ensure 
quicker regularisation of outstanding losses by personally contac-
ting the concerned authorities, I think we will have· to evolve a system 
to see that these are really followed uP. and quickly settled. I myself 
am not very happy with the large amounts." 

5.19 Referring to the losses of stores due to· theft, fraud and 
neglect which 'formed 14 per cent of the outstandings for 1979-80 
the witness stated that "I feel even 14 per cent is too much." 
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5.20 The Committee desired to know the reasons for accwnmul-
ation of rent charges and steps taken to recover them. During evi-
dence, the E-in-C stated that "the present procedure is that the 
Bills are made by the ME'S at the behest of the allotting authorities 
who took Government sanction where it is required. There is no 
doubt that this is an unsatisfactory state of affairs, but what has 
happened is that in many cases we have let out some accommoda-
tion to Railways. Where there were disputes protracted corres-
ponde~ce has taken place over a large number of years. But we are 
conscious of this and I feel that this is not satisfactory. The remedy, 
I feel, is to have a task force on a time bound programme to go into 
this and where State Governments and Ministries are involved, 
We would have a Cross table discussion here." 

When his attention was drawn to an amount of Rs. 67.53 lakhs 
outstanding from private personsiprivate parties, the E-in-C stated 
during evidence that a unit or a regiment had certain contractors. 
If some thing was let out to them, rent was to be recovered. Then 
that became a private party. Certm.n old retired officers who had 
retired from service and were still keeping accommodation also con-
stituted private parties. As regards the measures proposed to be 
taken to recover the outstanding amount from them, the witness 
stated "we will make an intensive drive on this." 

5.21 At the Committee's instance the Ministry furnished the 
following information regarding dues from private parties vis-a-vis 
total outstanding from all States upto "March, 1980. 

(a) Outstanding rent recoveries from private 
personsi private bodies. 

(b) Total outstanding rent recoveries 
from all States. 

Audit Objections 

Rs. 32,60,668.24 

Rs. 2,52,63,307.66 

5.22 At the instance of the Committee the Ministry of Defence 
furnished the following statement indicating the amounts objected 
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to by the Controller General, Defence Accounts and still outstandln, 
~d the nature of objections during the last 5 years. 

Year 

1975-76 

!976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

I 97g-80 

Amount Amount Amount 
objected . settled outstand-
during the during the ing at 
year in year in the end 
lakh~ Jaldas of the 

year, in 
lakhs 

1606'55 375'gB 123°'57 
IgoIJ'6g 219'7° 1688'99 

1766 '39 127'!l8 1639'11 

1405'86 126'01 1279'87 
1639'78 118'74 15!l1'04 

5.23. According to the Ministry the nature of the objections are 
procedural and are mainly as under:-

(a) Due to non-compliance of normal/revised Works Procedures 
in respect of the following:-

(i) Want of adm. approval 
(ii) Want of technical sanction. 
(iii) Want of allotment of funds. 
(iv) Excess over adm. approval. 
(v) Excess over Tech. Sanction. 

(vi) Excess over allotment of funds; 

(b) Non-regularisation of works sanctioned as per paras 
10, 11, & 12 of Revised Works Procedures by getting the 
regular sanctions. 

(c) Due to non-eompliance of basic rules governing the Emer-
'gency Works Procedure. 

l).24. The Engineer-in-Cb:ef informed the Committee during 
evidence that "the cumulative balance upto the end Di 197P-80 was 
Rs. 39, 39, 52. 344.. The Defence Secretary added: that the amount; 
outstanding for settlement at the end of the year 1980-81 was 
Rs. 1712.291akhs. The diffi.culty in settlement of the objectiOIl$; the 
Defence Secretary stated, "There are discrepancies between the 
figutes whieh Chief Engineers -indicate and the figures which the 
audit indicate. The Audit is a published ane; so we have to go by 
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that. We have issued instructions to the Chief Engineers to set up 
a small group which -will devote its time to getting these cleared 
by discussion with CGDA. I have also requested my Finance friends 
to request the CGDA to set up a small group in their office to pay 
specific attention to the clearance of these audit objections". 

The objections referred to in this context constitute procedural 
and not financial irregularities. The amounts held in objection re-
flect those due to non-compliance with the works procedure and are 
of the following types:-

(a) want of administrative approval; 
(b) want of technical sanction; 
(c) want of allotment of funds; 
(d) excess over administrative approval; 
(e) excess over technical sanction; 
(f) eJCcess over allotment of funds. 

5.25. Subsequently the Ministry informed the Committee in a 
written reply that non-compliance arises in cases where the works 
are very urgently required from the users' point of view and the 
works 'are taken in hand pending approvals and allotments. This 
is a continuing process and the objected amounts get setUed in due 
course of time. Meanwhile fresh objections get added. From the 
nature of these objections, it will be seen that their settlement con-
cerns not only the MES but also the services which are sanctioning 
the works and allocating funds, the figures reported by the Audit 
Authorities regarding the amount held in objection do not tally with 
the figures maintained by the executives. Since the discrepancies 
have to be reconciled before they are settled, it takes quite some 
time for setting these objections. 

Efforts are constantly in progress to reconcile and settle these 
C'bjections at ·various levels. The instructions were issued on 4-12-
1981, ill this connection. The CGDA has also been requested to 
iaauo anibhlo ingtrucUons to the Controllers of Defence Accounts. 

5.26. The Department has incurred huges losses due to storm, 
ea1'tbquake, theft. fraud, neglect, non-reeovery of rent and allied 
c~ges, losS of furniture and infructuous expenditure. As on 31st 
M~~ 1981 losses aggreg~ting to BB. 31.13 crores· were aW'aiting 
reruJarisation. That means total losses would have been much more. 
14 :Per cent of the losses are' stated to be on account of theft, fmud 
and neglect. 
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5.27. These losses reveal a highly deplorable state of aftairs in 
MES and raise seriOlUS doubts about the competence of supervisory 

. officers at successive levels of management. The Committee would 
like the Ministry, not MES, to hold an independent and in-depth 
enquiry into the losses incurred by MES during the last five years 
with a view to fixing responsibility and learning lessollS for the 
future. The enquiry should be ~om:pleted without delay and the 
magnitude of losses under various heads and the analysis of ' the 
reaSODS therefor together with the action taken in the matter should 
be COI}'Veyed to the Committee within 6 months. (S. No. 68). 

. 5.28. The Committee also note that there are heavy amounts out-
standing against various categories of omcers 'and private parties .. 

As on 31 March, 1980 a sum of RB. 32.60 lakhs was outstanding 
against private personslbodies out of a total outstandiDg amount of 
Rs. 2.52 crores. Engineer-in-Chief has confessed before the Com-
mittee that this is an unsatisfactory' state of aJfairs. 

Besides, Audit objections with cumulative balance of nearly 
R~. 40 crores are outstanding and have not so far been accounted' 
for what ever be the reasons all this reflects looseness of financial 
control at various levels and deserves to be deprecated. The Com-
mittee would urge the Ministry to view these matters very seriously 
and set up separate task forces to recover outstanding dues from all 
concemed and settle audit objections within de&nite time limits. 
The Committee would like the Ministry to take conclusive measures 
to ensure agains't accumulation of dues against puhlic and private 
authorities and audit objections. The Committee woald like to be 
apprised of the progress made and preventive measures taken in the 
matter within six month. (S. No. ~9). 



CHAPTER VI 
ORGANISATION 

(A) Organisation Set-up 

6.1. Engineer-in-Chi~ is the head of the MES at Army HQ. He 
is asist.ed by Direetor General 'of Works and 10 other Directors of 
Works; MES is organiSed as pet Army Command and at Anny Com-
mands level is headed by Chief Engineer (Maj. Gen.). He has got 
Zonal CEs under him. They are controlling Works Services aspects 
of the Works. 'n1e number of Zonal CEs depends upon the work 
load and the area to be controlled by each. Next in. the chain is the 
Commander Works Engineers. There are usually 3 to 4 CsWE under 
each Zonal CEo ACWE acts as an Engineer adviser at the areal 
division or _ a equivalent of local heads of Services. There are usually 
three or four Garrison Engineers under a CWE. A Garrison Engineer 
incharge of a Division which is the key construction unit and is the 
Engineer advisor of the sub-area/Brigade or equivalent level to the 
local heads of services and departments under the Ministry of Defence. 
The Ministry of Defence is the controlling Ministry with whom MES 
deals directly on all matters of policy on works matters. 

6.2. It was stated by a non-official organisation in a memorandum 
to the Committee that "MES should be made a completely Civilian 
Organisation and placed either under the Ministry of Defence or' 
under Defence Engineering Board like the Boarder Roads Develop-
m.eBt BOBI'd. The present row and his set ,up plus the Directorate 
of Persom1el and, Directorate of Engineering Stores and Plant com-
ponent pertaining to MES should. be taken out from the control of 
Engineer-m-Chief and placed directly under Ministry of Defence/ 
Defence Engineering Board." 

6.3. The representative of the non-official organisation stated "the 
cost on the military officers is almost double the cost on the civilian 
officers and their availability is also less. Due to lack of continuity, 
.J~ _~ck in profe~onalism -in -their work. In the case of MES, they 

have to construct multi-storeyed buildings; they have to construct 
ordnance factories; they have to construct sophisticated buildings for 
the Navy, Air Force and the Anny. There is nothing which he can 
learn which is going to be useful to his combat duty. I trunk from 
that angle I cannot visualise as to how it is necessary for corps of 
engineer officers to be in the MES. Even if it is necessary for them 
to be there, it should be more at the working level." 

96 
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. 6.4. A former E-in-C stated in his Memorandwn to the Committee 

that "according to the present policy, officers cadre in the MES is 
composed of 50 per cent Army and 50 per cent civilian and the sub-
ordinate cadre is to consist of 1/3 Military personnel and 213 civilian 
personnel. The works services are essentially a well knit team. Both 
the Military and the civilian element are equally essential. The 
Military element gives it the experience of combat and a background 
of better discipline, physical fitness and ability to work in extremes 
of climate and terrain. The civil element provides a measure of 
continuity and enable the rotation of solidiers between works and 
combat engineer units. A point that should not be forgotten is that 
higher <llrection of work and higher direction of engineers support 
to war require an adequate Military as well as technical background 
Secondly above the operational engineering plans consisting of com-
bat support and COlljltruction support are one integrable. The pre-
sent mix is'satisfactory and must continue. The view points recOIn-
mendating totru militarisation of the MES or its total conversion 
into a civil department are both misguided and short-sighted in con-
cept and vision. 

6.5. Another former E-in-C stated in his memorandum to the 
Committee that "there has been some loose talk on fully clvilianis-
ing the MES placing it under the Ministry of Defence. In a big 
organisation like tae Defence, there must be centralised control over 
all the engineer resources to ensure their optimum utilisation. This 
becomes all the more important in an emergency or war. Based on 
this principle even the Border Roads Organisation (BRO) is placed 
under the E-in-C in war as was done in 1962, 1965 ami 1971. I con-
sider that the BRO should be placed under the control of the E-in-C 
even in peace time. This will enable surplus potential of BRO being 
utilised for defence works, particularly where contractors are not 
forthcoming. 

The MES must, therefore, continue under the direct control of the 
E-in-C, who is the head of the Corps of Enginers, so that defence 
works are executed economically and exPeditiously by deploying 
the engineer resources available to the armed forces in the country .. 
This organisation has stood the test of time and no change is called 
for." . 

6.6. Another E-in-C (ret.ired) stated in hjs memo to the Com-
mittee that it is important. that the Corps of Engi!'leers (of which 
MES is an integral part) are prepared and trained in peace time to 
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carry out their combat tasks. They can only do so df they gain enough 
experience in peace time to out large engineering works. The ex-
perience is given to them in MES by doing all construction work for 
Army, Nevy, Air Force and other Defence Constructions and by 
opening out Himalayas by constructing border roads. All construc-
tion engineer activities of the armed forces should be under the 
unified control of the Engineer-in-Chief. During his evidence, he 
stated that the Border Roads organisation and Naval Dockyard 
works should also completely be under the control of the E-in-C. 
About the Border Roads, he said "I do not think there is any rational 
why the Border Road organisation should not be completely under 
the Engineer-in-Chief. As far as I remember in 1959, it was only 
on the basis of personalities that they did not come under the En-
gineer-in-Chief." The witness added that "the effective control con-
tinues to be with the site engineer. They suffer because the total 
control is not with the E-in-C .. 1 must say to the, ; credit of the 
various En,gineer-in-Chief that they have made it a policy to make 
sure that the naval works or Border Roads organisation get the best 
affairs and support because it all ultimately comes to the image of 
engineers. Therefore, they have gone out of the way not to let them 
down. But it is a big strain. and 1 am full", convinced that both 
these organisations should be abolished and become a part of the 
E4n-C Branch." 

6.7. Referring to a separate organisation under the Navy to under-
take construction of Naval Dockyard works another E-in-C stated 
"1 do not al!I'ee with this art'an!!ement." Asked if MES could 
handle all the iobs which th4 Navy was doing at present, the witne!'s 
replied "Yes, better than at present". 

6.B, Dealing with these points Defence Secretary stated in evi-
dence that "actually during' 1960-63 the D.G. Works was place'd 
under the Quarter Master General and E-in-C was only looking 
after combat engineering WOl'k. After the Chinese aggression, it was 
decided that the E-in-C will control both and it was taken away 
from the oM-G. The present syst~m is not presenting any. major 
problem. My view is, too many changes create more problems and 
'we should allow the present system to continue." 

6.9. The Committee desired to be furnished with a note on the 
desirability and feasibility of militarisiog Civil ~taff of MES . and 
making it a wholly uniformed. service with a: view to i~proving the 
functional efficiency of the Department 'during war or peace. 
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.The Ministry furnished the following note:-

"The question of militarising the MES is an aspect of a larger 
question ori the composition of the MFS which has been 
considered in the Ministry of Defence on a number of oc-
casions. It is, in fact, the observe side of the question of· 
making the MES a fully civilian organisation. 

The MES Review Committee, for example, recommended in 
1958 that' the proportion between Military and Civilian_ 
officers up to the grade of CWE be 00:50; that the existing 
civilian 'officers be given the option to accept combatant 
terms; and, where officers are not required to deal with 
troops, civilians should be considered fOr posts higher than 
CWE. 

The Estimates Committ~e, in its 25th Report, also endorsed the 
MES Review Committee's recommendations. While the 
expansion of the civilian component of the MES has been 
a. demand of the civilian employees and has been consi-
dered from that angle i.e. 10 give them additional benefits, 
the militari~ing of the MES has necessarily to be examined 
from the functional point of view viz. if" it is desirable as a 
part of military requirements. and if so, how the miIi-
tarisation is going to be achieved. 

The MES is a support service to the Armed Forces in peace and 
in war. In' peace it constructs the buildings and facilities 
required' by the three services such as naval and air bases, 
ordinance factories, accommO'dation""'for the storal!e of am-
munition, married accommodation for OPs, NCOs. JCOs 
and officers, hospitals. etc. In war it is responsible for the 
·efficient maintenance of military installations. 

However, while both functions have close inter-linkinl!s with the 
services. they are not of the kind which have to have 
military personne,l as an essential requirement for their 
performance. 

A maj~r factor in this issue is that a person in uniform is a 
more costly proposition than a civilhin. Where, there-
fore, a function can be performed by a civilian, it would 
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be more economical to get civilians rather than uniform-
ed personnel. . 

Besi'des the presence of civilians enables the deployment of 
the military officers and men during war in posts for which 
they are essentially required and this can be done without 
MES work being seriously affected. 

For these reasons it is felt that the best composition is a 
mixture of both dvilian and military personnel as at 
present." . 

Del.ay in 84nctionitng establishment 

6.10. It was represented to the Committee that there was consi-
derable delay in sanction of MES establishment ~very year based 
on work load. The delay impo~s additional pressure on available 
staff. During eVidence the DefeD,ce Secretary stated that the present 
system was that the proposals were made on the basis of work load 
each year. The cost was calculate'd with reference to the base year 
of 1977. The witness added that "there is a time lag in this case 
because the establishment is sanctioned on the basis of the figu.res of 
the previous year which are computed and worked out in the next 
year. This takes some time, about 6 to 8 months. Now, steps have 
been taken to see that this is sanctioned within six weeks. We have 
lai'd down a policy that the controlling authority would be the E-in-C 
would be required to sen4 the proposal before the end of March 
every year, that is, before the budget Demands for Grants are sub-
mitted. The escalation factor for computing staff at the norms fixed 
in 1977 can be base'd on statistics of the National Buildings Organi-
sation instead of being a subject of correspondence. Every year, 
they have to work out the inflation criteria inflation data, views of 
the publishers on data about the cost of building materials, etc. Now, 
We are trying to compile it in 6 weeks." Defence Secretary stated 
that "Now, it takes about 8 months. I want to see that -it is done in 
6 weeks." 

6.11. In a note furnished after the evi'dence, the Ministry stated 
"the MES establishment as far as the executive formations of the . 
MES is concerned is based each year on the computed workload. 
The time taken for scrutiny in the past has normally been 4 to 8 
months. St.epshave been taken to reduce this period so that the 
sanctions are issued within about three months' time." 
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6.1a. With regard to the shortages in the sanctioned posts, th:i! 
MiDist17 stated that critical shortages against sanotioned posts are as 
under:-

SI. No. Posts 

I SOl/OWE 
2 SO:z/GE/DCWE 
3 SOS/AGE/ACWE 
4 SW 
5 ASW 
6 Arch 
7 DyArch 
8 AsiItt. Arch 

Sanctioned 
Estt.(I) 

Ig8 
6g4 
6g3 • 127 
117 
50 
46 

128 

Shortage againet Shortages 
sanction (ifinst 

(I 

Mil Ciy Total 

3 3 
4g 86 135 

260 260 
7 28 35 

18 42 60 
3 5 8 

10 10 
24 24 

The existing shortage of oflicus strength on grOlmd is approxi~t~ly 20%. 

Mix of Army and Civilian OtficeTs in MES 

6.13 The Ministry have in'formed the Committee that ~cause of 
the inherent requirement of engineer officers to assume a combat 
role during operations, it is not possible to totally civilianize the 
MES. Further more the functional efficiency of the MES is a major 
para-meter contributing to the operational effectiveness of all 
Armed Forces, hence the military aspect of the MES must not be 
lost sight of. The extent of civilianisation is studied from time to 
time taking into account factors like army manpower ceiling/exisf-
ing strength in different cadres and potential to increase/economy 
etc. At present the proportion of Military/Civilian components is: 

(a) Officers: (i) 50: 50 upto rank of Lt. Col./SE and at the 
discretion of the E-in-C above that rank in Engineer 
Cadre. 

(ii) 75: 25 in SW Cadre. 
(iii) 80:20 in Arch. Cadre. 

(b) Subordinates: 2/3 Civi. 1/3 Militarised. 

Appointment Of Army 01ficef"s without WoTks Experience 
6.14 A former E-in-C has suggested in his Memorandum to the 

Committee: 

"One reform that is necessary is that the practice of posting 
senior Military .Officers of the rank of Brig. and above 
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to works appointment when they have no previous ex-
perience of work either in the MES or in the Border 
Roads Organisation should be discouraged. Where for 
career reasons or for .reasons of giving opportunities for 
training to an officer who is an above average calibre 
and who is required to ·be trained for higher responsi-
bility in the interest of Service and not in his own inter-
est, these officers should be attached to experienced Chief 
Engineers for 3 to 6 months as under-studies._ 

6.15 During evidence the f?rmer Engineer in Chief stated: 

"While an executi~e Engineer. or. . Superintendent Engineer 
even if his knowledge is pa,rtial, he can fill the gaps but 
a Chief Engineer must sit in the chair and start giving 

. directions from the next day. As far as knowledge is 
concerned basically every engineer is fully knowledge-
able. A competent Engineer will not doubt have a great 
deal of technical experience. But what 'he needs on 
coming to MES is orientation and mastery of rules and 
regulations and the difficult art of technical administra-
tion of contracts. For that purpose a three to six months 
attachment is more than adequate. In the past we have 
had such provisions by the Government with Govern-
ment permission for _ a numoer of years. The level of 
officers which should not be posted to MES without pri~r 
MES experience or prior border roads experience, I 
should say, in my opinion, should have been of the level 
of Brigadier. 

6.16 It was stated in another memorandum that "the professional 
competence, in several cases is lacking because many officers at 
fairly senior level are posted directly on works without any practi-
cal knowledge or experience of construction and working proce-
jures due to which they fall into the hands of their subordinates 
who exploit the situation for selfish ends." 

6.17 In a written reply, the Ministry stated that all officers com-
missioned' in the Corps of Engineers are qualified graduate engi-
neers; they possess this qualification either prior to joining the 
Army of qualify on the Degree Engineering Course· at the College 
of Military Engineering. They are thus fully qualified to hold works 
or troops appointments. Officers in the Corps of Engineers are 
generally exposed to works appointments at the levei of Capts. 
M~jors. Later on some go to works appointments and others to 
troops appointments. It may be stated.hat even those officers who 



are posted to troops appointments, acquire adequate works experi-
ence because they are responsible for the construction. of defences, 
structures and buildings etc. Whereas one may· accept the fact 
that they do not get extensive experience in works it is not at the 
same time correct to say that they do not at all get such an experi-
ence. By and large, all officers who attain senior ranks do get ex-
posure to proper works appointments during their service. It may 
be possible in an odd exceptional case that this may not have hap-
pened. The appointment of Chief Engineer is a senior important 
post and an officer with his service and seniority and background 
will not find it difficult to manage a· works appointment of Chief 
Engineer. Management training commences at the National 
Defence Academy. and middle piece managerial expertise is taught 
at the Defence Services Staff College. The ability. to manage civi-
lian and Army personnel, is, therefore, a continuous process in the • 
career of an engineer officer. 

6.18. Giving statistical information in this context, the Ministry 
stated (Oct., 1981) there were .at that moment 8 Service Officers 
functioning as Zonal Chief Engineers directly inducted without 
previous works experience. 

6.19. The total number of Command and Zonal Chie"! Engineers 
in the MES is 22 at present. If the number of Directors at Army 
HQ, and Chief Engineers provided from the Corps of Engineers 
with DG's NP and other projects under service Hqrs., is included 
the total number is 35. 

6.20 Asked to state the rationale for posting service engineers 
without any work experience in MES as Chief Engineer or Addi-
tional Chief Engineer, Engineer in Chief stated in evidence:-

"Even when they (Any officers) join appointments in Border 
Roads they. get enough works experience. For those 
commanding Troops, many regiments are engaged in 
construction of operational works where large amount of 

. construction works are carried out by such officers. 
Now, the question actually pertains to the senior officers 
going as Chief Engineer. Here, I would submit·that by 
the time the Engineering Officer has become Chief Engi-
neer, he has acquired enough management and technical 
expertise to be able to handle the job of a Pr(lject Chief 
Engineer. And as a matter of interest, I carried out a 
check. The position today is that there are five Brigadiers 
who joined as Zonal Chief Engineers without having 
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formal experience in works and all are functioning satis-
factorl,ly." ' 

Unatt1'activeness of MES Service 

6.21 It has been stated in I:l memorandum that there is an 
urgent need for reserve of officers and subordinate establishment 
on the basis of accepted norms.' The Ministry o'f Finance were 
appreciative of the dilemma and agreeable to sanction reserve pro-
vided all sanctioned establishment had been utilised. But un-
attractiveness of MES service has posed insuperable difficulties in 
recruitment through UPSC. The Ministry has stated that it is 
aware of the need for reserve of officers for leave, training, proba-
tion and deputation. This has been included in the proposed Cadre 
Review which is under consideration. However, there are shor-
tages on the ground because the MES does not attract enough 
qualified direct _ recruits. This will be clear from the following 
details: 
------~---------

Year of recruitmf'nt 

1977 

1978 

1979 

IgSo 

Ig81' 

Demand Candida- No. of 
placed on tea off- officers 
UPSC ered a I>' joined 

pointment 
by UPSC 

55 17 13 

30 !a3 10 

!as 3 

15 

10 .. (Intima-' 
tion/action 

takcon by 
UPSC 
awaited) 

6.22 The Ministry have further stated that the unattractiveness 
of the MES as a Service for new entr~ts through UPSC is partly 
d.ue to poor/uncertain career prospects and partly due to the fact 
that any work connected with the services means difficult areas. 
These are now being examined in all their aspects and the cadre 
review proposals aim for better promotional opportunities for 
civilian officers and include reserves for Probation/Leave/Training/ 
Deputation. These are now under consideration of the Ministry~ 

6.23 Asked about the reasons for this dismal position, the wit-
ness replied "It is because of unattractive Cadres. This should be 
rectified." 



6.24. In another memQrandum to the Committee. it has beeJ:i. 
stated that very few candidates- at UPSC opt for MES. The maiD 
r~ason is that whereas in PWD or Railways, every new entrant caD 
hope to rise to the highest level in the department, depending 
entirely on his seniority coupled. with personal ability; inMES, the 
promotion is open only upto the level of Superintending Engineer 
because upto the level grade there is parity between the Civilians 
and the Military Cadres. Beyond that grade~ the . vast. majority of 
promotions are from the Military cadres It civilians get a very 
mna11 -number of appointments. . In a written. reply the . Ministry 
have stated that all appointments upto the level df 'Chief Engineers 
'except Command CEs) are at· present tenable by civilians. Due 
to the functionalrequiremeilts of the posts c1f COtninand CEs and 
DGH their appointment cannot be filled in by civilian ·~cer. 
C~dTe ~anag~ent 

6.25 It ?as been represented to the. Estimates . C0IDmittee that 
the MES Class "1" service was constituted in 1947 but rules were made 
much later. In the meantime, recruitment. in contrav~tion' Qfthe 
rules' continued a~d' has now produeed a v~ry ··awkwardsituaij9J1. 
But even now it is nottoQ late .. to -relent and comply-.V(ith -judicial 
ihterpretation of the highest authority and put·· MEScadre in 
order once for all, but E-in-C's Branch does not appear to be in 
any mood to rectify the error. ..,. 

6.26 In a written reply the Ministry have s~ied that· the· cadrlt 
management of th~ MES _ h~s not been as good ·as. it' sllou1d- have 
Been with attendant' consequenCes like . Cs.urt cases' iD.. the . matter 
of relative seniority or different types of recruits into the seNiee 
The need for strengtl,lening the .. administration. 'with a view ~ 
ensure satisfactory cadre management in' conformity with a clear 
policy as per Government orders and rules has been realised and 
measures to achieve the above engs are expec:ted to be. ~uted as 
early as possible. 

6.27 In a memorandum it has been stated that the -promotional 
prospects. of Civilian officers are very bleak, for instance'in' Engi-
neer Cadre the Officers in Junior Time Scale are held up for 10-12 
years whereas in other Class I (Gro~p A) Services the Officers are 
promoted to JAG grade in 10-12 years. Similarly officers are pro-
moted for JAG grade in 18-20 years against 10./l~ .ye~ SAG n in 
30-32 years against ~0/22 years and SAG I in over' 35 years se~ce 
ag~ 22-24 in other services. 

6.28 The Ministry have stated in a written . reply -one'of the 
chief aims of the Cadre Review Proposals under eoilsideratioD of the 
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. .... - ..... --. 1IiaiB ........... 10 hPi ........ parity in';romotien81 prospectS and' il11m~ .. ,' ......... ,~"r ~ ! 

_:of years al;eachJev~ iii414ii :MES-witil tmse'prev~~ dtl1er 
~eeIling d~ts· like-Railwtlys, - TEs an~ CPWD. SUcti 
JlPlitJ i!l .. not possibl~ ·.of achievement' with <. a single cadre reView 
but is hoped. to be achieved overtbe next few years. 

~ f~". ~ ~./.(~ .~.,; ~ .... r~.l. ~:: ..... 'jj':":, - ~.if;-' ;" 

(B) C,viliana vis-a-vis Anny otJi.cef'S 
.." • 1-

6.20 rt waH stated ih memor~aum that:-
. )-~" .. ~ ;-:. " ~ '~'~:... ,!~. ;.~i.. .~~ -: II L_":.1..: ~ ~~ • t ': .... , '. \ j • .-

"Th~.Wt ~ •.. ~de.r.~le .l.he.!lfi:-~~g .. "jIi,.:th" uW1d at ,tbe 
0JIis¥~' ~~_joUJ.u.th~ ~ wO!"AMvi~t~t. earlierstaaes .and 
~y~. a..;lo .. ~ ~~ ~ ~ r~1.'hey .;feeLtha1 for. pro-
QMlJIpM ~ ~ ~ ~~Y8P..ta~ :xis+1IIiS. their oOun-
~~.,W~o. ~~)JA;tfqoP!l~ a\~JUPior.:~.~idCile level 
appointments~' They find that those officers who have 
served the troops have much better p~' fOt proin~ 
~!C?P .'0 ,,9~~~~~ ;§~ig~~:. ~~j~j. :,. G!!DF.~ .. ~ause 
tbe selection HOardS give weightage in their favour." 

6.SO A former· Eilg1neer-m:':Chief stated b~fore fltecliiinili/;i; 
tRite "it is abSOlutel' tfUe'·thai'· ~here is ac\i~ ~t~~ ~'i16ti iritorif: "' , Y . " . \, . ~ ..... _~ .. ~ ..... ~ r" _ ...... ,.. ... Ii~, 
~.-Civn e~~rs in MES-. "Siaglia'tion' among armed forCe is 
even more acute." 

:.~ .! - I 

6.31 The r~ilres'9'ntatives of the qiviliall officerS· Ai.sociatioD. 
s~~ ~t ',~tts n~t~.P~ca, thf~ .. ~&J:~.,JI~~ .~f C!yW.a,n p~~~ 
~. be~r J1!e~, t~SF,r 9t. ~li~~: ;~ J.a~~,:o~ !II'~tJ' th8: th·' - ,····_····ta 117 kn that _m+ .. _ M ..... _ --, t 1 .. e~.,c;ar~~p'~~:,;.,! ~:Y{Prp.!!'" ', .. ~~., ... ,,0"fI ,'.. :~. ~!p~ 
't'- art·,ul8f 1" 'ill Willt hiir.'h t Tn ("I'PWT\ lhll. 
~;:{ an~c piT ~~~ ~~; frO .:~~~ fl. ~:6e:t!re.: .~.\:; !:~ ~; 
.. fl. ...... .,"'" .. , ... -~:,P.r ~,.~ ., "'" •. ~ ~~ ..... ".~ 
o~,~rSr ,'l;h~ ~_eer prospects of Central Engineering Service are 
very much better." 

6.32 During his evidence, ihe g~in-t ~i~ted th~t .. ~~~. ~i:,i~~i~ tE! 
selection at the Lt. Col, CWE etc. level have been' 19Jci doWn and 
W,frl~Y~._,IW.t f~eq.;~!l~.m~· 1. The basis of ,selection of these 
Q~(~ op.;"~ b~ .ot~~eir performance in the Command whe-
ther with troops or the MES." 

, - ~.l.\".... -:'.~ ........... :"".t";.; ,~. ,-. ,·.'i~!·:.I\· I' ! ...... ~ ;.';{:,;\I ~.:\. r'::'~'J~',,-'fI C:.. .. ::..~ 

. ..In } n~~~t~ ¥JPi~~ h~~~~~~~ .R'l.~ti~~,. ;..r·~uffi~~ 
~ ,~al~ idq~ ~C!"r.,~v~1i~,,~l~ti~:q. Ii '.IV' ~~ tpesc; lofffi. ~,~ 
~:~}~)l:,,~ ~l~o~ ,~~ .~r, .Jd;~9!'., ~~~ ,~; ~d:-. ~~)' 
\..Omrilarider whicn is a: troops appomtm~i'i1~.an~,f,gar~!l ~~ 
are placed at par as criteria appointments. Similarly, ,at Lt. Col's 
~y'el, ~~'Joftice~ -pmunendiRgEDii_r I Regmient Which is a troop; 
appointroent and Cominander Works Engblee~ ire piaced at pa:r 
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( _~ ... - _ :; t .. • ~;".I' , ;.,-' 

i dftefia' -;ppiinbentJ; It fs ineo~ to ji._ that lb.; ~~ 
Boards give di1!erent weightage to these two appointments. 0JIlce1'I 
are considered on merits u soon from the ~ent1al Reports the 
Selection Boards assess their witness for promotion. 

. , 
6.33 The promotional prospects of d~ ofBeera ~:..-ri~ 

mllitary are as indicated in the table below:-

S.No. Rank 

I Capt./Sub 
1 Major 

! -Lt._ Col. 
4 Bril. 

SoNo. Rauk 

I ABE 
• EE 
! SE 
4 CE 

I ABE 
1 EE. 
It SE • 
4 CE It above 

MILITARY 

Auth %-.e 01 8nYice 
~ Raaa'e 
tiGa 

1166 
lUI 100% lR to I, 

JIIo 
lI97 sa% 18 Jft-
Is ~I% ~5 to 16 

7ft. 

ClYIU.AX 
~u:~~. 

Auth %.01 Service 

r:- Raqe 

345 
SlII 94% II yn. 

95 33% ~o yn. 
5 6% 85-116 

7ft. 

.4.FTER .4.PPROY.4.L OF C.4.DRE RENIEW 

100% 
35~ 

11% I Add). 
DSW 
,SAG 

~ 
Maj.Gcn) 

_, 6:34A~_tlui.m;tance pf .iiu(;C~, £he )1.t~jsirY .furnished 
~e ~1l5>.~g. ~¥~t~Jn~~~,~~ b~ __ ut o~thJ ~ber of 
Army and Civilian Oftlcers, designation-wise, in the· MES Orgahi-
at1on:-
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Vi ...... Appointment to1" CiYiliIll 08leera in ME 
U5 It was suggested in • memorandum th~t 8 sfmior Appc)m ... 

.mente of Ad4ttlonal DGW in the pay seale of .... ~aoqo/- be created 
ad at least two out of four senior poets, row aDd three AddL 
I)GW. mould. be made avatlable to the Civilian;. . 

U6 It has been .tated by Ministry in a writte~ r~ly that baled 
On the. work load and large span of control, !suitable proposa1a m 
ibis regard. are under coDBideration as a part !off ~ ~ revie.!' 

. proposals. . "' '-'~: ,'" --

6.37 It wu also represented to the Committ~ that in peace areas, 
all Zonal Chief Engineers should be civilians. DUring evidence tM 
E-in-C stated that "the Chief Engineers are reany posted bh tuner.. 
'IIonal basis. At important Air Force and ~ installation, the 
posts are allotted on the basis of their function t and requirement." 

Pay scales of YES Civilian Ofticers and PWD Engineers 

8.38 It was submitted to the Committee in a memorandum. that 
• reform. that WQ long over due was that the pay of civilian Addl. 
Chief Engineers and Chief Engineer was some what pegg@d. cto.nl 
to the pay of Colonel and Brigadier in the Army rather than that 
of levelland 2 Chief Engineers of the PWD. The qualification and 
criteria for the posts are identical to those in the PWDs and yet 
pays are much lower." 

8.39 The Ministry stated that "As at present what is stated above 
is correct In the latest cadre review proposals under examination 
by the Mlnistry, the pay scales are based on Civilian Cad~e stru.c>-
tures in Govt. of India (SAG Levels I and n). If the proposals 
are approved, 50 per ~t of the ctvtlian Chief' Engineers will draw 
pay equal to Brigadier and 50 per.:eDt that of Maj. Gen. It, how~ 
ever, will not confer the higher equivalent rank on them as services 
are· governed by the ra:nkstructure as again~t pay structure for 
Civilian Offlcers." . 

CE as Head of the Department 

6.40 In all civil departments the officers of CE level I and level II 
are treated as Head of t>epartment and exercise powers of Head of 
Department. thereby they get great flexibility of work and reduced 
paper work. In the MES, however, it was brought to the Commit-
tee's notice that the CEs have not been declared Head of Depart-
ment. It was suggested that the DSR should be amend~ to inClude 
thE" Chief Engineers as Head of Department. 
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8.~1 In a written repl1, the N;in1a~ of n.ten.ce llated that B .... 
(It ~pa1'tnie,nt as Aeftne<1 .in para 2(e) of "The delepUon of .ftaIII. 
,eta! pb'*ere 'Bulei 1958" tsgiven below:- " ' 

, . ~ . . 

"Head of Department in relation to an offtce or oftlcea un_ 
ita administrative control means an authority at eped!84 
in Schedule I to these rules and includes such authoritJ 
or "persOll whom the 'President may. by oreier, &JMI'Cit1 • 
Head' C:if . a Department. .. 

The Schedule I referred to above does not include even E-tn~. 
There is no question of inclusion of Chief Engtneera in the IIIilG 
schedule. The present system is based on functional necessity. 

, , 

In the case of CPWD and P & T, Zonal CE's have been designat-
~d as ~ead of Dep~tment for the purposes as mentioned above. 

During evidence, the E-in-C stated that "We are examining the 
question." .. 

Stagnation of Staff in Grade I & II 

6.42 Stagnation in various grades of subordinate staff was brought 
to the Committee's notice in a number of memoranda. Committee's 
attention W'aspal'ticularly invited' to the following rnatteni:~ 

(a) the 3rd Pay Commission had worked out promoUonal 
prospects at 2.2 per cent in MmS against 22 per tent III 
P&Tand other sister' departments" (The pteSe"nt ',ateM 
promotion is much less). In the last nine years 92 Grade I 
have been promoted' to Assistant ;Engineers. ' 

(b) Qualified young Engineers who joined as far back u In 
]96~ are still rotthig' at the same non-Gazetted poet of 
Grade I and II where they initially joined the serYloe 
with absolutely no ray' ot hope lor better . pt'OIpectI, 
whereas their profesAional colleagues in alster Engineerln. 
Department!'! are Senior EXecutive Engineers' or Supdtt, 
Engineers, 

((oJ Most of the Sup~ts/SA. Grade I had reached their maximum 
of scale of pay in 197"2 in the old bay scale ot Rs. 335/- to 
485/- (10 years span) and about 60 per cent or them wert' 
fixed at maximum of their new scale of lb. 550-~/- (9 
years span) as recommended by 3rd Pay Commission. 
They thus started stagnating right from 1973 the year of 
implementation Of report Of the 8rd Pay Commission. At 
present about 97 per cent of Grade I are stagnating without 
Annual Ine1'pmf'nt for the last many years (upto 11 yeaT!!;. 
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:';.s. :\V8ereas:oU1ersimilar categories In other sister. Departments 
·were·Dmted paY'Scale of RS. 5~/-'with the reviSion,of their, old 
pay scale Rs. 335-485/- Grade I in MES were granted pay 'scale ot 
~. 55O-7~OI-. Nwnerous repr~tations at all levels have ,not so far 
~ded, ~Y resUlts;' , - ' 
t ....... ,' 

'!. .. Even ,Grade lIs m the Pay scale of Rs.425-7001- have now started 
<aagliating.'with the nO 'ray' of hope in' future. Their'line of promo-
tion is Grade I and the maximwn of Grade I'pay scale is Rs. 750/- that 
l!l~ans: 9-ra4e, ~s shall also stagnate at the maximwn of pay scale 
.~~ outth~ lif~. 

6;431 It has been. stated the following factors are responsible for 
~ position:, 

(i)'l'here is no career planning at all. The head of the orga-
nisation being from Corps, of Engineers his basic interest 
lies With the welfare of men in unifonn. 

(ii) Induction through UPSC. 

(iii) Militarisation of Cadre. (Induction of 50 per cent at 
" ofti.cers level and 33.1/3 per cent at subordinate). 

'(i~) Improper representation in pay commission and other 
'central bodies. 

'" 6.44 The following suggestions were made in the memoranda to 
ileal with questoin of stagnation of Grade I and n. 

(i) Revision of long overdue ,pay scale of Supdt. Grade to a 
justified level Rs. of 550-900/- in lieu of Rs. 550-750/-. 

ti) , Complete cadre review to ensure maximum of 3 promotions. 
, , i:a. one's service cadre. 

(iii) The post of AE should be purely manned by Civilians in 
accordance with Govt. of India order and Subedar J(ajors-
inducted against this post should be withdrawn. 

'(iv) Time scale financial and career promotions should be 
-introduced. 

'(v) Store managem.enf should be entrusted to Engineem. 

6.45 The Ministry of Defence commented on these issues as-
fonoWs:-

The post of AE came into force in 19'7. The Screening Commit-
tee for selecting Charge-.holders for conversion to AE was held in 
Karch 1978 and 852 were converted to AE status, out of a total of 
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359. Thereafter, 193 officers were promoted to the post of AE by 
yarious DPCs . 

. .. ' 6.46 There ~s; a case for removal of stagnation for: Grades I in 
. the' MES,: Me8:sures to r~edy the situation are being actively 
pursued. ' . . 

_ 6.47 The Ministry are also considering the revision of pay-scale 
-d Grade Is. fromRs. 425-700 to Rs. 530-900 to keep them in level 
with that of Junior Engineers in the CPWD. This will eliminate 
. the problem to ~ great extent. 

Cadre at the moment caters for. three promotions as indicated, vis 
Grade II to Grade I 
Grade I to AE 
AE to EE 

One third of AEE B/R 'and ElM are to be held by Sub Majors 
(CH). At present we ,are holding 128 Sub Majors against the allo-
cation of 237. A number of qualified Subedars are available for 
promotion to Sub Majors (CH) , for which DPC is being held. 
Therefore, the question of Sub Majors holding the appointment for 
Civ. AEs does not arise and the vacancies of Sub ~jors cannot be 
diverted to civil quota. 

Merger of Grade r and II Engineers 

6.48 It was represented to the Committee in a separate memo-
randum that, "Graduate Engineers join MEg as Grade I and diploma 
holders as Grade lIs equivalent to Junior Engineers in other sister 
departments and Supdt. Grade I is their next line of promotion which 
is again a' class m post. unlike other sister organisations where 
Junior Engineers are promoted directly to the post of Assistant 
Engineer (Class 110 or Assistant Exeeutive Engineer (Class I)." 

Dealing with this matter in evidence the Engineer-in-Chief stated 
that "in the MES, we have got two grades. For Grade I, 80 per 
cent is by promotion from Grade II and 20 per cent by direct entry 
from graduates. For Grade II, it is 50 per cent by promotion and 
50 per cent by direct entry from diploma-holders. The CPWD has 
got only one seale. It· is under eo!lSideration whether we cannot 
~ in for a merged cadre if it is bene.fteiat to our subordinate staff. 
There is also stagnatioR. in the sense that there are peoJfe in Grade 
II who have put in a number of years of service and they have not 
yet been promoted to Grade I. We are going into the question 
whether we cannot go in for one scale by' merging the two grades 
as in the CPWD.'" " 



Cia .. II Service 
8.~ It was I!Itated in another memorandum that creation ot Cl_ 

II Service was a retrograde step. It is a solution wone than tht 
disease. It bas reduced the quota of Cl_ I and tbII 'hu Dot G-
hanced the Image of ser\rice. In a wrltteri reply, the ltf1nlStri ltated 
•• tollows:- ' , 

Creation of Clus II Services in Engineer Cadre in MES was not 
• retrograde step. The AE Class It (G8.zefted) service was created 
to improve the career prolpects and service coriditions of SuPdt.. 
Gde I who were stagnating for a long period. 'The"' cOnstitution of 
the Class n aervlee In the MES in 1977 helped In promoting 352 n~. 
Supdt. Gradel out cit 359 nos. who were stagnating to AE Class n). 

6.50 Initially the AE posts were filled by converting the Charg. 
Holders through a screening committee. In the next phase, Supdt. 
Grade I have been promoted to AE.. It would be appreciated that 
the persons who are being promoted to AEs have put in 17 year. 
service or more, were stagnating al Grade I. Creation of ClasS II 
posts has ofterered reasonable avenues for promotion to qualifted 
~taff 0'1 the engineer cadre. This step has been taken with :the aim 
for better motivation of the working of the staif and hence is 61 

progressive step and not retrograde. This will not in any way 
impaIr the promotional prospects of Asstt. Executive Class r. nor 
will it have an advers£, effect on the functional efficiency of the 
arganisation. 

It may also be added in this connection, that other engineering 
departments like CPWD and Railways have Asstt. Engineers CIa!1'! 
IT in their cadre. ' 

6.51 It was represented in another memorandum that the pro-
motion of Bubordinatel'l is very 'low and there is great frustrAtion 
amon~ the 'staff, 

6.52 The J.:Iinietry explained the position as under:--

"During the period 1972 to 1980, Departmental Promotion 
Committees ('ould not be held on account of Writ Peti-
tions filed by the employees on the question of Zone '(f/ 

considerntion and fixing of interse senioritv. However. 
the Court cases have since heen finapsed a~d DPC'I are 
now being held regularly, There is n case of frustratlon 
among the Supdls, Gde I many of whom have reached 
their maximum and will do ~o for sometime. We art' 
considering methodl'l is to eMe this sitnnt;nn," 



6,:t3 Asked about lbe step. taken to remove frustration am~ 
the stlft the Ministry ,tated that "Promotions are \lone as ~r .tJle 
Recruitment Rules which are of statutory nature. In order .10 
examine the structure of the ~ subordinates and to review th; 
promotional avenues for them, the ;Recruitment Rules are under 
review by various sub-cornIDittees for various cadres lor ~1iIl'.~o. 
ot changes under the Director General of Works." 

Merger/Demerger of ~W Cadre. 

6.54 It has been stated in a memorandum that the cadres of SW 
and Engineer are separate cadres. In 1965 it was decided to ·mer~ 
them into the Engineer Cadre upto level of AEE/SW. 11 has apm 
been decided in 1980 to demerge the Cadres. Both these have creat-
l"d lot of problems amongst the affected officers and problems are 
yet to be sorted out. 

6.55 Explaining the position. the E-in-C stated In ev~~ence that 
"it is a fact that the executive and survey cadres were merged in 
1963 upto ASW level. In 1980, it was decided to demerge the two 
cadres. At that time, it was decided to de-merge them notwitlt-
standing the merger having been effective from 1963. As a result 
of the decision for de-merger, a lot of problems have to be sorted 
nut. These are '~ather complicated matters because tllere are BOrnE' 
court cases also. We are trying to work out the details. I have 
requested my colleagues to sit with the repreSentatives (rom the 
Personnel Department and the U;PSC and settle the issues relating 
to .c;eniority. When the merger took place. some peoPle did not opt 
for mergf'r. There is n problem as t.o what will happen to their. 
seniority. There is a problem how to merge and decide the seniori-
ty for those who now wish to come back vis-a-vis those who want 
to remain there. I admit that there has been delay. I have lug-
~ested that they should meet as a group lind tr~· to reosolvf' thf' 
is!lues in the next few months. . 

MPTg£'T of NOTl- Ter'/micul G7Iri Technical Cadre 

6.56 It was staled in a memorandum that "non-technical person-
r.el are getting regular prnmoton every year and an individual who 
joined as titorekeeper Gradp II gets minimum ;) promotion~ and 
becomes Class II Gazetted or senior Class I in his total span or 
servirf'. ALII an Pllgim'er in Ihp departmf"nt seldom gets promn-
fion." 

6.5 7 I • 11 ;mother memorandum. it was l'rpn'sented to tlll' Com-
mittee that liMES is the only' department wherE' 'T'pchnical. St.Off> 

managclTlf'nt i..:; in ·thE' hanrlt<; of nnn-tl"('hni!:':lJ pf'rs·m~'. Thil: not onl\' 
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aftects the ··efficiency bu~ also· induces frustration in technically 
qualified persons, when they find that one time their subordinates 
(Storemen etc.) are bossing over them after getting quicker pro-
motions whereas there is adute stagnation in Engineering cadres. 
This is also in 'conformity with the report submitted by the Work 
Study Team, whOSe report has presently been shelved It has been 
suggested that Store Management should be entrusted to Engi-
neers." 

6.5'8 It was stated in another memorandum to the Committee 
that '~on-posting of engineering personnel on Store or IJersonnel 
engineering personnel on Store or ,personnel duties is a retrograde 
step and has adversely affected the efficiency of MES." 

6.59 The Ministry however, stated that "It is a fact that non-
engineers -are not employed on stores duties in any other organisa-
tions such as CPWD and Railways department. Unlike these 
services, the MES has revenue functions in respect of all Stations 
and also the responsibility to provide furniture to the services. The 
Barrack and Stores cadres was there'fore, created in .1951 in the 
MES to carry out such Barrack, Stores and F~e duties. It 
would be appreciated that at that time lieavy .~ of techni-
cal personnel· was prevalent and they could not be assigned these 
duties. There is however, a need . for re-examining the ~tire 
question and carrying out a review of the furniture and stores 
cadre after indepth study of all aspects and its interface with the 
Engineer Cadre." 

6.60 Dealing with the point in evidence the E-in-C stated that 
"In the MES, in addition to technical stores management, they 
have also to perform certain other duties which the CPWD people 
have not to do. The CPWD generally look after only the techni-
cal stores management~ The Works study teak has recommended 
that the work relating to stores management should be e~trusted 
to technica~ personnel. We agree with the 8uggestion in prfIiciple. 
'We are working out the details to see how to separate the work 
•• d implement it." 

Deputation posts 

6.61 It has been stated in a memorandum that "MES is neglect-
ed i~ the number of deputation posts it gets. At present hardly 5 
oivilian officers are on deputation out of 641 Group 'A' officers. 
Whereas CPWD and other established engineering Services have 
30 to 40 per cent of their officers in senior grades on deputation. 
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There ,. is no cell in Ministry 01 Defence or ~in~ Branch to keep 
a watch over this." . . 

6.62 During evidence, the E,;,in-C stated -that the posit~on stated 
above was undoubtedly true. liThe total numher of deputation -
today in the MES is 31 and this figure is sUbstantuiny lower than' 
that in the CPWD. I think the reason is that the sponsoririg 
authority is the Works and Housing Ministry. Therefo~, they'hav~' 
the advantage of direct action." 

(0) .Personnel M~ngement 
6.63 It w:as stated in a memorandum that: - . 

"One of the reasons f~r poor personnel· administration Is 
that· the Director of Personnel has always been.a military . 
officer and often with no kwnowledge and experience of 
the MES problems. This· reason ,and the lack of involve-
ment and sympathy he has for t~e civilians has 'l'esulteli ' 
in accumulation of numerous pr,oblems. We strongly, 
urge that the. Director. of FersQnnel dealirig· with the 
Civilians,. col (Pers) ISO under him, should be Civilian 
officers, who understand the problem of civilians and have 
a Will and commitment to pursue and solve them instead 
of saying what ca~ we do if y~)Ur ministry and finane' 
have turned it down.- . 

6.64 Ask-ed to comment on the' proposal to have a civilian Direc· . 
tor of Personnel and other· supporting staff, the E-in-C stated' in 
evidence that lithe cadre' review. proposals include· the' creation of 
a post of Additional Director of Personnel (Civilian) in the rank·of 
Additional Chief· Engineer. The intention is . to take care of the· 
problem mentioned." 

(D) Accommodation· for Civilians 
Accommodations for ci~lians 

6.65 The Accommodation position for Civilian Officers and staff is 
s~ated to. be acute at almost all the places. At many places, there 
is no private accommodation which the civilians can' even take on 
rent and they are not entitled to any aceommodation . from the 
station quota: In tbis . regard it has been su~sted that a separate 
fund should be provided for. construction of accommodation for 
Civilians, say, 1 per cent of works budget-to be . administered by 
Zonal Chief Engineers and E-in-C. 

6.66 During, evidence the representative .of the Civilian Officers 
Association stated "although there is a lot· of accommodation in 
the stations, MES officers are not registered for providing accom-
mod~tion in station pool. Although as per the Government letter 
of 7th August, 1947 they should· have been brought on station pool 
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•. thet are oUt of~ thi peot and ·inOBtly t~' ~ve., to ~ tor 
themselves. In some stations, a lew people throUgh' flieii" oft 
~~ ~ S1l~~acco~'JflhW1 ••. ~ acceptal,by 
8M~~4se . .:~ ~ ~ nq: .. ~p~n ,wltJt gp\m heouae aU ,the 
"i~~,~ ,~~"EnSiP~;~; CPW1)~~located i,n s~ttons Ute ~lld, 
~e;q lP!le:;;.llt ~af, ~t@m .~ne, ~tC~~tta- p,d,.,~ 
zen~,--.ahJ'a~~~Fh!l'8 ~,~ ~t:z:~ ~~~l!Jlt,Oftk:~' pQol 
at accolnmodation. So, 90 to 95 ~ ceJ}kqt ~ C\YDQ~,.;,~ 
r:overed by Central ~~t,.~l.,.:J4ES ~ got 10 Chief Engi-
neers, but they are ~.~Q,C;~~rtt~p~~;: wbe~ ~~ is,~po,;'C~~ 
Government Pool of accommOdation, Jiie' Pwie, Luclp1pw, SbUlong, 
Bha~ci* ant{ ~8ndi4Hh .. ~~a~. Ii&'!" ~~,,~in~~tS¥ depart-
ments have bUilt ~~:J:I eoloniei' fOr their iWf.' r do •. , not know 
whet'ler the" ~ .' :: h1tO the b~agei or' t,.'{,t:" ~ ,the witness 
add4!cl "~ce f~m.' have ~ oViii ~t "R~ othanlsation 
hl~ tlIeit oWn' ~1. Defenee ~a11ty Assuratic~' hll~e their own 
po01; But we ate ohly interesticl Ui ie~fliii. a~omm, odltion for 
111; . we Ate not eo#ce~ ~1h b.O~ ,Vie j!t if."'" " . 

fi.~ in a t'~"'i'~ te')} . ":' ~ ~') ,st~, i~ ike authori-
ij'60fi '~" ~r!!*iociati&rfr~{~Jtr~~~fI,.h~ a _JeJif;.ge been .Jittb~ b~t a~ ftMiii~ of ~"o'4aifeP: .it-,~11 s~tion mid 
uptO ioo ptir ~i hiS 't[(jl been' PdSibl~ ~J.: th&}~, on account 

~\'\"fo . q ~~h 'j •• j(~ 
of continuing shortage of accommodation for semce offiCers . and 
econoUlie cbiulfl'alnlS. .AccO~ ftii: Ci~ in MEg is a:i1th~ 
rraec:t at, ~t ODIy in Certain ~ Station. to the iim'jt~ of, i5 
per eent of, ~ ~ut¥;~_~. fit' d~ ;.at" ~t ,,~~#.~~. 
These however have not been built. A proP.Qsal to consU'\ict 
aeeOminodatioil for civWans iii a number of statio~ is' at the mo-
ment under consideration. 

6.68 During evidenCe, the E-m~C State~ tlillt:- -
t"t.i·;~t<.·~··., ~.I'.:' ~'~>'. \{. ',' "'''';','. !\. 

"According to present rule; the Position is that the ~~vf.1ians 
in the MES and thoSe wfio' have" specl~c ~pPOinbnent 
sUch as the G.E". iii fo~tion head-qtiarterS ete., ,ire 
entitled to 8ceotmnbdatlOJ:f from, the Station pOol: As lar 
as ke1.persoimeI m~i ~ m:S' ,ii.r~ ,C;OJi~E;~'i:u!((,th~ 
haVe to be "rovided with accOmmodation. All civilian: 

~ 11' ~ •. • . ." . • .••• : - . (t· '" -"' -,. 

staff' Can only be aceommodated if there is surplus to 
def~nc;e requlreDierttS." . 

He added that:-

'~ta'iI, we ~o~,tIi~ a¥-~~ ~tio~. ~l1~Y,j~y, ~~ 
=!n! m;:::: ~CO~~OC:~OJiaia~~2as!~:~~~m: 

_ .', • _, ~ , ___ ,_ ...... ..6. .. ,- .... ~" , r~,." 

:~ s:7:~! ::yA~;r:hi~~:a:~~!:s :: 



:;"!.';" ~.;.. ...>. ...... ~ '!'- .... -'" -.~ 1, i ..• 

Defence secretary stated that:-
,,'!i~ .~~ .. \ .t~~;. ;l.:'c..;,~'i·\. .:';j~~.'~ !..~.. :i';" • .,~ .... :. .~ ... ~P.:: #.\:~_... , 
All ,,~~tge ~,pr&SfD! ~~"l.~ Ctvilianu~ees.hi've·. ~ 
de~ ;!l~:.~c Gqwe~-of,India.P.oobof,.aceOmDl~. 
4ftiOP.-Jha.' itt~~ ia:d¥ariOUS,.~< 'they do 1iO~ 
gt''-~iJ~~ .. ~, tIWy • do,.,not- participate itt t1le 
~'1, ~.qql~omUlOda\iOn!,Jilrhicb...Js .. ftilable .401 . ·the 
Defence services. This is the policy as it stands t8aa.Y; 
::o::n=:D~ :ehe~~:e~!E!~:ble~d~t: 
» not !.a'Vailable, t1fe'Mred accomi'rio<ratloh laclliftj can bt· 
extended·- to . therii.- We sliM! h~ve tcf iomhlt· : ~k ~1:' 
leagues in the Fmiiiee MinistrY. We snair de; tftat':; 
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'.72 lIES is at present a composite ol"lanisation with a judicioas 
IiJjnd of civilian and military persOBDe1 at various levels. The 
Committee have gone into the suggestions made to it for complete 
civilianisation and complete militerisation of this service. After 
considerating pros au.d cons of the matter, the Committee feel that 
the prelleDt composite character of the service is best suited for ail 
organisation like MES. . (S. No. 70) 

16.73 Though MES is meant 'to carry out and it actually carries out 
engineering works of all the three services, there is a separate orea-
nisation namely, Naval Dockyards Works which also handles some 
naval works. The cOmmittee have not b~n able to appreciate th_ 
aeed for two parallel engineering organisations working for the 
Navy. It can, at a moment of weakaess of authorities, give rise 
to an unwholesome idea of a separate organisation for Air Force 
also. The Committee would suggest that the Ministry should in-
dependently eXamine· the rationale of having Naval Dockyards 
Works as an organisation separate from MESo Even if it has to 
function as a separate specialist unit. there should be no cWliculty: 
in placing it under the administrative and operatiOnal control of 
E-inC. (S. No. 71) 

6.74 Former Engineers-in-Chief have expressed o. view that for 
optimum utilisation of its capacity in peaee as well as war, Border 
Roads Organisation should also. be placed under the control of 
E-in-C.For lack of full facts the Committee are not in • position 
to ofter comments on this view. They would, however, like tllat 
this matter should be critically studied by an inter-Ministerial 
expert body and decision taken in the interest of the most economic 
and efficient use of the engineering resources and talents of the two 
organisations.. ,. 'C!I '!lIE 

6.75 The MES establishment as far as the execUtive formations 
are concerned is based each year on the computed workload. There 
is considerable delay in sanction .of MES establishment under this 
norm resulting in additional pressure on the available staft. Def-
ence Secretary admitted in evidence that the time taken in this 
exercise". was about ~ months and that "I want to see that it is 
eione in six weeks". Sul'Jfrisingly after the evidence, the Ministry 
informel! the Committee in a note that steps have been taken to 
reduce the period from 4-8 months at present to about 3 months. 
This is not much of an improvement and in fact quite disappointing 
when viewed against the undertaking given by 0 Defence. Secretary 
to the Committee. The Committee would urge the ~try to eut. 
d.own the period for sanctioning MES estabH6ment from year to 
year to not more than , weeks, H not one mon'th. (S. No. 'J2) 
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6.16 There is a good deal of shortage in officers strength in the 
MES, the averace shortage being approximately 20 per cent. The 
Committee are unhappy to note that DPCs hav~ been tlelayed for 
administrative reasons to fill up some of the posts. The Committee 
weald like the Miaistry to look into this matter and take necessarY' 
action to make up the shortage of officers in various levels as early as 
possible. The Ministry shOUld also ensure that DPCs and recruit-
ment exercises are not delayed in future. (S. No. 73) 

6.77 The Committee find that at times service Officers without any 
previous work experience are appointed Zonal Chief Engineers. At 
present there are 8 such officers out of 35 Chief Engineers and officers 
of equivalent ranks working in MES. A former Engineer-in-Chief 
and others have expressed a view that the practice of posting senior 
military officers of the ·rank of Brigadier and above to works 
appointment when they have had no previous experience of works 
either in the MES or in the Border Road Organisation should be 
discouraged. The Ministry has, ~owever. sought to justify such 
appointments on the ground that those commanding troops acquire 
enough experience of operational works to be able to handle the job 
of Chief EDgineer in MES. The Committee do not agree with this 
view. They feel that in the interest of the efficiency of the MES 
department where a Chief Engineer is expectJ to have mastery of 
rules and regulations and the difficult art of technical administration 
of contrads from the very day he takes up his appointment, only 
such officers as have had price word experience in MES or similar 
other engineering organisation sho~ld be appointed as Chief Engi-
neers or Additional Chief Engineers. The Committee would Iik~ the 
Ministry to issue necessary guidelines i~ this regard. (S. No. 14) 

6.78 There is great frustration among civilian officers and subordi-
nate staff in MES. Civilian officers have fewer chances of promotion 
vis-a-vis army ofticers in various grades. Subordinate staff in Grade-
I and Grade-IT have been stagnating for long periods. Career 
prospects for civilian oflicers as well as subordinates are very dismal 
in MES as compared to other' engineering organisations like CPWD, 
P&T and Railways, etc. 

Unattractiveness of MES as a service for new entrants through 
lJPSC Is a faet admitted by the Ministry. It is unattractive because 
of poor and uncertain career prospects. The CommitteA Ond that 
88 against a demand placed on UPSC for 55 engineers in 197'l, 30 
in 1978,25 An 1979,15 in 1980 and 10 in '1981 only 1723 and 3 were 
offered appointments in 1977, 78 and 79 and out of them only 13,10 

":; 
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and 1 joined MES respectively in these years. None was .eNd. 
~ppointment in 1980 and the position in 1181 is not yet clear. 

6.'19 The Committee cannot but express their unhappiness over 
such a steep decline in the image of MES in the eyes of qualified 
engineers. What has pained them more is~ the fad that this state 
of aftairs has been allowed to continue for such a long time witheut 
any remedial action and it is only now that a much belated cadre 
review has been undertaken. ' 

6.80 The Committee would urge that the cadre review now under-
taken by the Ministry with the object of battel'ing promotional op-
portunities and bringing some parity ia promotional prospects in 
MES with those prevailing in other engineering 'departments like 
BaUways, CPWD, etc. should be completed without delay. The 
Committee would like that the cadre review should go far enough 
to make service in MES attradive to new engineers and give the 
officers and subordinate stail in MES prospects comparable with 
those enjoyed by their counterparts in other civilian organisations. 
They would like to be appri!!ed of the progress made in this regard 
within 6 months. (S. No. 75) 

6.81 The Committee fine! that even though the Ministry is eon-
scious of the need 10r creating a reserve of officers for leave, train-
ing, probation, deputation, etc. it has not been able to create such 
a reserve of officers because MES has not been able to attract 
enough qualified direct recruits. The absence of a reserve of om~ 
cers is sure to result in a shortage in the eftective strength of engi-
neering officers with consequential impact on the efficiency of the 
Department. The Committee would urge the Ministry to take neces-
sary steps to build up a reserve of officers at the earliest and to 
maintain it in the interest of the Department's efficiency. 

(Sl No. '16) 

6.82 The civ.ilian officers of MES appear to be nourishing a grie-
vance that they are not able to go beyond the level of superintending 
Engineer in MES. The Ministry has stated that all appointments 
upto the level of Chief Engineers (except Command Chief Engi-
neers) are at present tenable by civilians. 'the Committee find that 
this is not'so in actual practice. From the information furnished by 
the Ministry they note that only a very smail percentage of higher 
posts are open to civilian engineers. Out of an authorised strength 
of 35 Chief Engineers (other than Command Chief Engmeers) only 
4 are earmarked for civilian omeers, out of 31 Additional. Chief 
Engineers, only 7 are meant for civilians. Even though appoint-
ments upto the rank of Lt. Col./SE are to be held by military and 
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'Civilian officers in the ratio of 50:50, the Committee find that there 
are OIlly 85 civilian SE's in position as against 109 military officers 
in equivalent rank. Similarly in the category of Executive Engi-
neers, as against 421 military officers, there are only 229 civilian 
-officers. These figures go to show that the civilian officers are not 
getting their due nor can it be said that as stated by he Minisry all 
appointments up to the level of Chief Engineers (except Command 
'Chief Engineers) are open to civilian officers. The Committee, 
therefore, feel that the civilian officers' grievance is not without basis. 
They would like the Ministry to go into this matter and give civi-
lian officers there due. (SI. No. 77) 

6.S3 The Comm~ regret to note! that cadre management of 
MES has remained neglected over since 1M7 when the service was 
constituted. What disturbs the Committee more is that even- the 
Ministry had not thought it necessary to had not do anything in the 
matter so far and it is only now that the Ministry has realised the 
need for strengthening the administration with a view to ensuring 
-satisfactory cadre management. The Committee cannot but express 
their unhappiness at the apathy on the part of MES and the Ministry 
towal'ds this important aspect of an organisation. The Committee 
urge the Ministry to spare ~o effort to strengthen personnel manage .. 
ment in MES so as to rectify the sorry state of affairs as is obtaining 
there at present. (Sl. No. 7S) 

6.84 There is a feeling prevailing among civilian engineers in MES 
that their career advancement is slower as compared to that of mili-
tary officers. The Committee find that career prospects of civilian 
officers are proposed to be improved under the cadre review pro-
posals which, inter alia, envisage increase of civilian Chief Engineers. 

-posts hom 5 to 15 of whom Swill -be in Maj. Gen's scale. This is a 
welcome development. Even if 'the career prospects of officers 
belonging to two different cadres are, strictly speaking, not com-
parable, the feeling of frustration among civilian officers can be 
avoided if their career prospects are at least made broadly compara-
ble to those of their counterparts in other civilian organi~ations like 
-CPWD, P&T & Railways. The Committee hope that the cadre review 
which is under way will take care of the legitimate aspirations of 

rciviUan officers in this respect. (S. No. 79) 

6.S5 The Committee would like to suggest in this context that in 
makillig appointments of military and civilian officers in MES, care 
shoulrl be taken to see that, as far as possible a civilian oftieer is not 
phc~" in a dire4f1y subordinate position to a military officer who 
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might have in his earlier caree.r worked under the former in any 
capacity (S. No. 80) 

6.86 The Committee take note of the Ministry's statement that 
suitable proposals to create higher posts above CE's level are under 
consideration of the Government as a part of the cadre review. 

(S. No. 81) 

.6.87 The Committee are surprised to learn that at present the 
pay of civilian additional Chief Engineers aad Chief Engineers is 
pegged down to the level of pay of Colonel and Brigadier in the 
Army rather than to that of level I and n Chief Engineers of P.W.D. 
The Committee are informed that in the latest Cadre Review, pro-
posllis are under examination to rectify this anomaly and if approv-
ed 50 per ,cen,t of civilian Chief Engineers will draw pay equal to 
Brig. and 50 per cent that of Major-General. The Committee expect 
an early decision on these proposals. 

6.88. The Committee also expect that the question of designating 
civilian Chief Enginers in the MES as head of Department in CPWD 
and P&T will be examined and finalised early. (S. No. 82) 

.6.89 . It is seen from the memoranda received by the Committee 
that qualified engineers who joined as far back as 1962 in non-gazetted 
Grade I and n posts are still stagnating in the same scales even 
after so m any years. The Ministry has also admitted that officials 
have been working in Grade I and n for long years without any 
promotion and Superintendent Grade I are stuck at the maximum of 
the scale for many years. The Ministry, it is stated, is considering 
measures to remedy the situation.. The Ministry is, also considering 
revision of pay scales of Grade I from 42~700 to 530-900 to keep 
them in level with junior engineers in CPWD. The screening Com-
mittee for selecting Charge holders for conversion to Assistant 
Engineers was held in March, 1978 and 352 persons were converie'd 
to AE status, out of a total of 35". Thereafter 193 officers were pro-
moted to the post of AE by various Departmental Promotion Com-
mittee. I;)urillg the period 1972-1980 Departmental Promotion Com-
mittees were not held on account of court cases which have since 
been finalised and DPCs, it is stated,' are being held regularly. In 
order to examine the structure of MES subordinates . and review 
promotional avenues, therecl'Uitment rules are un~r reriew by 
various Sub-CommitteeS '. for various' cadres . for finaliSatio~'. of 
changes under 'the Director-General of Works. 
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6.90. The Committee are deeply pained to see the widespread 

frustration among non-Gazetted officials of MES. They are more 
pained by the indifterence shown by the Ministry to their plight and 
its inaction, for so long. Superintendents Grade I and n are the 
,backbone of the Department and, needless to say, frustration. in their 
ranks is sure to have aBected the efficiency of the Department. The 
Committee note that, at long last, the Ministry has swung into action 
to remedy the situation. In the Committee's opinion ad hoc piece-
meal measures are not going to provide lasting solution.s to the 
problem. What is needed is a Cadre review in the case of non-
gazetted staB also and thorough review of the recruitment and pro-
motion rult"S with a view to providing adequate avenues of promotion 
and guarding against stagnation at any stage. The CommiUee would 
like to be informed of the action taken in the matter within next 
-six months. (S. No. 83) 

.6.91 The Committee note that MES proposes to merge Grade I 
:and n and have one scale like that in the CPWD. This is a welcome 
measure and should be iml»lemen.ted without delay. 

6.92. The suggestion made to the Committee that technical hands 
joining in non-gazetted posts should be ensured of at least 3 promo-, 
tions in their service career is reasonable and merits sympathetic 
oConsideratioll. The Committee hope that Cadre review, as recom-
'mended by them in earlier paragraph, would be done with this 
-objective in view. (S. No. 84) 

6.93. In the past there has been delay in holding DPCs. During 
1he period 1972--80 no DPC was held. Now with the court cases 
nave been ~tt1et1, the Committee hope that DPCs would be held 
regularly in future and the MES staB awaiting promotion will not 
'have to wait indefinitely for their advancement. (S. No. 85) 

•. M. The Committee feel that the MES Organisation should have 
-an institutional arrangement to have across the' table dialogue with 
the Civilian personnel with a view to understanding their problems 

-and finding solutions by collective discussions. They would recom-
'mend setting up of such a forum at an early date. , .(S. No. 86) 

6.15. The, Committee find that the MBUstry is fully aware of the 
-numerous problems ef seniority ete. 'Created by merger 'of executive 
..... survey cMhes of MBS in 1_ :aDd tJaeho subsequent de-merger 
in 1... TIle C ... ittee t.-aattbaf'the IIhaIstry will resolve tlte 
-pre"'" iailae most fah and just 1DIIDiaer_ Wkboat'.w.y sO" as 
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to give maximum satisfaction to the officers involved in this process.. 
(81. No. 81) 

i.96. Unlike CPWD, the Stores management in MESis in the 
hands of non-technical std. The Ministry has accepted the recom-
mendation made by the Works Study team that stores management 
in MES should be entrusted to technical hands.. The Committee 
expect a early implementation of the decision. (81. No. 88) 

6.91. The Ministry has admitted that MES is net getting due share 
of deputation posts for its officers and the number of MI!S officers 
on deputation outside is substantially lower than that in CPWD. This 
imbalance .should be rectified. (SI. No. 89) 

6.98 The Committee . are glad to note that the Ministry has 
accepted the need to create a post of Additional Director of Personnel 
to take care of the problems of civilian officers and staft' and has 
included this post in the cadre review prqposals. This will meet a 
deeply felt need of the civilian staff. (S1. No. 90). 

_ :6.19. Residential accommodation is posing a big prob~em to tbe 
Civilian OJlicers and sta. ot MES. Its acuteness has been r~ognised 
by the Ministry: To solve the problem, the MinisjrY'is considering 
a proposal to set apart about one per cent of the De~en~ ~orks 
Budget for construttion of accommodation for civman personnel. 
This is a welcome measure and should be implemented exped~tiously. 
But construction of. residenti91 accommoclation under this proposal 
will take &:-10 years .to materialis~. TJ"e Cou;unittee. urge the Mir~is
try to find an interim sol~tion Jo th~ pr~blem especially at stations 
where the civilian personnel is l.arge I\nd thefe .is. l\O .Government. 
pool' of nccommodation. Wher" private accommodation is avail~ble, 
the Ministry should either hire suitable accommodation and allotit 
to the civilian p~rsonnel or aDow them to hire out -such private 
accom~odati~n. direc~ and sJlbsidise tbe reot. as. it does for Defence-
personnel - - (S,. No.· 91), 

.6.1CO WIlere ther~ is no private accommodation available and" 
this would be the 'position at; :yutous. relDOle . piaa!s; the; ·Ministry-
should make'.1tES ·per,soamtl .... bIct.for: ..... pool at~rt. 
MeetWa:-tbe ~~ B.wlOf,Q1tIiIIIID·,·iietifiIlaa· at sUCh .~-tts i't·· 
nof DilI~'1l~ 8 ... .Ja ... n', .. ~s'_.iJ.1Di.at~:fof·: 
speeiy ~tiOJl"~f,·""~ --" '. :;':; .'.: '">-: -,:-., .• ' N~;jj.f·' 

. -• .'f' ... '~':' •. !. "' ...•.•. ~ ~".~: ; .... ." . a" .,,:-..... !. ,:. ::.~ - . ," .~ .•... , ...... :~ .... . ,.~~-,ott: .~, " -.......... ,.r 
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6.191. The Committee ·are glad to note that the Ministry has 
acknow ledged the need for an overall evaluation of the performance 

of MES with particular reference to the age-old procedures and 
regulations obtaining in the Department. This should be undertaken 
early and follow-up action taken to make MES a more-streamlined 
organisation capable of executing works with utmost efficiency and 
economy. (S. No. 13) 

NEW DELHI; 
Mar~h , 1982. 
CJtaitra -----:-1904 (SlIka) 

s. B. P. PATTABHI RAMA RAO, 
Chairman, 

Estim'ltes Committee. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS/OBSERVATIONS 
----- - -_ .. _ .... _---_.- .---- ---_._-----------
.S.No. 

1 

, . 

3 

4 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

Para No. of the 
Rc:port 

2 

Recommendatios/observation -_.---_._----
3 

In the Committee's opinion, the power given to 
an Accepting Officer to refuse to issue tender 
documents to an eligible applicant, without tell-
ing him the reasons for refusal, has seeds of arbi-
trar:ness and is liable to be misused. The oppor-
tunity .given to the party concerned to be heard' 
in such a case has no meaning unless he knows' 
the reasons for which tender documents have 
been refused. The Committee would like that 
the Ministry should review this procedure and, 
consistent with the need to have defence works 
executed without unnecessary delay or dispute. 
make it fair and just so as to avoid any likelihood 
of misuse of powers by Accepting Officers. 

Pending review of the procedure; the Accept-
ing Officers should be . directed to intimate all 
such cases of refusal to issue tender documents 
together with reuons therefor to their n~t 
higher officers who should satisfy themselvel 
that the power has been exercised fairly and 
justly with due reg;lrd to rules of! natural justice. 

The Committee would like the Ministry to 
study the III and 112 cases of refusal of tender 

documents in 1979-80 and 1980-81 respectively in 
southern zone and aprise them of the outcome 
of the study. The Committee would also like 
similar information to be furnished to the Com-
mittee in ~ of other zones. 

1.13 According to oiJ,eof the conditions of tender. 
ing, "under' no cimamstances will a father and 
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1.16 
1.17 
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sons or other close relations who have, business 
dealings with one another be allowed to tender 
for the same contract as separate competitors". 
The Committee desire that in order to guard . 
against the members of the same family cornering 
MES contracts.y manipulation, the Ministry 
should ensure that the aforesaid conditions of 
tendering, which is a wholesome provision is not 
circumvented by contractors and those found con-
travening this condition are dealt with suitably 
under the rules. 

The Committee appreciate that situation 
can sometime arise when engineering authorities 
may have to dispense with competitive tenders 
and resort to concluding a single tender contract 
with a selected contractor. There are adequate 
safeguards against misuse of this power and the 
number of such contracts has also been very small. 
The Committee feel that, even then, it will 
help authorities at various levels to exer-
cise better control over such contracts if broad. 
guidelines foI' the exercise of the power of 
single tender contracts are laid down for the 
benefit of Accepting Officers. 

1.23 From the Ministry's own account it is cleat 
1.24 that, despite instructions to the contrary, in a 

"fairly large number" of cases, contractors have 
. been asked to keep their tenders open ·beyond the 
period specified in the rules inter alia, to enable 
Accepting Officer to obtain fresh approval of 
higher authorities necessitated by price escala-
tions. Contractors, it tbas been represented, agree 
to extend validity period of their tenders out of 
fear of repraisals and the Ministry is' not aware 
the magnitude of this problem for want of any 
record of such cases at its level. 

There is absolutely no justification, as the 
. Defence Secretary also agreed, to punish idly con-
traetoron thisac:count and such a vihdictive ten':' 

.. ~~.~.~------------------~----------~------~ 
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1.27 

1.30 

2.12 
2.13 

dEmcy among Accepting Officers cannot but be 
deplored. In order to check delays in accepting 
tenders and avoid harassment to contractors, the-
Committee would like the Ministry to evolve a 
system of mOraltoring the time taken by Accepting 
Officers at tender-acceptance stage with a view to 
ensuring that decisions on tenders are taken with-
out delay and, where extension of validity period 
is uriavoids_ble, contractors consent is not taken 
under duress. 

The Committee feel that every amendment 
to a teRder already issued may not warrant exten-
sion of time for submission of quotations by one-
month as· demanded by contractors. The instruc_ 
tions issued by the Ministry in this regard, should-
be able to take care of the contractors' difficulties. 
What is required to be watched is whether these· 

. instructions are observed by Accepting Officers in: 
letter and spirit. 

It is highly, improper that, despite clear in-
structions of the Ministry to. the contrary, local 
officers in certain areas should be awarding con-
tracts after 'holding unauthorised negotiations: 
with the tenderers. The Committee would like 
the Ministry to tighten· control over MES estab-
lishments in -all parts of t~ country with a view 
to eliminating such' a -malpractice. 

A Working Group of Pla,nning Commission 
\1967) under the Chairmanship of a former E-in--
C h~d, after a _ thororigh stu~y, suggested a re-
Vised contra~t" form with more fair terms. The 

. l\4inistry has ~ot -accepted as ,many as 15 provi-
siQns of tq~revised form as suggested by the-
Wo,:-king Group whichrelate.to some vital as-
pects of building contracts' arid are of vital im-
portanceto contractors.I,n- view of the thinking: 

. Of -the Wot:;king . GF&Up.· of P~ng Commission 
. ~- thE!_.-sl:!bj~* --wAicdl: has_net -been fully respec-

__ . _~c;t~!>l't~e;~~tl:y.bu~ whi~~ hal!been largely-
endorsed: by- .-- some of:- the fOrmer Engineers-

---------------. 
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in..chief, it will be unfajr to dismiss the· 
contention of builders associations that the 
present contract form is not all that fair as the 
Ministry thinks it is. The Committee, 
therefore, recommend that Ministry should criti-
cally review its own decisions on the contract. 
form as suggested by the Working Group of Plan-
ning Coirunission and make the present contract 
more fair to contractors consistent with the need 
to take safeguards against malpraetices. In this 
review if an expert from outside the Ministry is 
also associated, it would enable the Ministry to 
have a more objective view of the matter. 

The needc for having an escalation clause in· 
MES contract to eover not o~y increase in the· 
cost of materials and wages as a consequence of 
statutory changes; which are at present covered, 
but also other increases·in costs of inputs has been 
universally voiced and also' recognised by MES; 
authorities. Reserve' Bank of, India, State PWDs 
and Railways have 'already taken a lead in this. 
direction. The Ministry of :Defence is awaiting' 
the recommendations of 8" Departmental Com-
mittee set up by Ministry of Works and Housing 
in this regard. The' Committee would urge the 
Ministry not to lag behind iind take an early' 
decision in the matter." .. 

2.24 The Ministry. o.f Defence agrees that the pre-
2.25 . sent interyal of 5 years fOr:reviSion of schedule of 

rates is far too long. What is regrettable is that 
. even after. an interval of 5 years, the schedule 
is not ollt 9n· time. 1980 schedule, for instance, 
would be, ollt onJy in June i982. The Committee 
W9Wd ]i~~ the MJilistry to. decide the optimum 
i~requericy. (or revision' .andpu.blication of Sche-
:"dule, at R~~s after' ;takin'g .into consideration aU 
relevapt "f~e~Qrs;.' 'rhe .. woik·~should then be. so 

.. ' or~~(t . on; 81.1 .trQ~ts~ tliat t)i-e revised schedules 
. are;"'iiAlished:(f"'" e' .. d~~· me 0 erative on 

o • "r ; .•.•.. , ... ;p,. '" .. r'~'tb,tl- .. an 0" p 
,~,~; .. _>i: .' ...'8~e:: '~imiY: iii itSptt):iHCation shou.ld \le-

.~ ·····'·-'~~w.ti~y:· .:.- ..... -. - .~.:;.:=- .. 
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National Building Organisation brought out 'an 
All India Standard Schedule of Rates in 1~77 
which was not priced. The Ministry does not 
favour the suggestion to adopt the National Build-
ing Organisation schedule for MES on the ground 
that the MES schedule is far more comprehen-
sive. However, the National Building Organisa.,. 
tion schedule of rates is stated to be kept in view 
in formulating the MES schedule. The concept 
of a uniform all India schedule has been sup-
ported by furmer top officers of MES. Seeing 
that various Govt. organisations like CPWD, 
MES, Railways etc. are working separately to 
bring out separate schedules of rates, which differ 
from one another, the committee wondered whe-
ther joint exercise at natiohal level to draw up 
a comprehensive schedule to meet the need'1 of 
all these organisations could not be made. The 
Defence Secretary agreed during evidence that 
this was a concept which was worth pursuing 
and that this work could be undertaken by 
NatiQnal Building Organisation. The Committee 
deside that this question should be considered 
seriously by the Government and the Committee 
informed about· the outcome. They would like . 
the Ministry of Defence to take an initiative in 
this regard 

Delay in payment of final bills of contractors 
by MES has been brought to the notice of the 
CoImnittee in a number of representations, 
According to the Ministry' the aim of the Depart-
ment is to pay small bills upto Rs. 5lakhs within 
4 months and others within 6 months. Ministry 
haS, however, admitted that in a number of cases 
the time schedule is not adhered to. There were 
1322 final bills involving an amount of Rs. 375 
lakhs during the last 3 years which were not 
pait! within' 6 months. From this it is obvious 
. that the procedural measures adopted by the 
. Department S,!cAas billing returns and billing 
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Conf~renees have not been effective enough to· 
eliminate delays in payment and require to be 
reviewed. 

According to non~fticial view, delay in finali-
sation of deviation orders and star rates ·before· 
completion of work is one of the main reasons for 
delay in payment of fin'al bills. According to the· 
Ministry deviation orders including the rates are 
required to be finalized within a period of 6 weeks 
except in a few complicated cases where too 
these are finalised as expeditiously as possible. 
The Committee would like to know whether, and 
if so, how any monitoring is done by the Engi-
neer-in-Chief's Branch or Coinmand Headquarters 
to ensure tha.t deviation Orders including the 
rates are finalised within. the prescribed period ot 
6 months. They would also like to be apprised 
of the number ot deviation orders issued after 
6 months vis-a-vis the total number of deviation 
orders issued during the last 3 years and in how 
many cases the payment of bills was delayed on 
this account. 

The Committee would also like the Ministry 
to evolve a procedure under which Deviations 
which are not formalised within 6 weeks are 
brought to the notice of Command Headquarters 
Or the Engineer-in-Chief's Branch; as the case 
may be, to enable them to review the reasons 
for delay and take remedial action. 

The contractors.. think . that the CDA's office 
does not accept final bills even for scrutiny un-
less and these are found not to have been attach-
ed to them and this causes delay in payment. 
The statements made by the Ministry in evi-
dence are ambiguous and have not made the 
position very clear. The Committee would liKe 
the Ministry to make the procedure in this re-
gard clear beyond any iota of doubt, so as to 
ensure that non-attachment of d~vi~tio~ orders 
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to final bills does not. hold up payment of the 
bills. Even if the contractors are expected to 
attach deviation orders arid these are found not 
to have been attached, the processing of such 
bills need not be delaYed just on that account 
and, if necessary, the certified copies of devia--
tion orders already available in the CDA's office 
might be made use of for the purpose of paying 
the bills. 

It has been suggested to the Committee that 
the payment of bills can be expedited if the 
billing is taken not after the completion of work 
but a progressive billing system is introduced. 
According to the Ministry progressive billing 
will entail continuing technical and audit check 
and this might be difficult to achieve wit~ the 
present staff strength. The Committee however 
understand that some Chief Engineers have 
already adopted this system and prepared the bills 
and sent them to the Controller of Defence 
Accounts for payment within a month of comple-
tion if works. The Committee desire that the 
Ministry should study the progressive billing 
system already adopted by some Chief Engineers 
and examine the question of extending it to as 
many more Chief Engineers' zones as possible. 

The Ministry is not in favour of dispensing 
with pre-audit of bills as in its opinion double 
check is necessary to guard against over payment. 
The Committee feel that the question of pre-
audit maY be examined in depth with an open 
mind and a bold approach to determine whether 
it cannot be dispensed with after taking suitable 
safeguards against over payment. If a suitable 
system can be -evolved, it will go a long way in 
preventing delays in payment. 

Seeing the price rise since 1974 when - the 
limit of Rs. 1 lakh for passing of bills without 
pre-audit was fix~d, the Committee are of the 
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view that as an interim measure, this limit 
should be raised to Rs. 5 lakhs. 

The Committee suggest that the scheme 9f 
decentralisation of audit work should be ex-
tended to as many more zones as pOSGible so 
that the bills are pre-audited in the zone itself 
and are not required to be sent to the Central 
Office of CDA. 

The Committee feel that it is but fair that 
contractors who have to raise capital at the mar-
ket rate of intereJ;t for executing works, should 
be paid interest on their bills which remain un-
paid for more than 3 months after completion 
of works. The Committee desire that this pro-
posal should be examined and given a concrete 
shape as early as possible. Defence Secretary 
also conceded that there was merit in this pro-
posa1. This will not only act as a spur to settle 
bills without delay but also compensate con-
tractors in the event of delay in payments. 

The Committee cannot but come to an 
irresistible conclusion that there is something, 
seriously wrong in the works or billing proce-
dures, terms of contracts and the attitude of 
MES authorities towards the contractors' diffi-
culties. The Committee regret to learn that the 
Ministry has not so far chosen to review the 
arbitration awards to see in r~trospect as to 
what is wrong with the MES procedures and 
why increasing number of challenges to the 
MES decisions are being upheld in arbitration. 
The Committee recommend that comprehensive 
review should be undertaken expeditiously and 
remedial measures taken to remove inequity and 
rigidity in terms and procedures, so that the 
number of disputes could be reduced and un-
necessary arbitration proceedings avoided. 
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The Committee fitld that there has been 
considerable delay in appointment of Arbitrators 
by the Department. During the last three years 
out of 537 cases referred to Arbitration in as 
many as 131 cases there was delay of 3--6 months 
in appointment of Arbitrators; in 67 cases it 
was 6 to 9 months and in 90 cases it was more 
than 9 months. Such delays do not speak 
well of the Departmen'its efficiency. If the 
contractors are constrained to seek arbitration 
directly through courts without approaching the 
departrpental authorities the Ministry itself is to 
blame for this· development. The Committee 
desire that the Ministry should lay down finn 
time-limits for appointment of arbitrators after 
the receipt of requests from contractors and 
ensure through proper monitoring that delays in 
appointment of Arbitrators are avoided at any 
cost. 

From the representation made by contractors 
the Committee have got an impression that the 
contractors do not have full faith in the indepen-
dence and objectivity of arbitrators drawn from 
the MES organisation. They would prefer serv-
ing officers from Departments like CPWD, 
Railways, Public Sector organisations or retired 
officers of MES of appropriate rank to be ap-
pointed as arbitrators. The Committee appreciate 
the Ministry's objection to appointment of retired 
officers as arbitrators but their argument against 
the appointment of serving Officers from outside 
MES does not carry conviction at all. The Com-
mittee would recommend that the Ministry 
should draw up a panel of suitable officers from 
outside the Ministry and appoint arbitrators 
from that panel in the interest of justice to the 
contractors. . 
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Though Arbitrators are normally required to 
publish their awards within 6 months the Com-
mittee regret to find that out of 454 pending 
Arbitration cases, 93 are pending for 6 months to 
one years, 139 cases for one year to 2 years and 
163 cases for more than 2 years. Many of the 
reasons for pendency such as delay in submis-
mon of defence, pre-occupation of Arbitrator and 
resignation of Arbitrator on account of transfer, 
retirement etc. should not 'be beyond the 
Ministries control. The Cam.mittee agree with 
the Ministry that delay on the part of Arbi .. 
tractors can to a large extent be avoided if there is 
a panel of full-time Arbitrators. They would like 
the Ministry to take concrete measures, incTuding 
having a panel of full-time arbitrators, to ensure 
that arbitration awards are given within the 
stipulated period of six months as far as possible. 

It has been suggested that all awards exceed-
ing an agreed amount of say Rs. 50,000 should be 
lreasoned. The Ministry, do not favour this. 
According to the Ministry, Arbitrators would 
not be able to give reasoning in the manner a 
trained judge can do and such an award will be 
more vulnerable an! litigation will increase. Tn 
the view of the Ministry, the question of re-
quiring an Arbitrator to give findings on factual, 
cOntractual and legal aspects is worth consider-
ing. The Committee desire that this question 
should be examined in consultation with the 
Ministry of Law. The concept of having a panel 
of full-time Arbitrators which the Committee 
have recommended would go a long way in 
arbitrators acquiring necessary training in help-
ing the Ministry to introduce the system of giving 
reasoned awards or findings on factual, contrac-

. tual and legal aspects . 

. 'The Committee f!nd that during the last three 
,ears, out of 339 Arbitration Awards, the Depart-
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ment challenged 109 (33 per cent) Awards. Ac-
cording to the Ministry an Award can be 
challenged after taking the advice of the Mmistry 
of Law and in the majority of the cases the 
adpice is not to contest the award. The figures 
given 'by the Ministry . however indicate that 
Arbitration Aw~ are being challenged in a 
substantial percentage of cases. This in the 
Committee's view defeats the very purpose of 
arbitration system which is aimed at quick dis-
posal of disputes. The Committee would like 
that challenging of awards should be resorted 
to by the Department in rare cases, where the 
Department is combined of such a necessity, 
where the Department is convinced of such a 
necessity .. 

The Committee are surprised to find that for 
the purpose of administrative and technical 
control, the financial limit fixed for major 
works (costing more than Rs. 20,000) and minor 
works (costing upto Rs. 20,000) fixed as far back 
as 1936 has not since' been revised by MES al-
though there has been tremendous increase in 
the price, level. Though the limit of 20,000 
continued theoreticallY, in actual practice, the 
Ministry )1as stated, this has been raised to Rs. 1 
lakh. If that is so, it will be in the fitness of 
things that the limits are also formally revised 
up~ards in line -With the actual practice and an 
exercise to link them with price levels is under-
taken periodically. 

At present there is considerable delay in ac-
cording administrative approval to works. The 
Committee find that after that Committee took 
up examination of the subject and a few days 
before the Ministry appeared before the Com-
mittee for evidence, the Ministry issued fresh 
orders on 4th' . December, 1981 raising upward 
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the })ewers of the officers at various levels for 

according administrative approval to works. 

The Committee hope that there would now be 

less occasions for delay in according of admin-

istrative approval to works and that this matter 

would be kept under constant watch. 

There is great weight in what a former 

Engineer-in-Chief has said that on technical 

matters and in views of senior Engineering 

Officers in technical matters, officers of the 

Ministry of Defence or Finance (Defence) should 

not comment. 

The serving Engineer-in-Chief conceded in 

evidence that the practice of junioc or middle 

level officers of the Ministry commenting on 

technical recommendations of senior engineering 

officers was there earlier but from his statement 

that now "technically, whatever engineers say 

is more orless, accepted" (emphasis provided), it 

is clear that even now the practice has not com-

pletely vanished. In the Committee's opinion, 

the Ministry should confine its comments on 

necessity, scale and financial constraints in rela-

tion to a work. It is not proper for the Ministry 

or any of its officers to sit in judgement over 

technical matters or teclmical views of senior 

engineering officers. If they do so they will be 

crossing the limits of their competence. The 

Committee would like the· Government to lay 

down clear instructions in this regard for the 

benefit of officers of the Ministry of Defence and 

Finance (Def~ce) and EngineeJ"-in-Chief's 

Branch and ensure that all the officers work 

within the allotted spheres of competence. 

The Committee welcome the Engineer-in 

Chief's statement that, in order to cut short un-
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necessary correspondeJilce and red-tapism, across 
the table discussions are now held to resolve the 
objections raised by the. Ministry. The Com-
mittee hope that the Ministry will lend full 
support to this sYstem to make it a success in 
the- fight against· procedural delays. 

From. the information furnished to the Com-
lIlitree, they find that the. actual expenditure 
works exceeded by Inore than 50 percent in a 
number of cases. In three cases of which details 
were asked for by the Committee; the expendi-
ture exceeded the estimates by 140 percent, 106 
percent and 78.88 -perc~t respectively. While' 
steep inflation and long time gap between original 
sanction of estimates are execution of works due' 
to financial constraints and no doubt factors on 
which the MES may not have any control, the 
same cannot be said about the other two princi-
pal factors, viz. change in scope of work due to 
users' requirements and delay in the availability 
of land. eostover-runs on these accounts can 
certainly be avoided by better planning and 
advance action on the part of the Minfstry /MES. 
The Committee would expect the Ministry to' 
spare no effort to complet!e the works in the 
shortest possible time to avoid excess of 27A 
expenditure over original estimates. 

3.25 The Committee agree tQ the proposal made 
by Engmeer-in-Chief that the rate of anticipated 
inflation might be estimated in the light of in-
filftion in the preceding 2-3 years and an addi-
tional margin on this basis given in the estimates:. 
The additional margin coupled with the existing 
tolerance limit of 15 per cent should serve the-
purpose well. The Committee desire that thiS' 
proposal should be giVel1 a concrete shape and 
given a trial under proper guidance and results 
evaluated after some time. 
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The Committee take note of Defence Secre-
tary'. thinking in regard to the possibility of 
linking estimates with inde~ or prices of cons-
truction materials. They would watch the out-
come of this study with interest. 

The Committee feel that some of the factors 
responsible for delay are certainly not beyond 
the control of MES. The Committee suggest 
that a selective review of delayed works should 
be made by the Ministry independently to deter-
mine as to whether and if so which of the 
reasons for delay were avoidable so that it can 
take remedial measures to avoid similar slip-
pages in the works in future. 

The Committee are concerned to learn that 
State Governments have not readily released 
land. required for Defence works without the 
personnal intervention of the highest authorities 
of the Central Government. Though instructions 
exist that a tender will not be -accepted until the 
site for work is available, MES in its anxiety to 
commence work to meet the urgent requirements 
of the users sometimes goes ahead with the ac-
ceptance of contract in the hope that the site 
would beCome available in due course of time. 
The Committee feel that availability of land for 
a work should normally be a condition prece-
dent to the issue of sanction for that work. 
Unless this is done, the question of acquisition 
of site for the work may not be viewed with as 
much urgency as it would otherwise be. The 
Ministry has admitted that there is a lot of inter-
ference from. the users and the MES frequently 
accepts changes in scope and specifications sug-
gested by the users in th~ course of ,execution I;)f 
the works which cause delays in execution. The 
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Ministry has also admitted that local Com-
manders can exert a certain amount of .pressure-
on MES executives to accept certain changes. 

In the Committee's opinion changes .in the 
scope and specifications after commencement of 
works can be avoided to a considerable extent 
if a thorough discussion is held by MES with the 
users well before the tender action is initiated. 
In order to minimise interference by local com-
manders in the course of execution of works, 
the Ministry may consider laying down a pro-
cedure that changes in scope or specifications in 
works under execution would not be entertained 

. unless these are routed through and approved 
by the 'Command Headquarters and E-in-C's 
Branch. 

Even though instructions have been issued 
that the changes in the works wherever required 
should be conveyed to the contractor- in writing 
together with the manner of pricing, it appears 
from the memoranda received by t.he Committee 
from contractors that changes are either not 
ordered in writing or written instructions to this 
effect are issued after a long time resulting in 
delays in execution and loss to contractors. It 
is unfortunate that the instructions issued by the 
Ministry in this regard are not being observed 
by MES field formations scrupulously. The Com-
mittee would like the Ministry to take serious 
notice of such infringements and not allow any 
disregard of its instructions in this regard at any 
level. If ever in an emergency verbal instruc-
tions have to be issued for inescapable reasons 
for effecting certain changes in the works under 
execution, these should invariably be followed 
in writing within a specified period. 

From the Ministry's reply it is clear that 
there have been deviations in almost aU contracts 
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for works done by MES. This- shows that the 
phenomenon of deviations is not an exception but 
has become a routine feature of MES works. 
This betrays poor pl'aruling and inadequate pre-
paration for embarking upon a construction pro-
ject not only on the part of MES but also user 
authorities. As present instructions have failed 
to inculcate a sense of seriousness among user 
authorities in finalising their requirements com-
prehensively and exactly before commencement 
of works, the Ministry need to r~view the present 
system with a view to identifying loopholes and 
plugging them effectively. 

The Committee take note of the E-in-C's 
statement that even though time limit as laid 
down for issuing deviation orders in writing is 
six weeks, sometimes more time is taken for 
certain reasons. The Committee would like that 
random and critical studies of the deviation 
orders issued by MES should be made at the 
Headquarters on a regular basis to determine 
whether the time taken in issuing deviation 
orders conforms to the instructions laid down 
in this regard and if not how far the factors 
responsible for delay were unavoidable. These 
studies would help the Ministty to take remedial 
action for the future. 

It has been represented to the Committee 
that whenever changes in scope or specifications 
involve works which are beneficial to contrac--
tors, the revi~ions are not ordered as form~ 
"deviations", but where the contractor stands 
to lose as a result of changes, these are "ordered" 
as necessary. This is unfair. The MES should in 
fairness to contracto!'s follows instruction issued 
by the Ministry in this regard and should desist 
from taking undue advantage of the contractors' 
dependence on its goodwill. 

- ------------------------
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:n 3.84 The Ministry has stated that norms of 
timings for execution of works have been fixed 
by MES and are normally followed. But, accord-. 
ing to contractors, realistic period for completing 
a work is not provided under pressure from 
users. Undue haste in construction even unier 
pressure is likely 10 affect the quality of const-
ruction. There is no point in fixing a time table 
for construction which is !lot reasonable and 
which does not take into account the delays 
which may occur in the timely receipt of con-
struction materials and On which the contractors 
.may have no control. The Committee would 
like the Ministry to review the norms of timings 
laid down for various types of projects and fix 
them at reasonable levels which should also take 
into account the time to be taken in getting 
construction materials. Adequate time frame is 
not only necessary for the contractor but is also 
desirable to ensure good quality construction. 

38 3.85 The Committee take note of the various 
arrangements made by the Ministry f?r moni-
toring the progress of works. The progress of 
works is through modem methods not only in 
physical terms but also financial terms through 
quarterly reports. Besides the Ministry reviews 
progress of important and high value project at 
quartetly meetings. The Committee hope that 
monitoring at all levels is followed-up by effec-
tive measures to remove obstacles that may be 
found holding up progress of works. 

39 3.86 There is weight in the suggestion made by. a 
former E-in-C that the site executives should be 
given powers to take quick deciSion on the spot 
to solve day-to-d.ay problems in order to curtail 
delays in construction and the higher authorities 
should fully support them in such decisions. The 
Committee would commend this suggestions for 
the consideration of the Ministry. 
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The Committee take note of the various 
measures taken by the Ministry to ensure ade-
quate and timely supply of various construction 
materials particularly cement and steel. The 
Committee cannot overemphasise the need for 
keeping a constant watch on the supply position 
of construction mate~als and taking every possi-
ble measure to procure them in time to avoid 
delays in execution of works. 

While stoekpiling of the entire requirement 
of materials before commencement of works is 
certainly not desirable, it will decidedly be a 
great practical advantage if MES builds up buffer 
stocks of scarce construction materials such as 
cement and steel to avoid disruption of construc-
tion activity in times of temporary shortages. 
The Committee would advise the Ministry to 
consider building up such buffer stocks at strate-
gic places. 

3.89 MES is DOW accepting steel billets from the 
suppliers mid having them re-rolled under its 
own arrangements through private re-rollers. 
The Committee agrees with the suggestion that, 
instead of every Chief Engineer separately enter-
ing into a contract for re-rolling of billets, a· 
rate contract for re-rolling should be finalised by 
the Ministry at national level directly or through 
the Director General ,of Supplies and Disposals. 
This will ensure economy and speed in getting 
such jobs done. 

3.90 In case of delays in completing works for 
which MES organisation is responsible the De-
partment can grant extension of time to complete 
the job but is not allowed to pay compensation. 
The Committee feel that mere extension is not 
an adequate relief. They feel that a suitable 
escalation clause should be provided in the con-
tract to compensate contracts for such delays. ------
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The position regarding supply of cement to 
J & K in Northern region and remote places in 
North Eastern Region is generally difficult due to 
long road transportation and vagaries of weather· 
conditions combined with restricted working 
seasons. Despite its efforts to hold buffer stocks 
of cement at Pathankot, and Srinagar to over-
come the problems of logistics and irregular 
supplies to MES works in J & K, the Ministry 
has not been able to build very large stocks of-
these due to general shortage of cement. There. 
are constraints of road and rail transport for 
making supplies to Northern Region and North-
Eastern Region. Defence Secretary was however 
not sure whether setting up of cement factories 
by MES or earmarking the existing or new cement 
factories in these regions exclusively for 
making MES requirements would be of ad-
vantage. Government, it was st.ated, was not in 
favour of each organisation having its own cement 
factories. The Committee would suggest that the 
Ministry of Defence should examine in consul-
tation with the Ministry of Industry, the feasi-
bility of setting up cement factories under Defence· 
Mini.stry or earmarking new or existing cement 
factories exclusively to meet the requirement of 
Defence works. 

The Committee are glad to note that the 
Ministry has realised the need to revise upward 
the powers for local purchases of construction 
materi.als in times of urgency and has issued' 
necessary orders in this regard in December, 1981. 
The Ministry is also considering a proposal for 
revising limits of powers of engineer officers for 
direct pTocurement of stores which are on· 
DGS&D rate contract. The present limit of 
Bs. 2000 in this case is too low to be of much-
help. This should be raised adequately. 

Misuse and_ leakage of materials were detect--
ed by MES in four cases during the Iast three 
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years. Issue of tenders to the contractors con-
cerned in these cases was banned as a punish-
ment and diSCiplinary action was taken against 
the MES staff concerned. To discourage pilferage 
or miSappropriation of stores, terms of contract 
provide that recovery for such stores shall be-
made at double the issue rate. The Committee.., 
welcome the proposal under the consideration of 
Government that recovery for such stores should 
be made at double the market rate issue rate 
whichever is higher and would like it to be 
finalised expeditiously. They would also like 
deterrent action to be taken against the MES, 
staff found guilty in allowing misuse or leakage 
of construction materials. 

The Committee note that there is no uniform 
schedule laid down at present in regard to the-
frequency at which stores are to be issued to 
contractors by MES. In order to prevent the-
possibility of discrimination ror or against any 
contractor, the Committee recommend laying 
down of norms in regard to the periodicity at 
which stores should be issued to the contractors. 

The Committee take note of the view of a 
former Engineer-in-Chief that Border Roads 
organisation has spare capacity at present be-
cause, having almost finished its also strategic 
jobs, it has now only smaller jobs and maintenance 
works to attend to-The Committee are not in 
a position to pass judgement on this view. They 

, would suggest to the Ministry of Defence to bring 
the matter to the notice of the administrative 
Ministry concerned for an in-depth study of the 
capacity of BRO vis-a-vis the tasks assigned to it. 

There is weight in the ,suggestion made to the 
CommiUee that in forward and rem:>te areas 
where competent contractors do not come forward 
to accept works, units of Border Road Task Force 
should be inducted along with the MES to under-
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take coDStruction projects there. The Committee 
learn that Border Road Organisation has in the 
past carried out a number of projects for MES 
in difficult and remote areas. Defence Secretary 
is, however, of the view that whenever there are 
difficulties in the availability of contractors, it 
should be possible to consider using one or the 
other organisation on a sub-contracting basis. 
The Committee welcome this approach and would 
like the Ministry to evolve a suitable working 
arrangement between the BRO and MES. 

The Committee would like the Ministry to 
study the possibilities of use of pre-fabricated 
and tubular structures for Defence works in the 
light of! studies already made in this field in the 
past and see how far such methods ofconstruc-
tion can be made use of in MES works not only 
to speed up construction in remote areas but also 
effect economies in construction costs. 

The Committee expect that the report of 
enquiry into the quality of bricks used in Defence 
works in Hyderabad would be furnished to the 
Committee at the earliest. 

The Committee note that though belatedly, 
the Ministry had decided (Dec. 1981), a short 
while before appearing before the Committee 
for tendering evidence, to follow the system in 
in vogue in CPWD under which the :naintenance 
funds 0 will no longer be linked with capital 
value of assets; these will now be linked with 
plinth area/paved area in the case of normal 
builjings etc. and a judicious amount of main-

o tenance grant per sq. metre of plinth/paved 
ar~a depending on prevailitlg price level would 
be granted. Buildings requiring additional main-
tenance would be given extra attention depending 
on requirements. 
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Now when the MES has decided to follow t~ 
CPWD pattern under which maintenance funds. 
for VIP assets will be allotted on "as required" 
basis, the Committee do not wish to go into the· 
past attitude of MES formations in this context. 
They would like that, at least from now onwards, 
the occupants of normal buildings should not be-
given any cause of complaint on this account and 
the maintenance of such buildings should in no-
circumstances be neglected to show preferential 
attention to VIP buildings at the cost of the other· 
buildings. 

The Committee note that in the case of petty· 
works also, though belatedly, the Ministry has 
issued orders (Dec. 1981) to the effect that petty 
works costing up to Rs. 2500, instead of Rs. 400 
as . hitherto; fore, may at the direction of the· 
Commander Works Engineer be treated as "re-
pairs". The eWE can delegate this power to· 

lower officers also. The Committee welcome the· 
upward revision of this limit which was over-· 
due in view of the rise in prices. 

The Ministry has stated that MES uses DEL 
for petty Ibut urgent repairs and maintenance' 
\vprks and that there is not much scope for mis-
use of material under this system. The Corrunit-
tee do not agree with the Ministry. They feel 
that fears of misappropriation of materials and -
high cost of maintenance/repairs under DEL 

_ sy~tem cannot be held to be entirely baseless. 
The Committee would like that the system 
of employing DEL for attending to repairs or' 
petty maintenance should be replaced by term 
contract system at the earliest and the use of 
DEL should, if· at all unavoidable be resorted to'" 
only in exceptional circtunstances. The Commit--
tee would like to be apprised of the action taken: 
in tbis regard. 
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.53 3.119 The Committee find that as against budget 
provision of approximately Rs. 90 crores in 1978-
79, Rs. 100 crores in 1979-80, and Rs. 117 crores 
in 1980-81 for DEL, MES spent Rs. 31 crores, 
Rs. 32 crores and Rs. 36 crores on DEL during 
these 3 years respectively. From this it is clear 
that apart from th~ expenditure on this system 
being high, the budgeting by MES for this ser-
vice has been very loose and high amounts 
appear to have been provided in the budget 
from year to year without adequate basis. This 
should stop. The Ministry should ensure that 
the budget allocations are worked out more 
realistically . 

.:54 4.48 It has been represented to the Committee 
that inspection and supervision of works in MES 
is not adequate mainly. due to vast increase in 
paper work. The Ministry has stated that over 
the years the .phenomenon of increased paper 
work has overtaken not only the MES but also 
aU Departments. According to the Ministry, the 
work regarding furnishing of data to short notice 
and frequen:t intervals to parliamentary, minis-
terial and financial authorities has increased 
manifold over the years since independence. In 
the Ministry's view it has had a perceptible 
adverse effect on executive functions parti-
cularly at lower levels of supervision, as no 
separate staff is available for such necessities 
which have become almo~t a constant feature. 
Accountability of executive Departments to 
Parliamentary institutions is a basic feature of 
democratic system and supply of information on 
the various aspects of the Department's work-
ing is an essential ingradient in this process. The 
present thinking in MES, which verges on re-

. sentment, though veiled, against this practice, 
betrays ignorance of the fundamental tenets of 
democratic ethos and, to say the least, is unfor-
tunate. The Committee would not like the so 
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called pre-occupation of the existing MES staff 
in collecting information for supply to superior 
institutions to be made an alibi for laxity in 
supervision over works at any level. The Min-
istry would do well "to gu~d against this ten-
dency. 

The Committee have been informed by the 
Ministry of Defence that work study of the Ins-
pection Organisation of MES is in progress and 
the report is expected shortly. The work study 
should also examine as to what extent, increase 
in paper work has hindered the efficiency of the 
Inspection Organisation and to what extent the 
paper work could be reduced. The Committee 
are anxious that the Inspection Organisation of 
MES should be adequate and effective in carry-
ing out supervision of works in the field and 
should not be overloaded _with unnecessary paper 
work. 

The Committee desired the Ministry to fur-
nish a statement showing the percentage of 

cases in which technical examinations were 
carried out (i) during the currency of works, 
(ii) after the completion of works but before 

defect liability period and (iii) after the defect 
liability period. The Committee has been in-
formed by the Ministry that no such date is 
maintained. 

In the absence of this information the Com-
mittee are unable to say how for the accepted 
policy of CTE's Organisation for checking work!! 
during the progress of work or within defect 
liability period is being, followed. 

The Committee feel that technical examina-
tions of works can be more fruitful if, these are 
conducted while the works are. in progress as 
then the mistakes or 'negligence can be detected 
and remedial action taken before it is too late. 
The Committee would recommend that the 
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working of CTE's Organisation should be so. 
organised that technical examinations are con-
ducted, as far as possible, during the currency 
of the works and, only in special cases, after the 
completion of the works but within the defect 
liability period. Such an examination after the 
defect liability period can lead to harassment of 
contractors 'and should therefore be avoided~ 

From a statement furnIshed by the Ministry, it. 
is seen that during the last 3 years, out of 167. 
.cases in which - recoveries amounting to Rs~ 
58.82 lakhs based on technical examiners' 
observations were referred to arbitration~ 

137 cases involving awards amounting to 
Rs. 49.07 lakhs were decided in favour of con--

tractors. From these figures the Committee 
cannot but come to the conclusion that there is 
much force in the view of the non-official orga-
nisations that in many cases technical. exami-
ners just to boost up their achievements insist 
on recoveries which are not sustained in arbi-
tration later on. This is a sad reflection on 
the quality of technical examiners' work and 
shows lack of fair and independent approach on 
their part. 

4.52 The Committee woud like the Ministry. to 

4.53 

evolve a system of independent and expert re-
view of the quality of technical examinations in 
the light of arbitration awards and the facts 
that may come to its notice otherwise with a 
view to applying correctives wherever and 
whenever found necessary. 

The technical examiners should as they do at 
present, doubt examine the works critically to 
detect use of sub-standard materials or cases of 
negligence or collusion, which is their principal 
ftmction. But this should not be their only 
function. The Committee agree with former 
Engineers-in-Chief, that CTE's Organisation. 
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should also suggest improvements in planning, 
designing and specifications of works for en-
suring speedier and more economic execution of 
works in the future. 

At present CTE's organisation examines 10 to 
15 per cent of works. The Committee note that 
during the years 1976-77, 1977-78, 1978-79, 1979-80, 
and 1980-81, 53 per cent to 63 per cent of the 
works exarrJned by CTE were found defective 
in that sub-standard material was found to have 
been used in them. Surprisingly the Ministry 
does not consider the position alarming as in its 
judgment the percentage of the amount of re-
coveries initiated at the instance of CTE in 
respect of defective works as comnared with the 
total cost 0':: the works executed was insignifi-
cant. The Committee, do not appreciate this 

approach. It CD!'.ot be said that the conse-
quences o~, a small quantity of sub-standard 
material used today in a building could not be 

too serious ill the future. To judge standards in 
monetary terms, as the MES appears to be doing 
is not only wrong but also fraught with danger. 
Such an approach can besides encouraging con-
tractors to use sub-standard material in more 
and more buildings with a very small and in-
expensive risk of being caught, make super- . 
visory officers still less serious in enforcing 

standards. The Ministry would therefore do 
well to warn :MES formations against such a 
complacence and casualness of approach in the 
matter of quality of construction and view every 
case of sub-standard material seriously regard-
less of monetary value involved. 

The Committee feel that by and large sub-
standard material cannot· be used in construc-
tion without the negligence or collusior. or con-
nivance of the supenisory officers_ The Com-
mittee would like the Ministry to consider what 
further me3.sures can be taken to tighten super-.. ---"" ... ~ ....... ------------------..,... .. ~~ ~ 
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vision over construction and to hold supervisory 
officers accountable for the malpractices which 
might be detected later on by 'CTE's organisa-
tion. The Committee would also like the 
Ministry to examine whether non-recordable or 
recordable warnings or expression of mere dis-
pleasure is sufficient punishment in such cases 
of gross negligence. 

Seeing the rising trend in the use of sub-
standard material which was found to have been 
used in 53 per cent; 58 per cent; 61 per cent and 
63 per cent of works examined by CTE in 1977-
78, 1978-79, 1979-80 and 1980-81, respectively, the 
Committee feel that the CTE's organisation 
should not rest content with 10-15 per cent of 
works which it test-checks at present. It should 
extend its attention to more works. 

The Committee are inclined to agree with 
the Ministry that outside examination cannot be 
totally abolished. The Committee are also not 
in favour of the CTE's Organisation being placed 
under the control of E-in-C. Such a step will 
erode the independence of CTE and make it 
vulnerable to influence by the organisation 
whose work he is expected to inspect. 

The Committee are not satisfied with the 
working of the vigilance organisation in MES. 
There is considerable delay in investigation of 
complaints. If "vigilance" has to have a deter-
rent effect, it should investigate complaints ex-
peditiously and bring the delinquent officials to 
book while the relevant malpractices are fresh in 
the observers' memory. Delay dilutes, if not 
defeats, the impact of vigilance proceedings. 
The Committee would like the Ministry to tone 
up the working of vigilance organisation and 
make it result and time oriented. 
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64 4.59 According to a non-official orgamsation the 

integrity of MES officers is not beyond reproach. 
It is stated that the practice of officers receiving 
a certain percentage of contractors' bills is there 
in MES and that there is corruption at every 
level, though of course there are also officials 
who are above it. The Ministry should take 
serious note of the image of MES officers as it 
exists today and do whatever is possible to 
eradicate corruption from MES. The Vigilance 
Officers & Staff are a part of the MES organisa-
tion. They are not independent of administra-
tive control of MES hierarchy as they work 
under the respective Chief Engineers. This in 
the Committee's opinion is a basic flaw in the 
vigilance system in MES.. It is difficult to 
imagine an officer to investigate a charge 
against a brother officer independently when 
both of them happen to be working. Under the 
same boss in the field. The possibility of. in-
fluence by the boss or the feeling of fraternity 
coming in the way of impartial enquiry cannot 
be totally ruled out. The Ministry it is learnt, 
is . considering a proposal to appoint a Director 
of Vigilance at the Engineer-in-Chief's Branch 
in the rank of Chief Engineer with supporting 

~". staff. 

65 4.60' The Committee are of the view that if Vigi-
lance Organisation has to serve any worthwhile 
purpose, it should be headed by a high level 
Officer, preferably from outside the MES Set-up, 
working directly under the Engineer-in-Chief 
and have separate staff of its . own to conduct 
investigatiohS and launch prosecutions. 
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MES is holding numerous types of plant and 
machinery, many of which date back to the 
Second World War, for the use of contractors in 
the execution of works .. 

It was brought to the Committee's notice that 
the contractors did not like to ~ire MES 
machinery because it was of old vintage and its 
perfonnance was not guaranteed. The Com-
mittee are informed by the Ministry that com-
mand-wise studies are being made with. a view 
to identify the plants which are of very old 
vintage as also those which have limited utility 
due to changes in technology as well their in-
creasing availability with contractors so as to 
rationalise inventory holding and dispose of the 
items which do not land themselyes to optimum 
utilisation. This step, though belated, is wel-
come. The Committee would like the Ministry 
to take up policy decision in this regard and 
direct the MES to keep only such plant and 
machinery as may be required by it for carrying 
out maintenance works departmentally and as 
may be in demand by contractors for carrying 
out sophisticated works and may not generally 
be available with them. 

There is no point in keeping plant and 
machinery which is of no use either to the De-
partment or the contractor. The Ministry should 
lay down a discard policy for the MES plant and 
machinery for the guidance of the MES for-
mulations and ensure its enforcement . 

As on 31st March, 1981 losses aggregating to 
Rs. 31.13 crores were awaiting regularisation. 
That means total losses would have been much 
more. 14 per cent of the losses are stated to be 
on account of theft, fraud and neglect. 
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These losses reveal a highly deplorable state 
of affairs in MES and raise serious doubts about 
the competence of supervisory officers at succes-
sive levels of management. The Committee 
would like the Ministry, not MES, to hold an 
independent and in-depth enquiry into the 
losses incurred by MES during the last five 
years with a view to fixing responsibility 
and learning lessons for the future. The en-
quiry should be completed without delay and 
the magnitude of losses under various heads and 
the analtsis of the reasons therefor together 
with the action taken in the matter should be 
conveyed to the Committee within 6 months. 

The Committee also note there are heavy 
amounts outstanding against various categori-
es of officers and private parties. 

The Committee would urge the Ministry to 
view the matters involving heavy outstanding 
amounts of rent recoveries and outstanding 
audit objections very seriously and set up sepa-
rate task forces to recover outstanding dues 
from all concerned and settle audit objections 
within definite time limits. The Committee 
would like the Ministry to take conclusive 
measures to ensure against _ accmulation of 
due against public and private authorities and 
audit objections. The Committee would like to 
be apprised of the progress made and preven-
tive measures taken in the matter within six 
months. 

MES is at present a ~omposite organisation 
with a judiciOUS blend of civilian and military 
personnel at various levels. The Committee have 
gone into the suggestion made to it for complete 
civilian'sation and complete militarisation of 
this service. After considering pros and cons of 
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the matter. The Committee feel that the present 
composite character of the service is best suited 
for an organisation like MES. 

Through MES is meant to carry out and it 
actually carries out engineering works of all the 
three. services, there is a separate organisation 
namely, Naval Dockyard Works which also 
handles some naval works. The Committee have 
not been able to appreciate the need for two 
parallel engineering organisations working for 
the navY. It can, at a moment of weakness 01 
authorities, give rise to an unwholesome idea of 
a separate organisation for Air Force also. The 
Committee would suggest that the Ministry 
should independently examine the rationale of 
having Naval Dockyards Works as an organisa-
tion separate from MES. Even if it has to func-
tion as a separate specialist unit, there would 
be no difficulty in placing it under the admin-
istrative and operational control of E-in-C. 

Former Engineers-in-Chief have expressed 
a view that for optimum utilisation· of its 
capacity in peace as well as war, Border Roads 
Organisation should also be placed under the 
control of E-in-C. For lack .of full facts the Com-
mittee are not in a position· to offer comments on 
this view. They would, however. like that this 
matter should be critically studied by an inter-
Ministrial expert body and'! decision taken in the 
interest of the most economic and efficient use of 
the engineering resources at'ld talents of the two 
organisations. 

The MES establishment as far as the executive 
formations are concerned is based each year on 
the computed workload. There is considerable 
delay in sanction of MES establishment under 
this norm resulting in additional pressure on the 
available staff. Defence Secretary admitted in 

-------------.. ----
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evidence that the time taken in this exercise was 
about 6-8 months and that "I want to see that 
it is done in six weeks". Suprisingly after the 
evidence, the Ministry informed the Committee 
in a not<;! th;it steps have been taken to reduce 
the period from 4-8 months at present to about 
3 months. This is not much of an improvement 
and in fact quite disappointing when viewed 
against the undertaking given by Def<;!nce Sec-
retary to the Committee. The Committee would 
urge the Ministry to cut down the p':!riod for 
sanctioning MES establishment from year to 
year to not more than 6 weeks. if not one month. 

There, is a good deal of shortage in officers 
strength in the MES, the av<;!rage shortage being 
approximately 20%. The Committee are un-
happy to note that DPCS have be~n delayed for 
administrative reasons to fill up some of the 
posts. The Committee would like the Ministry 
to look into this matter and taken necessary 
a,;~n to make up the shortage of 'officers in 
various level, as early as possible. The Min-
istry should also ensure that DPCS and recruit-
ment exercises are not delayed in future. 

The Committee find that at times service 
officers without any previous work experience are 
are appoint<;!d Zonal Chief Engineers. The Minis-
try has, however, sought to justif-y such appoint-
ments on the ground that those commanding 
troops acquire enough experience' of operational 
works to be able to handle the job of Chief En-
gineer in MES. Hbe Committee do not agree 
with this view. They feel that in the interest of 
the efficiency of the MES dep::rrtment wher':! in 
Chiei Engineer is expected to have mastery of 
rules and regulations and the difficult art of tech-
nical administr&tion of contracts from the very 
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day he takes up his appointment, oilly such 
o1'ficers as have ha:d prior work experience in 
MES or similar other engineering organisation 
should be appointed as Chief Engineers or Addi-
tional Chief Engineers. The Committee would 
like the Ministry to issue necessary guidelines in 
this regard. -

There is great frustration among civilian 
officers and subordinate staff in MES. Civilian 
officers have fewer chances of promotion 
vis-a-vis army officers in various irades. Sub-
ordinate staff in Grade-I and Grade-II have 
been stagnating for long periods. Career pros-
pects for civilian offi-cers as well as subordinates 
are very dismal in MES as compared to other 
engineering organisations like CPWD, P&T and 
Railways, etc. 

Unattractiveness of MES as a service for new 
entrants through UPSC is a fact admitted by 
the MinistrY. It is unattractive because of poor 
and uncertain career prospects. 

The Committee cannot but express their un-
happiness over such a steep d~cline in the image 
of MES in the eyes of qualified engineers. What 
has pa,ined them more is the fact that this state 
of affairs has been allowed to continue for such 
;). long time without any remedial action and it 
is only now that a much belated cadre review 
has been undertaken. 

The Committee would urge that the cadre 
review now undertaken by tl1e Ministry with the 
object of bettering promotional opportunities ::md 
bringing some parity in promotiona! prospects 
in MES with those prevailing in other engineer-
ing departments like Railways, CPWD, ~tc. should 
be completed without delay. The Committee 
would like that the cadre review should go far 

.. ,. -- .. ~-----
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enough to make service in MES attractive to 
new engineers and give the officers and sqbordi-
nate staff in MES prospects comparabl~ with 
those enjoyed by their counterparts in other 
civilian organisations. They would like to be 
apprised of the progress made in this reeard 
within 6 months. 

The Committee find that even though the 
Ministry is conscious of the need for creating a 
reserve of officers for leave, training, probation, 
deputation, etc., it has not been able to create 
such a reserve of officers because ~ has not 
been able to attract enough qualified direct re-
cruits. The absence of a reserve of officers is 
sure to result in a shortage in the effective stren-
gth of engineering officers with consequential 
impact on the efficiency of the Department. Thl'! 
Committee would urge the Ministry to take 
necessary steps to build up a reserve of officers 
at the earliest and to maintain it in the interest 
of the Department's efficiency . 

The civilian officers of MES appear to be 
nourishing a grievance that they are not able to 
go beyond the level of superintending Engineer 
in MES. The Ministry has stated that all ap-
pointments upto the level of Chief Engineer! 
(except Command Chief Engineers) are at 
prese~t tenable by civilians. The Committ"!e 
find that this is not so in actual practice. From 
the information furnished by the Ministry they 
note that only a v~ry small percentage of h'~her 
posts are open to civilian enginee~. Out of an 
authorised strength of 35 Chief Engineerg 
(other than Command Chief En~neers) onlv 4 
are earmarked for civilian officers; out (If 39 .o\d. 
ditional Chief Engineers, only 7 are JTlcint for 
civilians. Even thou~h appointments unto th~ 
rank of Lt. CollSE are to be held bv military 
and civilian officers in the ratio of 50: 50. the 

~-.-. ----------.:.-. ------- - .. ~ "'- .. ...--_----.-: .... ---
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Committee find that there are only 85 civilial 
. SE's in position as against 109 military officers ~ 
equivalent rank. Similarly in the category ~ 
Executive Engineers, as against 421 militar 
officers, there are only 229 civilian officers. The~ 
figures go to show that the -civilian oflicers at 
not getting their due nor can it be said that I 
stated by the Ministry all appointments up~ 
the level of Chief Engineers (excep.t Comman 
Chief Engineers) are open to civilian officer I 
The Committee, therefore, feel that the civiIi~ 
officers' grievance is not without basis. 'Ih~ 
would like the Ministr~ to go into this mat~ 
and give civjlian officers their due. 

I 

The ~ommittee regret to note th:t cadt! 
management of MES has remained negle ~tel 
ever since .1947 when the service was constitute~ 
What disturbs the Committee more is that eVEi 
the Ministry had not thought it necessary to h~ 
not do anything in the matter so far and it i 
only now that the Ministry has realised the nee~ 
for strengthening the administration with I 
view to ensuring satisfaction cadre managemen1 
The Committee cannot but express their uni 
happiness at the apat:1Y on the part of MES an~ 
the Ministry towards this important aspect of ~ 
organisation. The Committee urge the Minist~ 
to spare no effort to strengthen personnel mall 
agement in ME'S so as to rectify the sorry stat 
of affairs as is obtaining there at present. i 

. There is a fe~ling prevailing among civj 
lian engineers in ME.S that their career advanctl 
ment. is slower as compared to that of militaI1 
officers. The Committee find that career pro~ 
pects of civilian officers are proposed to be iII1 
proved under the cadre review proposals, whicJ 
.inter-alia, envisage increase of civilian Chief Ed 
gineers' posts from 5 to 15 of whom 8 will bl 
in Maj. Gen.'~ scale. This is a welcome deve 

----------------.. - .. -.-.---~ 
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lopment. Even if the career prospects of officerS 
belonging to two different cadres are, strictly 
speaking, not comparable, the feeling of frustra-
tion among civilian officers can be avoided if 
their career prospects are at least made broadly 
comparable to those of their counterparts in 
other civilian organisations like CPWD, P&T 
and Railways. The Committee hope that the 
cadre review whi{!h is under way will take care 
of the legitimate aspirations of civilian officers 
in this respect. 

The Committee would like to suggest in this 
context that in making appointments of military 
and civilian officers in MES, care should be 
taken to see that, as far as possible a civilian 
officer is not placed in a directly subordinate 
position to a military officer who might have in 
his earlier career worked under the former in 
any capacity. 

The Committee take note of the Ministry's 
statement that suitable proposals to create higher 
posts above CE's level are under coDSideration of 
the Government as a part of the cadre review. 

The Committee are surprised to learn that at 
present the pay of civilian additional Chief 
Engineers and Chief Engineers is pegged down 
to the level of pay of Colonel and Brigadier in 
the Army rather than to that of level I and IT 
Chief Engineers of PWD. The Committee are 
informed that in the latest Cadre Review, pro-
posals are under examination to rectify this 
anomaly and if approved '50 per cent of civilian 
Chief Engineers will· draw pay equal to Briga-
dier and 50 per cent that of Major-General The 
Committee expect an early decision on these 
proposals. 

The Committee also expect that the question 
of designating civilian Chief Engineers in the 
MES as head of Department in CPWD and P&T 
will be examined a."ld finalised early. 
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The Committee are deeply pained to see the 
widespread frustration among non-Gazetted om-
cials of MES. They are more pait:led by the indif-
ference shown by the Ministry to their plight 
and its inaction for so long. Superintendents 
Grade I and II are the backbone of the Depart-
ment and, needless to say, frustration in their 
ranks is sure to have affected the efficiency of 
the Department. The Committee note that, at 
long last, the Ministry. has swung into action to 
remedy the situation. In the Committee's opi-
nion ad hoc piece-meal measures are not going 
to provide lasting liOlutions to the problem. 
What is needed is a Cadre review in the ca~e of 
non-gazetted staff also and thorough review of 
the recruitment and promotion rules with a 
view to providing adequate avenues of promotion 
and guarding against stagnation at any stage. 
The Committee would like to be informed of the 
action taken in the matter within next six 
months. 

The Committee note that ME'S proposes t. 
merge Grade I and II and have one scale like 
that in the CPWD. This is a welcome measure 
and should be implemented without delay. 

The suggestion made to the Committee that 
technical hands joining in non-gazetted posts 
should be ensured of at least 3 promotions in 
their service career is reasonable and merits 
sympathetic consideration. The Committee hope 
that Cadre review, as recommended by them in 
earlier paragraph, would be done with this 
objective in view. 

In the past there has been delay in holding 
DPCs. During the period 1972-80 no DPC was 
held. Now with the court cases have been 
settled, the Committee _ hope -that DPCs would 
be held regularly in future and the MES staf! 
awaiting promotion will not have to wait indefi-
nitely fOt' their advancement. 
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86 6.94 The Committee feel that the MES Organi-

sation should have an institutional arrangement 
to have across the table dialogue with the Civi-
lian. personnel with a view to understanding 
their problems and finding solutions by collective 
discussions. They would recommend setting up 
of such a forum at an early date. 

87 6.95 The Comlnittee find that the Ministry is 
fully a~are of the numerous problems of senio-
rity etc. created by merger of executive and 
survey cadres of MES in 1963 and their subse-
quent de-merger in 1980. The Committee trust 
that the Mini;;try will resolve the problems in 
the most fair and just manner and without delay 
so as to give maximum satisfaction to the offi-
cers involved in this process. 

88 6.96 Unlike CPWD, the Stores management in 
. MES is in the hands of non-technical staff. The 

Ministry has accepted the recommendations 
. made by the Works Study team that stores 
management in MES should be entrusted to 
technical hands. The Committee expect a early 
implementation of the decision. 

89 6.97 The Ministry has admitted that MES is not 
getting due share of deputation posts for its 
officers and the number of MES officers on 
deputation outside is substantially lower than 
that in CPWD. Tais imbalance should be rec-
tified. 

90 6.98 The Committee are glad to note that the 
Ministry has accepted the need to create a post 
of Additional Director of Personnel to take care 
of the problems of civilian officers and staff and 
has included this post in the cadre review pro-
posals. This will meet a deeply felt need of the 
civilian staff. 
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91 6.99 Residential accommodation is posing a big 
problem to the Civilian Officers and staff of 
MESo. Its acuteness has been recognised by the· 
Ministry. To solve be problem, the Ministry is 
considering a proposal to set apart about one 
per cent of the Defence Works Budget for cons.. 
truction of accommodation for civilian person-
nel. This is a welcome measure and shou,ld be 
implemented expeditiously. But construction of 
residential accommodation under this proposal 
will take 8-10 years to materialise. The Com-
mittee urge the Ministry to find an interim 
solution '\to the problem especially at stations 
where the civilian personnel is large and there 
is no Government pool of accommodation. Where 
private accommodation is available, the Minis-
try should either hire suitable accommodation 
and allot it to the civili~n personnel or allow 
them to hire out such private accommodation 
direct and susidise the rent as it does for Def-
ence personnel. 

92 6.100 Where there is no private accommodation 
available and this would be the position at 
various remote places, the Ministry should make 
MEg personnel eligible for station pool accom-
modation. Meeting the essential needs of Civi-. 
lian personnel at such places is not only neces-
sary on hwnan considerations but also impera~ 
tive for speedy execution of MES projects. . 

93 6.101 The Committee are glad to note that the 
Ministry has acknowledged the need for an over: 
all evaluation of the performance of MES witl 
particular reference to the age-old procedure 
and regulations obtaining in the Departmen 
This should be undertaken early and follow-ti 
action taken to make MES a more streamlin~ 
organisation capable of executing works wi1 
utmost efficiency and economy. 
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